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This thesis studies how to eliminate syntactic complexity in Lµ, the modal µ calculus.
Lµ is a verification logic in which a least fixpoint operator µ, and its dual ν, add recur-
sion to a simple modal logic. The number of alternations between µ and ν is a measure
of complexity called the formula’s index: the lower the index, the easier a formula is
to model-check. The central question of this thesis is a long standing one, the Lµ index
problem: given a formula, what is the least index of any equivalent formula, that is to
say, its semantic index?
I take a syntactic approach, focused on simplifying formulas. The core decidabil-
ity results are (i) alternative, syntax-focused decidability proofs for ML and Πµ1 , the
low complexity classes of Lµ; and (ii) a proof that Σ
µ
2 , the fragment of Lµ with one
alternation, is decidable for formulas in the dual class Πµ2 .
Beyond its algorithmic contributions, this thesis aims to deepen our understand-
ing of the index problem and the tools at our disposal. I study disjunctive form and
related syntactic restrictions, and how they affect the index problem. The main techni-
cal results are that the transformation into disjunctive form preserves Πµ2 -indices but
not Σµ2 -indices, and that some properties of binary trees are expressible with a lower
index using disjunctive formulas than non-deterministic automata. The latter is part
of a thorough account of how the Lµ index problem and the Rabin–Mostowski index
problem for parity automata are related.
In the final part of the thesis, I revisit the relationship between the index problem
and parity games. The syntactic index of a formula is an upper bound on the descrip-
tive complexity of its model-checking parity games. I show that the semantic index of
a formula Ψ is bounded above by the descriptive complexity of the model-checking
games for Ψ. I then study whether this bound is strict: if a formula Ψ is equivalent to
a formula in an alternation class C, does a formula of C suffice to describe the winning
regions of the model-checking games of Ψ? I prove that this is the case for ML, Πµ1 ,
Σµ2 , and the disjunctive fragment of any alternation class. I discuss the practical impli-
cations of these results and propose a uniform approach to the index problem, which
subsumes the previously described decision procedures for low alternation classes.
In brief, this thesis can be read as a guide on how to approach a seemingly com-
plex Lµ formula. Along the way it studies what makes this such a difficult problem
and proposes novel approaches to both simplifying individual formulas and deciding
further fragments of the alternation hierarchy.
i
Lay Summary
Verification is the field of computer science concerned with ensuring that programs
behave according to the specifications describing the programmer’s intentions. One
verification strategy – called model-checking – is to build a model of all the possible
behaviours of a program in order to then check that the specifications hold in this
model. The modal µ calculus, written Lµ, is a verification logic that can be used for
model-checking: formulas of Lµ describe program behaviours, such as “every possible
execution of the program terminates” or “whenever a message is sent, a response is
eventually received”.
Model-checking can be a computationally demanding task; this becomes an issue
for the verification of large systems. The computational complexity of model-checking
– i.e. how much resources are needed – depends in particular on how complex the
description of the specifications is: simple formulas are easy to check, even on large
systems, while checking complex ones does not scale well. It is therefore judicious to
use simple formulas wherever possible.
In Lµ, the complexity of a formula is measured by its index: the lower the index, the
easier model-checking is; the higher the index, the more properties can be expressed.
While it is better to use low-index formulas for model-checking, deciding whether
a particular property can be expressed with a given index is a long-standing open
problem. Previously, only the very simplest classes of Lµ formulas were known to be
recognisable: given a formula, it is possible to find out whether it is equivalent to a
formula in these classes.
This thesis extends those results. Its main goal is to understand how to analyse
a seemingly complex Lµ formula to detect whether it is equivalent to a lower index
formula. Its focus is on finding simplifications that yield the equivalent formulas of
lower index, rather than just deciding their existence.
The main technical contributions consist of novel tools for recognising unnecessary
complexity in formulas, novel procedures for identifying some classes of Lµ formulas,
and an extension of the game-theoretic interpretation of Lµ model-checking to account
for formulas that are equivalent to lower-index formulas.
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The field of complexity theory studies the fundamental question of what makes a
problem difficult to solve. In the context of model-checking, where the problem is
to decide whether a system satisfies some desirable properties, this amounts to asking
what makes properties hard to recognise. A logician’s approach to this question is to
consider the formalisms that describe properties: properties that are algorithmically
simple tend to also be expressible with simple formulas. However, a complex formula
can either describe a genuinely complex property, or be equivalent to a simpler for-
mula. This thesis studies how to identify when the apparent complexity of a formula,
i.e. its syntactic complexity, is necessary, and a reflection of the intrinsic complexity of
a property, and when is it merely incidental.
The formalism studied in this thesis is Lµ, the propositional modal µ calculus. Lµ
is a powerful verification logic obtained by adding the least fixpoint operator µ and
its dual, ν, to a simple modal logic. The least fixpoint µ is used to describe finite
properties, such as “eventually A is true”, while ν denotes infinite ones, such as “A
is always true”. Combining µ and ν generates properties such as “eventually A is
always true”. Further alternations between µ and ν allow Lµ to describe increasingly
intricate mutual dependencies between finite and infinite behaviours. The number
of these alternations is a measure of syntactic complexity: the fewer alternations, the
easier a formula is to model-check; the more alternations, the more properties can be
expressed. This is called the formula’s index. To reduce the algorithmic complexity
of checking a formula, it is judicious for model-checkers to use an equivalent formula
with lower index, if it exists. The central question of this thesis is a long standing
one, the Lµ index problem: given a formula, what is the least index of any equivalent
formula?
For model-checking, recognising the least index a property can be expressed with
– its semantic index – is not enough. Producing the low-index formula is just as impor-
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tant. I therefore take a syntactic approach to the index question, focusing on simplify-
ing formulas. The core results are novel decidability proofs for the simplest classes of
Lµ formulas, all centred around turning the input formula into a formula of the desired
index. Along the way, I study the effects of syntactic restrictions on the index problem
and give a thorough account of the relationship between the Lµ index problem and
the related Rabin–Mostowski index problem for parity automata. Finally, I revisit the
fundamental relationship between Lµ and parity games to account for the semantic
index of formulas as well as their syntactic index. The goal of this research has been to
develop ways to analyse and simplify high index Lµ formulas. I therefore conclude the
manuscript with an inventory of methods for approaching high-complexity formulas
that derive from this work.
Synopsis
The core of this manuscript is in three parts. The first one discusses how syntactic
restrictions affect the index problem.
Although the syntax of Lµ is itself simple, formulas of Lµ are notoriously diffi-
cult to make sense of, for humans and algorithms alike. Restricting the syntax of Lµ
forces more structure onto formulas, which then become easier to work with. Chap-
ter 3 studies one such restriction, disjunctive form, a key component to most proofs in
this thesis. It first briefly surveys the characteristics of disjunctive formulas that make
them easy to work with, then provides a detailed rewriting of the proof that disjunc-
tive Lµ is expressively complete. The chapter concludes with an investigation of the
effects of the transformation into disjunctive form on the index of formulas. I show
that it preserves the index of formulas in Πµ2 , the alternation class of formulas of the
form νY.µX.φ. The dual, however, does not hold: there are formulas in Σµ2 which, in
disjunctive form, have arbitrarily high alternation depth. These results are, to the best
of my knowledge, novel.
In Chapter 4, I introduce the non-deterministic fragment of Lµ in order to take a
closer look at the differences between disjunctive Lµ and non-deterministic parity au-
tomata, a related formalism, as well as their respective index problems.
The motivation for this chapter comes from the well-established idea that Lµ and
alternating parity automata are closely related, if not almost identical models of com-
putation. In the automata-theoretic world, instead of alternations, one can count the
number of priorities in the acceptance condition of automata. The Rabin–Mostowski
index problem is to find the least acceptance condition necessary to describe a prop-
erty with a given type of automata. The parallels with the Lµ index problem are clear;
however, since Lµ is defined on a more general set of input structures than traditional
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automata, these two index problems are distinct. This chapter aims to clarify what ex-
actly happens to the index problem when moving between the logical and automata-
theoretic frameworks.
The starting point is disjunctive form, which was originally designed to mimic
non-determinism in parity automata. However, I show that disjunctive formulas are
in fact more powerful than non-deterministic automata, in the sense that they can
express some properties of binary trees with a lower index than an equivalent non-
deterministic automaton. In contrast, non-deterministic Lµ, as its name indicates, is
a Lµ fragment that corresponds exactly to non-deterministic automata: any such for-
mula can be turned into a non-deterministic automaton of the same index that agrees
with it on all binary trees, and vice-versa. With this fragment, I highlight the differ-
ences between the index problem for disjunctive Lµ and non-deterministic automata,
and give a Lµ-focused proof that non-deterministic automata are as expressive as al-
ternating parity automata. I then study the index problem for this fragment itself.
The second part of the thesis presents three novel decision procedures. The first
two, in Chapter 5, provide alternative, syntax-focused proofs that formulas express-
ible without any fixpoints, and those expressible with only one type of fixpoint, are
recognisable. These correspond to proofs of decidability for ML, Σµ1 and Π
µ
1 . They
give a clear account of how syntactic complexity can be eliminated to get a formula in
the target class from the original formula. Chapter 6 shows that the next alternation
class, Σµ2 , is decidable for input formulas in the dual class Π
µ
2 . For general Lµ formu-
las, I present a sequence of formulas with eventually coincides with the input formula
exactly when it is semantically in Σµ2 . Finding a bound on the convergence of this se-
quence, which would decide Σµ2 , remains open.
In the final part of the thesis, I revisit some of the fundamentals of Lµ-theory in light
of the index problem. I show that at least for the formulas semantically in alternation
classes up to Σµ2 , the descriptive complexity of the model-checking games is exactly the
semantic complexity of the formula, rather than its syntactic complexity as thought so
far.
Chapter 7 relates the index problem to the descriptive complexity of the model-
checking parity games generated by a formula. It is a well established fact that the
winning regions of the model-checking parity games of a formula Ψ can be described
by a formula of the same index as Ψ. Say that Ψ is interpreted by a formula of the same
index. The syntactic index of a formula is therefore an upper bound on the descriptive
complexity of its model-checking parity games. I extend this relationship to semantic
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complexity by showing that the semantic index of a formula Ψ is bounded above by the
descriptive complexity of the model-checking games for Ψ: if Ψ is interpreted by Φ,
a formula with a smaller index than Ψ, then Ψ can be simplified into a formula of the
same index as Φ. I then study how this can be used in practice to simplify formulas.
Chapter 8 asks whether the converse holds: if Ψ is semantically in an alternation
class C, then is Ψ interpreted by some formula in the class C? I show that such an
interpretation theorem holds for ML, and for Πµ1 and Σ
µ
2 as long as the input formula is
in disjunctive form. Finally, I show a general interpretation theorem for all disjunctive
alternation classes, as long as the input is in co-disjunctive form, the dual of disjunctive
form. These results show how far the techniques of the previous chapters can go,
and highlight the challenges that need to be addressed to take the next step up the
alternation hierarchy.
I conclude the thesis with a discussion of how the results presented throughout
improve our understanding of this long standing open problem and what I believe to
be some promising directions for future work. A separate document, in the Appendix,
compiles all the technical results of this thesis into an inventory of tools for analysing
complex Lµ formulas.
The next chapter presents the prerequisite concepts, notations and results as well
as the wider context of this work.
Some of the results in Part II stem from joint work with Sandra Quickert; this will
be specified throughout. The contents of Section 3.4 on disjunctive form and the al-
ternation hierarchy, and Chapter 5 on decision procedures for ML and Πµ1 have been
published [Leh15, LQ15]. The contents of Chapter 6 have been accepted for publica-
tion [LQ17]. I hope to also publish some of the content of Part III.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
This chapter presents the prerequisite background material. In particular Lµ, its rela-
tion to parity games and automata, and the central index problem are defined and set
within their historical context. Along the way, notations and conventions are fixed. A
more thorough introduction to Lµ can be found in Bradfield and Stirling 2007 [BS07].
2.1 The modal µ calculus
2.1.1 A brief history
Although modal logics have roots in philosophy, their study in the context of verifi-
cation is firmly grounded within the realm of computer science. The idea of formal-
ising program specifications and proving these was pioneered in the 1960s, mainly
by Floyd [Flo67] and Hoare [Hoa69]. Hoare Logic expresses assertions as precondi-
tion/postcondition pairs, that lend themselves to mechanical proofs. We can date the
introduction of modal logics into verification research to the 70s: temporal and modal
logics started to appear [Pra76, Pnu77] as an alternative formalism that could model
non-terminating processes. Dynamic logics [HMP77] received a lot of attention, in
particular Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) [FL79]. PDL has its semantics defined
on Kripke structures [Kri63], which have since become a standard way to describe
computational systems: the execution of a program is a path from node to node, each
node describing the global state of the system at some stage of the execution. Although
the symbols ♦ and  were already in use in PDL, the Lµ-semantics of these modalities
come directly from Hennessy–Milner logic [HM80, HM85], developed within the con-
text of process calculi: An expression ♦φ denotes the existence of a next state satisfying
φ while φ denotes that all next states satisfy φ.
Around the same time Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [GPSS80] introduced temporal
connectives that could express global properties of paths such as “until” or “finally”.
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Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [EC82] generalised these ideas to branching time,
again using Kripke structures.
Meanwhile, in the field of database query languages, Aho and Ullman [AU79]
noted that closure properties could be expressed by introducing fixpoints. The line
of research that followed on fixpoint extensions of First Order Logic (FOL) [GS86] in-
cludes the celebrated Immerman–Vardi result [Imm82, Var82] which states that in the
presence of a linear order, properties expressible in FOL with a least fixpoint corre-
spond exactly to those decidable in polynomial time. In the context of modal logics,
Pratt abandoned the more intuitive temporal connectives of CTL in favour of the more
agile fixpoint operator µ when he described the precursor [Pra81] of Lµ. A few years
later, Kozen presented Lµ [Koz83] which has been extensively studied ever since.
The appeal of Lµ comes from its simple yet remarkably expressive syntax, its
agreeable decidability properties, and its deep connections with other mathemati-
cal formalisms. Indeed, the satisfiability problem is EXPTIME-complete [EJ88] while
the model-checking problem is equivalent to solving parity games [Wil01], a problem
conjectured to be in P. Lµ subsumes many other verification logics and constitutes
the bisimulation-invariant fragment of monadic second-order logic [JW96], another
well-studied formalism. The semantics of Lµ can be described in terms of amorphous
alternating parity automata, linking Lµ to the rich theory of automata. Hence Lµ is a
prime example of the fertile intersection of logic, automata and games.
2.1.2 Syntax of Lµ
Fix once and for all countably infinite sets Prop = {P, Q, ...} of propositional variables,
Var = {X,Y, ...} of fixpoint variables and a finite set Act = {a,b, ...} of actions.
Definition 1. (Lµ) The syntax of Lµ is given by:
φ := P | X | ¬P | φ ∧ φ | φ ∨ φ | 〈a〉φ | [a]φ | µX.φ | νX.φ | ⊥ | >
Conjunctions take precedence over disjunctions. The scope of fixpoint bindings
extends as far as possible to the right while the scope of modalities extends as little as
possible to the right. For example, µX.〈a〉X∧C∨ B is parsed as µX.(((〈a〉X)∧C)∨ B).
Unimodal Lµ is the original version of Lµ which ignores action labels on transi-
tions. In its syntax, ♦φ and φ replace 〈a〉φ and [a]φ. Often, when action labels are
not relevant, examples will use unimodal Lµ for clarity.
This thesis will also make extensive use of an alternative notation for modalities,
introduced by Janin and Walukiewicz [JW95] to define disjunctive form: a−→F , where
F is a set of formulas. The modality a−→F is short for (∧ψ∈F 〈a〉ψ)∧ [a]∨ψ∈F ψ meaning
that every formula in F is realised by at least one a-successor and every a-successor
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realises at least one of the formulas in F . The unimodal operator→F is defined simi-
larly with respect to  and ♦. Although initially less intuitive than ♦ and  modalities,
the use of→F will make formulas much clearer throughout.
Notation and terminology
The syntax of Lµ presented here only allows formulas in positive form: negation is
only applied to propositional variables. In a slight abuse of notation, ¬φ should be
read as the negation of φ, which can be obtained syntactically by inverting µ and
ν, ∧ and ∨, [a] and 〈a〉, and negating literals, i.e. propositional variables and their
negations.
A fixpoint variable X which does not appear in the scope of µX.φ or νX.φ is said to
be free, and the set of free fixpoint variables of a formula ψ is written Freeψ. A formula
without free fixpoint variables is a sentence. A fixpoint µ or ν binds a variable X ∈ Freeφ
in µX.φ or νX.φ respectively. The formula φ is called the binding formula of X, and
will be written φX.
A formula is guarded if every fixpoint variable is in the scope of a modality within
its binding. As is well documented in the literature [Mat02, KVW00], every Lµ for-
mula is equivalent to a formula in guarded form. Without loss of expressivity, all Lµ
formulas are assumed to be in guarded form.
The set of subformulas of a sentence Ψ is written sf (Ψ). For notational purposes,
call the binding formula of X, written φX, the immediate subformula of X. We call
this a fixpoint regeneration. The parse tree of a sentence is the tree which has for nodes
the subformulas of Ψ, which is rooted at the formula itself and where the child of
a node consists of the parse-trees of its immediate subformulas. In other words it











Example 2. The parse-tree of the for-
mula µX.(νZ.[a]Z) ∧ νY.〈b〉(X ∨ Y) is il-
lustrated here. For clarity, nodes are la-
belled only with the outmost operator of
the subformula they correspond to. Here,
the subformulas X and Y are reachable
from each other, via regeneration, and
Z is reachable from both, but neither is
reachable from Z.
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A subformula φ of Ψ is reachable from another subformula φ′ if it is reachable in the
parse-tree – that is to say, if there is a sequence of subformulas f0 f1... fn such that f0 is
φ, fn is φ′ and fi+1 is an immediate subformula of fi for all i, 0 ≤ i < n. Ψ(φ) means
that Ψ is a formula with a subformula φ. Then, writing Ψ(φ′) indicates Ψ where all
subformulas φ are substituted with φ′, also written Ψ[φ′/φ].
2.1.3 Semantics of Lµ
Lµ formulas operate on regular trees, representing labelled transition systems.
Definition 3. (Trees) A labelled transition system, or simply structure, represented as a
treeM = (S, E, P, L), rooted at r ∈ S consists of:
• a set of states S,
• a successor relation E ⊆ S× S,
• a labelling P : S→ PropM of states from a finite set PropM ⊂ Prop,
• a labelling L : E→ ActM of edges with action labels from a finite set ActM
The edge relation must be such that for every state s ∈ S, the set of its ancestors, {w ∈
S | ∃w1, . . . ,wk. (w,w1) ∈ E, (w1,w2) ∈ E, . . . (wk, s) ∈ E}, is finite and well-ordered with
respect to the transitive closure of E. Write s a−→s′ for s′ is an a-successor of s, that is
(s, s′) ∈ E and L(s, s′) = a. Write s→s′ for (s, s′) ∈ E.
The scope of this thesis is restricted to regular trees with finite but unbounded
branching, which can be finitely represented as trees with back edges. Due to space
concerns, this thesis uses such finite representations throughout. It will be practical to
sometimes also add back edges to infinite trees to build new trees. In such cases, the
Lµ formula is evaluated on the bisimilar infinite tree.
Definition 4. (Ranked labelled transition systems) A labelled transition system is said to
be ranked if each node has at most one a-successor for each a ∈ Act; otherwise it is
unranked. Unless specified, a structure should be assumed to be unranked. See Figure
2.1.1 for an example.
Binary trees where nodes have a left successor and a right successor are an example
of ranked structures. This distinction enables the comparison of Lµ and automata-
theoretic literature. The latter typically operates on ranked structures only, while Lµ is
defined in the more general framework of unranked structures.
Definition 5. (Semantics of Lµ) Given a structureM = (S, E, P, L) rooted at r ∈ S, and
an interpretation I : Var→ P(S) of fixpoint variables, the set ‖ φ ‖MI ⊆ S of states of
M satisfying the formula φ is defined by:













Figure 2.1.1: An example of a ranked (left) and unranked (right) structure, represented as a tree
with back edges.
‖ A ‖MI = {s|A ∈ P(s)} for A ∈ Prop
‖ ¬A ‖MI = {s|A 6∈ P(s)}
‖ X ‖MI = I(X)
‖ φ0 ∧ φ1 ‖MI =‖ φ0 ‖MI ∩ ‖ φ1 ‖MI
‖ φ0 ∨ φ1 ‖MI =‖ φ0 ‖MI ∪ ‖ φ1 ‖MI
‖ 〈a〉φ ‖MI = {s|∃s′ ∈‖ φ ‖MI .s
a−→s′}
‖ [a]φ ‖MI = {s|∀s′.s
a−→s′ =⇒ s′ ∈‖ φ ‖MI }
‖ νX.φ ‖MI =
⋃
{C ⊆ S|C ⊆‖ φ ‖MI [X:=C]}
‖ µX.φ ‖MI =
⋂
{C ⊆ S| ‖ φ ‖MI [X:=C]⊆ C}
where I [X := C] interprets X as the set C but otherwise agrees with I .
For a state ofM and a subformula φ of a sentence Ψ of Lµ, we write s |= φ, read
s models φ or φ holds in s, for s ∈‖ φ ‖MI , where I maps each fixpoint variable X to
‖ µX.φX ‖MI . Finally, writeM |= Ψ if r |= Ψ.
Two formulas are equivalent if they agree on all structuresM.
2.1.4 Bisimulation invariance
Bisimulation is a notion of semantic equivalence for processes. It is of particular im-
portance in the context of Lµ since this logic is bisimulation invariant: if a formula
holds in a structure, it holds in all bisimilar structures.
Definition 6. (Bisimulation) Two structures are bisimilar if there is a bisimulation be-
tween them. Given two structures T = (T, ET, PT, LT) and M = (M, EM, PM, LM), a
bisimulation B ⊆ T ×M is a binary relation such that for all (t,m) ∈ B and all a ∈ Act
it is the case that PT(t) = PM(m), and for all t′ ∈ T if t
a−→t′ then there is a m′ ∈ M such
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that (t′,m′) ∈ B and m a−→m′; and symmetrically, for all m′ ∈ M if m a−→m′ then there is a
t′ ∈ T such that (t′,m′) ∈ B and t a−→t′.
Theorem 7. [JW96] Lµ is bisimulation invariant.
2.2 The alternation hierarchy
Complexity in Lµ can be measured in terms of alternations between the two fixpoint
operators. Each additional alternation increases the expressive power of the logic,
as was shown independently by Bradfield [Bra98] and Lenzi [Len96]. However, ad-
ditional alternations also increase the cost of model-checking, at least for any of the
currently known algorithms. The properties expressible in Lµ can therefore be strati-
fied into a strict hierarchy of alternation classes, and for each class, we can ask whether
membership is decidable. This is the problem of deciding the alternation hierarchy, or
the Lµ index problem.
Syntactically, what exactly should count as an alternation is not entirely trivial. For
example, there is a distinction between the alternations in the following formulas:
µX.νY.µW.Y ∧ (C ∨♦W) ∨ B ∧♦X
µX.(νY.µW.Y ∧ (C ∨♦W)) ∨ B ∧♦X
In the latter, the subformula (νY.µW.Y ∧ (C ∨ ♦W)) is properly embedded in the
binding of X so that there is no mutual dependency between the definitions of φX
and φY. This means that the apparent alternation between X and Y is not in fact re-
flected in the algorithmic complexity of model-checking. The definition of alternation
depth, here also referred to as index to match the automata-theoretic terminology, is
meant to only capture alternations which generate algorithmic complexity, matching
the definition given in Niwiński 1986 [Niw86]. The presentation here emphasizes the
relationship of a formula’s alternation depth to the priorities in parity games and au-
tomata acceptance conditions (see the next sections). A thorough discussion on how
to define alternation depth, and comparison of definitions used in the literature can
be found in Bradfield and Stirling 2007 [BS07].
Definition 8. (Priority assignment and index) A priority assignment for a sentence Ψ is
a mapping Ω : VarΨ → {m, ...,q − 1,q}, where m ∈ {0,1} and q is a positive integer,
of priorities to the fixpoint variables VarΨ of Ψ such that µ-bound variables receive
odd priorities while ν-bound variables receive even priorities. A priority assignment
is order preserving if whenever X is free in the formula binding Y, Ω(X) ≥Ω(Y).
A formula has index I if it admits an order preserving priority assignment with
co-domain I.
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Definition 9. (Alternation hierarchy) The base of the alternation hierarchy is ML, the
modal fragment of Lµ, consisting of formulas without any fixpoints. Formulas with
only ν-bound fixpoints, or only µ-bound fixpoints respectively, have index {0}, or {1},
corresponding to the alternation classes Πµ1 , or Σ
µ
1 .
The classes Πµi and Σ
µ
i for positive even i correspond to formulas with indices
{1, ..., i} and {0, ..., i − 1} respectively, while for odd i they correspond to formulas
with indices {0, ..., i− 1} and {1, ..., i} respectively.
The semantic alternation class of a formula is the the least alternation class of any
equivalent formula.
Example 10. The formula µX.νY.Y ∧ µZ.(X ∨ Z) accepts the priority assignment
Ω(X) = 1,Ω(Y) = 0 and Ω(Z) = 1, so it has index {1,0} and is in the class Σµ2 . How-
ever, it is equivalent to µX.X which holds in structures without infinite paths, and is
therefore semantically in Σµ1 .
Theorem 11. [Bra98, Len96] The alternation hierarchy is strict: for each index I = {m, ...,q},
where m ∈ {0,1}, there are formulas that are not equivalent to a formula with smaller index.
Definition 12. (Ambiguous classes) Some formulas have both index {0, ...,q} and {1, ...,q+
1} and therefore belong to both an alternation class Πµi and its dual Σ
µ
i . The intersec-
tion Πµi ∩ Σ
µ
i is called an ambiguous class. The first ambiguous class collapses to the
modal level: Πµ1 ∩ Σ
µ
1 = ML. This is also true semantically: if a formula is equivalent
to both a Πµ1 and a Σ
µ





are called alternation free: they don’t have pairs of mutually reachable µ- and ν-bound
fixpoint variables. If a formula is semantically in both Πµ2 and Σ
µ
2 , then it is equivalent
to an alternation-free formula [SA05].
Definition 13. (Weak alternation hierarchy) The weak alternation hierarchy is defined
within the alternation free class Πµ2 ∩ Σ
µ




2 admits an order-
preserving priority assignment Ω with co-domain I such that Ω(X) ≤ Ω(Y) if the
binding formula φY of Y is a subformula of the binding formula φX of X, then the
formula has weak index I. The weak alternation classes, weak Πµi and weak Σ
µ
i , are
then defined similarly to Πµi and Σ
µ
i but with respect to the weak index of a formula.
Deciding an alternation class C means deciding, given an arbitrary Lµ formula,
whether it is equivalent to any formula in C.
So far only the first levels ML,Πµ1 and Σ
µ
1 are known to be decidable [Ott99, KW02].
Some results in automata theory [CKLV13] can be interpreted within the Lµ context
to yield another decidability result: given a formula in the Πµ2 alternation class, it is
decidable whether it is equivalent on ranked trees to a formula in the Σµ2 alternation
class.
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2.3 Parity games
The semantics of logics are often described in anthropomorphic terms with games be-
tween a Verifier and Falsifier. For first-order logic, for example, the two players (often
named Adam and Eve after their respective quantifiers ∀ and ∃) engage in a reacha-
bility game to decide whether a first-order formula holds. For Lµ, the corresponding
games are infinite, and use a parity winning condition, first explicitly described by
Emerson and Jutla [EJ91]. The antagonism between the players represents the duality
between conjunctions and disjunctions, existential and universal quantifiers, and in
the case of Lµ between greatest and least fixpoints. For an introduction to some of the
games that logicians play, see Grädel 2011 [Grä11].
Informally, a parity game – the model-checking game for Lµ – is a potentially in-
finite two-player game between the verifier called Even, and her opponent Odd. The
arena is a rooted finite graph (equivalently, a regular tree) in which each node belongs
to one of the two players and has a priority. Starting at an initial position, at each
turn the player to whom the current node belongs chooses the next position amongst
the current node’s successors. The winner of the game is decided by the parity of the
highest priority seen infinitely often along a play.
To check whether a sentence Ψ holds in a structureM, such a game can be played
on an arena built from Ψ andM. The verifying player, Even, and can win this game if
and only ifM |= Ψ. This means that model-checking Lµ reduces to deciding the win-
ner of parity games. The exact complexity of this task is a long standing open problem:
while it is conjectured to be solvable in polynomial time, the best current algorithms
are exponential in a function of the alternation depth of the formula. A survey of al-
gorithms pre-dating 2011 for solving parity games can be found in [AG11]. However,
this is an active area, with several new algorithms [DMPV16, BDM16, MRR16], one of
which is quasi-polynomial [CJK+16], published within the last year.
Definition 14. (Parity game) A parity game arena is G = (V, E,vι,Ω) consisting of: a set
V of states partitioned into those belonging to Even, Ve and those belonging to Odd,
Vo; an edge relation E ⊆ V ×V; an initial node vι; and a priority assignment Ω which
assigns a priority to each position. The co-domain I of Ω is said to be the index of G.
Ω can always be a prefix of the natural numbers, starting at either 0 or 1.
A play in a parity game is a potentially infinite sequence of positions starting with
vι. The winner of a finite play depends on the final position v: if Ω(v) is even, Even
wins, otherwise Odd wins. For infinite plays, the winner depends on the highest
priority seen infinitely often, called the dominant priority. The winner is the player of
the parity of the dominant priority.
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A positional (or memoryless) strategy σ for Even (and similarly for Odd) consists
of a choice σ(v) of successor at the nodes v in Ve (or Vo). A play π = v0,v1, ..., where
v0 = vι, agrees with a strategy σ if, at every position vi ∈ Ve (or Vo) along the play,
vi+1 = σ(vi). A strategy can be seen as a tree of which each branch is a play which
agrees with the strategy.
A pair of strategies, one for each player, induces a unique play. A strategy for one
of the players is winning if every play that agrees with it is winning for the player. A
parity game G is said to be winning for a player if that player has a winning strategy.
Parity games are positionally determined [EJ91, Mar75]: positional strategies suf-
fice and exactly one of the players has a winning strategy from every position.
For every structureM and formula Ψ, there is a model-checking parity gameM×
Ψ such that Even has a winning strategy inM×Ψ if and only ifM|= Ψ. Furthermore,
Even has a winning strategy from each position s× φ ofM× Ψ, where s is a state of
M and φ is a subformula of Ψ, if and only if s |= φ.
Definition 15. (Model-checking parity game) Let Ψ be a sentence of Lµ and ΩΨ a priority
assignment with co-domain I on the fixpoint variables of Ψ. Then, for any labelled
transition systemM, define the model-checking parity gameM×Ψ as follows:M×
Ψ = (V, E,vι,Ω) where:
• V is the set of states s× φ, where s is a state ofM and φ ∈ sf (Ψ);
• Vo consists of positions s× φ ∧ ψ and s× [a]φ while Ve = V \Vo;
• If s 6|= C, position s× C ∧ φ, where C is a conjunction of literals, is terminal and
of odd priority; else it has a unique successor s× φ;
• Positions s× C, where C is a conjunction of literals, are terminal and if s |= C, of
even priority; else it is of odd priority;
• There is an edge from s× φ ∨ ψ to s× φ and s× ψ;
an edge from s× φ ∧ ψ to s× φ and s× ψ;
an edge from s× X and s× µX.φX or νX.φX to s× φX;
an edge from s× 〈a〉φ and s× [a]φ to s′ × φ for every a-successor s′ of s;
• vι the initial position is r×Ψ, where r is the root ofM;
• Ω assigns ΩΨ(X) to positions s× X; it assigns the minimal odd priority from I
(or 1 if all elements of I are even) to s× C and s× C ∧ φ when the conjunction
C of literals does not hold in s; it assigns the minimal even priority of I (or 0 if
all elements of I are odd) to s× C when C holds in s and to s×¬P if P does not
hold in S. Ω assigns the minimal priority of I to all other positions.
Theorem 16. [AG11] If Ω is an order-preserving parity assignment for Ψ, thenM× Ψ is
winning for Even if and only ifM |= Ψ.
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2.4 Alternating parity automata
There is a close connection between Lµ and alternating parity automata. The connec-
tion between the Lµ alternation depth and the indices in Rabin automata was first
noted by Niwiński [Niw97]. Janin and Walukiewicz gave the first automata-theoretic
semantics for Lµ in 1995 [JW95], and Wilke revisited these some years later [Wil01].
In this paper, the automata model for Lµ is stated to be alternating parity automata.
To be slightly more precise, like automata for CTL [BG93], these automata are amor-
phous: they operate on unranked structures, which allow several successors via the
same label, like Lµ. This distinguishes these Lµ-automata from the variety of alternat-
ing parity automata encountered in other branches of automata-theoretic literature,
which operate on ranked structures: every node has exactly one successor per action
label, and the branching degree is bounded by the finite number of action labels. In
the literature this distinction tends to be implicit and apparent in the definitions, but
rarely explicitly stated. Its significance becomes clear when we consider the index
problem, both further down in this section and in detail in Chapter 4.
Here I review the definition of amorphous alternating parity automata using Lµ
notation in the transition condition. This definition subsumes both the original Lµ
automata [Wil01], which it generalises to multimodal Lµ, and non-amorphous alter-
nating parity automata, as found in much of the automata theoretic literature [KV98,
FMS13, AN07], which it generalises onto unranked structures. The definition of non-
amorphous alternating parity automata can be retrieved by restricting the input trees
to ranked trees; ignoring action labels yields the original unimodal automata [Wil01].
Throughout this thesis, Lµ-automata refer to amorphous alternating parity au-
tomata while alternating parity automata refer to the non-amorphous variation. Sim-
ilarly, non-deterministic automata, discussed in Chapter 4, are non-amorphous.
Definition 17. (Lµ-automata) A Lµ-automaton is a tuple A = (S, si,δ,Ω) where
• S is a finite set of states with an initial state si ∈ S;
• δ is a transition function, from states to transition conditions, defined below;
• Ω : S→ I is a priority function.
A transition condition is:
• >,⊥, P or ¬P for P ∈ Prop;
• s, [a]s, 〈a〉s for s ∈ S and a ∈ Act;
• s ∨ s′, s ∧ s′ for s ∈ S.
The codomain I of Ω is the index of A. The acceptance conditions are standard
[Wil01]. As with formulas, the evaluation of A boils down to a parity game of index I.
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Theorem 18. [Wil01] For every Lµ formula Ψ of index I there is an amorphous alternating
parity automaton A of index I such that A accepts a structure M if and only if M |= Ψ.
Conversely, for any amorphous alternating parity automaton of index I, there is a Lµ formula
of index I such that A accepts a structureM if and only ifM |= Ψ.
The original proof of this theorem [Wil01] only considers the unimodal case, but
the extension to multiple action-labels is trivial. The intuition of this transformation
between automata and formulas is simple: the states of the automaton correspond to
subformulas of Ψ and the transition relation is derived from the parse-tree of Ψ. The
priorities in the automaton are inherited from the priority assignment of Ψ.
The index problem can be defined for any class of parity automata in the same
way it is defined for Lµ: given a property, what is the least index required to express
it as an automaton of the specified type? For the Lµ-automata defined above, this is of
course exactly the same problem as the Lµ index problem. For non-amorphous parity
automata, it is the Rabin–Mostowski index problem, which has been studied on non-
deterministic [CL08], deterministic [NW05], and game automata [FMS13] for example.
While the model-checking problems for Lµ and alternating parity automata reduce to
each other, it is to the best of my knowledge open whether there is a reduction between
the respective index problems. The distinction between the Rabin–Mostowski index
problem and the Lµ index problem stems from the fact that an automaton can have a
different index according to whether it is amorphous or not.
Example 19. If [a]ψ ∨ [a]¬ψ is considered as a Lµ formula, or an (amorphous) Lµ-
automaton, its complexity depends on ψ and can be arbitrarily high. When considered
as a non-amorphous automaton – restricted to ranked trees – this property becomes
trivial: there is only ever one a-successor, which will of course satisfy either ψ or ¬ψ,
so the property is equivalent to >.
The index of a property on unranked structures is higher than its index on ranked
structures. Deciding its index on unranked structures only gives an upper bound to its
index on ranked structures; deciding its index on ranked structures gives no guaran-
tees at all about its index on unranked structures. The differences between the index
problems for non-deterministic (non-amorphous) automata and fragments of Lµ are
studied in Chapter 4. Despite these differences, some techniques can be generalised
from ranked structures into the Lµ framework – for example, the decidability proof of
Chapter 6 relied in part on generalising work on the Rabin–Mostowski index.
While further definitions will be introduced as required, this concludes the presen-
tation of the foundations for discussing the Lµ index problem.
Part I
On the effects that syntactic restrictions have on the index problem.
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The syntax of Lµ is itself simple, but it allows us to build formulas that quickly
become difficult to make sense of, for humans and algorithms alike. Syntactic restric-
tions can impose some semblance of structure onto formulas and make them both
more manageable for the human reader and easier to manipulate within proofs. In
this first part, I study two syntactic fragments of Lµ and how they contribute to un-
derstanding complexity in Lµ: in particular, how does turning formulas into these
fragments affect the alternation depth of the formula and how does the index problem
for these fragments differ from the Lµ index problem?
One syntactic restriction – disjunctive form – is of particular importance throughout
this thesis: most of the decision procedures in Part II as well as theorems in Part III,
rely on the properties of disjunctive formulas. The next chapter is therefore dedicated
to studying this fragment. Its main contributions are:
• A brief survey of the various properties of disjunctive formulas;
• A detailed rewriting of the transformation of an arbitrary Lµ formula into dis-
junctive form [JW95, Wal95a];
• A proof that any Πµ2 formula is equivalent to a disjunctive Π
µ
2 formula;
• A proof that the transformation into disjunctive form can blow up the alternation
depth of a formula an arbitrary amount.
These last two results are, to the best of my knowledge, novel. They do however
find parallels in automata theory: non-deterministic Büchi automata are as expres-
sive as alternating Büchi automata [MS95] while the same is not known to be true of
co-Büchi automata. This is one of many parallels between disjunctive formulas and
non-deterministic automata, and in fact disjunctive form was initially conceived as a
logical counterpart to non-deterministic automata. However, the exact relationship
between disjunctive Lµ and non-deterministic automata is more subtle, and Chapter 4
clarifies its details by introducing the non-deterministic fragment of Lµ.
Indeed, disjunctive formulas are defined on unranked structures, while non-deterministic
automata operate on ranked structures only. When restricted to ranked structures,
disjunctive formulas are more powerful: they can express properties using a smaller
index than a non-deterministic automaton. Non-deterministic automata can be gen-
eralised onto unranked structures to match exactly a sub-fragment of disjunctive Lµ:
non-deterministic Lµ. Any non-deterministic automaton is equivalent to a non-deterministic
formula of the same index and vice-versa. This fragment allows the detailed study
of the relationship between non-deterministic automata and Lµ formulas, a relation
often alluded to, but rarely dwelled on, in the literature. Non-deterministic formu-
las also boast a curious property which neither disjunctive Lµ nor non-deterministic
automata have: semantic equivalence implies similarity of tableaus. As a result, I pro-
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pose this fragment as an interesting fragment for which solving the index problem
may be within reach. The contributions of Chapter 4 can be summarised as:
• The introduction of the non-deterministic fragment of Lµ as a generalisation of
non-deterministic automata onto unranked structures;
• A transformation of any disjunctive formula into a formula in this fragment
which agrees with the original formula on ranked structures – this is an alterna-
tive, logic-centric proof that alternating parity automata are simulated by non-
deterministic automata [MS95];
• A proof that the non-deterministic Lµ is less powerful than disjunctive Lµ;
• A reduction of the index problem for non-deterministic Lµ to a question of find-
ing the least parity assignment in any sufficiently similar tableau.
The aim is to clarify how Lµ and automata-theoretic literature compare with re-
spect to their respective index problems, highlighting some of the difficulties of mov-
ing between the two frameworks. In particular, while the objects under scrutiny may
be practically identical, as is the case with non-deterministic automata and formulas,
the differences in the frameworks they are defined in mean that they have distinct
index problems which can behave very differently indeed.
Chapter 3
Disjunctive Lµ
In this chapter I introduce and study the disjunctive fragment of Lµ. This fragment is
as expressive as the whole Lµ, but tends to be better behaved. Specifically, disjunctive
form restricts the use of conjunctions, so that universal branching – Odd’s choices –
only stems from modalities. As a result, in the model-checking game of a disjunctive
formula, Even can use strategies which only agree with one play per branch.
This fragment was first introduced by Janin and Walukiewicz in the context of
describing Lµ semantics in an automata-theoretic setting [JW95]. Its restriction on
conjunctions was devised as a way to mimic the non-deterministic subset of alternat-
ing parity automata. It is however more powerful than non-deterministic automata,
in the sense that it can describe properties of ranked structures using a smaller index
than an equivalent non-deterministic automaton would require. Disjunctive form was
most notably used in Walukiewicz’ proof of completeness of Kozen’s axiomatisation
[Wal95a]. Since then however, disjunctive form has received relatively little attention
compared to its cousin, the non-deterministic automaton.
In this thesis, the structural properties of disjunctive formulas are repeatedly used
for studying optimizations for Lµ formulas. This chapter lays out the groundwork by
discussing these properties and studying how turning a formula into disjunctive form
affects its index.
Here is an intuition for how a restriction on conjunctions can help tackle the index
problem. Consider the following formula:
(A) ∧ (♦♦(¬A ∧ ψ) ∨ B)
In this example, ψ could be any formula, perhaps one of high complexity. It is
easy to see that ψ is unnecessary: a strategy for Even that reaches ¬A ∧ ψ at a state v
also reaches A at the same state. Then Odd always wins by choosing whichever one
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of A or ¬A does not hold at v. The formula therefore simplifies to A ∧ B. Again,
supposing ψ is of arbitrary complexity, consider this formula:
(µX.X) ∧ ψ
The first clause, µX.X, states that the structure does not have infinite branches.
On such structures, µ and ν are interchangeable (for guarded formulas), so the above
formula is semantically in Σµ1 .
These are just some examples of the ways in which conjunctions can obfuscate re-
dundancies. Given how difficult Lµ formulas can be to parse, these situations are not
always easy to identify. Turning a formula into disjunctive form can eliminate some
complexity, and failing that, it makes the formula easier to manipulate and reason
about. This will be further studied in later chapters; the present chapter focuses on the
properties of disjunctive form and the transformation into it.
After the formal introduction of the disjunctive fragment in Section 3.1, Section
3.2 provides a brief survey of some of the pleasing properties of disjunctive form. In
particular it establishes some of the fundamental properties of disjunctive form which
will be used throughout this thesis.
The transformation into disjunctive form is described in 3.3. It is a detailed rewrit-
ing of the original proof [JW95] that all Lµ formulas are equivalent to disjunctive ones,
spelling out some details originally omitted.
Finally, Section 3.4 considers the effect of this transformation on the alternation
depth of formulas. It establishes that while Πµ2 formulas remain Π
µ
2 formulas when
turned into disjunctive form, in general the transformation can cause an arbitrary in-
crease or decrease in the number of alternations. The latter result was published in
[Leh15].
Discussion of the exact relationship between disjunctive Lµ and non-deterministic
automata is left to the next chapter.
3.1 Definitions
Throughout this chapter, and wherever this thesis uses disjunctive form, the modal
operator a−→F (or→F ), introduced in Section 2.1.2, replaces the traditional modalities
〈a〉 and [a] (or ♦ and ). Recall that given a set of formulas F , the formula a−→F is
short for (
∧
ψ∈F 〈a〉ψ) ∧ [a]
∨
ψ∈F ψ – that is to say, every formula in F is realised by
at least one a-successor and every a-successor realises at least one of the formulas in
F . Note that 〈a〉ψ can be expressed with a−→{ψ,>} and [a]ψ can be expressed with
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a−→ψ ∨ a−→{}: this notation does not affect the expressiveness of the logic. a−→{} is true
for states without a-successors while a−→{⊥} is false in all states.
Informally, disjunctive formulas are built from subformulas, called modal subfor-
mulas, of the form P ∧ ∧a∈A a−→Fa, or in the unimodal case P ∧ →F , where P is a
conjunction over a set of literals, A ⊆ Act is a finite set of actions and F is a set of
formulas. These subformulas are joined by disjunctions and fixpoint operators bind
fixpoint variables as usual.
Definition 20. (Disjunctive Lµ) The set of disjunctive formulas of (unimodal) Lµ is the
smallest set D satisfying:
• Literals, ⊥ and > and fixpoint variables are in D;
• If ψ ∈ D and φ ∈ D then ψ ∨ φ ∈ D;
• If P is the conjunction of a finite set of literals, and F ⊆ D is a finite set of dis-
junctive formulas, then P ∧→F is in D, and so is P.
• µX.ψ ∈ D and νX.ψ ∈ D as long as ψ ∈ D and X is guarded in ψ.
For multimodal disjunctive form, the rule for modal subformulas is:
• P ∧ ∧a∈A a−→Fa where each Fa is a finite set of disjunctive formulas, P is a finite
conjunction of literals, and A ⊆ Act is a finite set of actions.
Note that a fixpoint variable X can only appear positively and does not appear in
a context X ∧ α for any formula α. As a result, if µX.φ(X) is in disjunctive form then
φ(µX.φ(X)) is also in disjunctive form.
Definition 21. A disjunctive formula is said to be S-complete with respect to some
set of propositions S ⊂ Prop if for every modal subformula P ∧→B, the conjunction P
contains for each proposition L in S either L or its negation. A formula is said to be
complete if it is complete with respect to the set of propositions that appear in it.
In the multimodal case, we can also talk about A-completeness with respect to
some finite set of actions A ⊆ Act: every modality must be of the form ∧a∈A a−→Ba for
the fixed set A.
Example 22.
(µX.P ∨→{X}) ∧ (µY.S ∨→{Y})
This formula expresses the reachability of both P and S, and is not in disjunctive form.
It is equivalent to the following disjunctive formula:
µX.(P ∧ S) ∨ (P ∧→{µY.S ∨→{Y}}) ∨ (S ∧→{µZ.P ∨→{Z}}) ∨→{X}
While the original formula just states two distinct requirements, the disjunctive
formula spells out the local behaviour generated by the interaction between the con-
juncts: one must reach a point where either P and S are seen simultaneously, or one of
P or S is seen first, after which the other must still be reached.
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A disjunctive formula can be seen as a tree with back edges (see Example 2) with
two types of inner nodes: modal nodes P ∧→F , and disjunctive nodes ∨F – the set
of successors for both types of nodes is F , the immediate subformulas. The leaves
are either just P, a conjunction of literals, or a fixpoint variable X with a back edge
pointing to the formula binding X.
Write P→F for P ∧ →F , where P is a conjunction of literals and F is a set of
formulas. Recall that conjunctions bind more closely than disjunctions. This notation
reduces the length of formulas, and potential confusion about operator precedence. It
is also meant to distinguish the conjunctions that are allowed in disjunctive formulas
from arbitrary conjunctions by emphasising the notion that in disjunctive form, sets
of literals “guard” modalities: as long as the conjunction of literals P is true at a state,







a−→Fa. Assume that in such formulas A⊆Act is a finite
set of actions – this will be the case throughout, and will not be explicitly stated each
time.
3.2 Disjunctive Lµ: a well-behaved fragment
So far, we have defined the disjunctive fragment of Lµ. This section presents a brief
survey of the various ways in which this fragment is well-behaved. The first subsec-
tion presents the fundamental property of disjunctive formulas which will be used
throughout the later chapters; the subsequent sections give an overview of some other
properties of disjunctive formulas.
3.2.1 Well-behaved strategies
Disjunctive form affects the dynamics of the model-checking parity games. For Lµ
formulas in general, a strategy σ for either player in a model checking gameM× Ψ
will generate for every node v of the structureM a set of subformulas φ of Ψ such that
σ reaches v× φ inM×Ψ. Given a disjunctive formula Ψ and a strategy σ for Even in
a model checking gameM×Ψ, this set reduces to a singleton set for all nodes that σ
reaches, providedM and σ satisfy some simple assumptions. In other words, Even’s
strategy fixes which subformula can be seen at which position and Odd’s strategy only
affects which positions the play will visit.
To obtain this property, Even has to avoid playing to the same state at two distinct
formulas. Recall that at a modality →{φ,ψ}, Odd can either choose a successor, in
which case Even chooses one of {φ,ψ}, or he can choose one of {φ,ψ} himself and let
Even pick the successor. Even’s strategy should choose a distinct successor to pair up
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with each of φ and ψ. The next definition formalises this notion.
Definition 23. (Well-behaved strategies and structures) Let Ψ be a disjunctive formula,M
a structure represented as a tree, and σ a strategy in the model-checking gameM×Ψ.
Then,M and σ are well-behaved with respect to each other if for each position s× a−→B
reachable with σ, and each φ ∈ B, the state s has distinct a-successors sφ such that σ
reaches sφ at sφ × ψ for no other ψ ∈ B than φ, and every a-successor of s is reached at
a position s× φ for exactly one φ ∈ B. That is to say, whenever Odd chooses φ ∈ B at
a position s× a−→B, Even chooses sφ and whenever Odd chooses sφ, Even chooses φ .
Note that s may have additional a-successors beyond sφ for each φ ∈ B.
In other words, a well-behaved strategy is one which agrees with only one play
per branch.
Given a structure M and strategy σ in M× Ψ, the structure M is bisimilar to
a structure M′ such that M′ and the strategy that σ induces on M′ × Ψ are well-
behaved. This bisimilar structure is obtained by simply duplicating successor states:
If σ reaches both s′ × φ and s′ × ψ from s× a−→B, then duplicate s′ into two a-successor
states s′ψ and s
′
φ, each the root of a duplicate of the subtree rooted at s
′, and let σ play
to s′φ × φ and s′ψ × ψ.
Fact 24. If a formula Ψ is in disjunctive form, without loss of generality we can assume
any pair of structureM and Even’s strategy inM×Ψ to be well-behaved.
Definition 25. (Odd position tree) If σ is a strategy for Even, the Odd position tree for
σ consists of the positions (s × P∧a∈A a−→Ba) belonging to the Odd player which are
reachable by a play respecting σ. One step in this tree corresponds to the odd player
choosing an action a, and either an a-successor or a formula in Ba, followed by as
many moves dictated by σ as necessary to reach the next position belonging to the
Odd player.
Lemma 26. If Ψ is in disjunctive form and a structureM represented as a tree is well-behaved
with respect to a strategy σ inM×Ψ, then each state ofM appears in the Odd position tree
of σ at most once.
Proof. We prove that for a well-behaved strategy σ, each position t × ψ in the Odd
position tree only has one successor position per successor state s of t. Each position
in the Odd position tree is of the form (t× P∧a∈A a−→Ba) and its successors correspond
to the possible choices of Odd: either Odd evaluates P on t and ends the game, or he
picks a formulas from some Ba in which case Even picks an a-successor to evaluate
that formula at, or Odd chooses an a successor for some a, in which case Even picks
a formula from Ba to evaluate at the successor state. Since σ is well-behaved, if Odd
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chooses either φ∈Ba or the a-successor tφ for some a, the game goes to (tφ×φ) so each
successor tφ only appears in one successor position of (t× ψ) in the Odd position tree.
Furthermore, if t has some a-successor t′ which is distinct from tφ for any φ ∈ Ba, then
the play only moves to a position t′ × φ if Odd chooses t′. Since σ uniquely dictates
φ from B when Odd chooses a successor, a single position t′ × φ′ appears in the Odd
position tree.
SinceM is represented as a tree, and disjunctive formulas are guarded, each of its
states can only appear once in the Odd position tree.
Corollary 27. The consistent assignment induced by Even’s winning strategy σ in a parity
gameM× Ψ that assigns to each state of the structureM the subformulas of Ψ such that σ
reaches (s× ψ), assigns at most one Odd subformula P∧a∈A a−→B to each state.
This is a fundamental characteristic of disjunctive formulas: to prove thatM satis-





This property is reminiscent of non-deterministic automata for which runs also
visit each node of the ranked input tree at a single state. In contrast, disjunctive for-
mulas lose this property if the input space is restricted to ranked structures. Since suc-
cessors can no longer be duplicated at will, from a modal position s× k−→{φ,ψ}, any
strategy for Even has to reach the k-successor of s at both φ and ψ. The next chapter
will discuss the relationship between disjunctive Lµ and non-deterministic automata
in more detail, and will discuss a fragment of disjunctive Lµ which preserves well-
behaved strategies on ranked structures.
Finally, note that while the added structure of disjunctive form simplifies the parity
games by reducing the number of formulas reached at a state to one, it comes at a cost.
The symmetry between Even and Odd is lost and dualisation of results is no longer
self-evident. For example the negation of a disjunctive Σµn formula is not necessarily a
disjunctive Πµn formula.
Instead, define co-disjunctive form, the exact dual of disjunctive form, which has
the dual properties of disjunctive form: the Odd player has well-behaved strategies
which only agree with one play per branch. This co-disjunctive form will only be used
in Chapter 8.
3.2.2 Characteristic formulas
The characteristic formula of a structureM is a formula which is true in exactly the
structures bisimilar to M. In other words, it is a formula describing a bisimulation
class. Although the modal fragment of Lµ is strong enough to separate any pair of
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structures that are not bisimilar [HM85], it is not expressive enough to formulate char-
acteristic formulas. Such formulas can be derived in Lµ [Ste89, MO98]. Since Lµ is
bisimulation invariant, this is the most restrictive type of formula there is, excluding
⊥, in the sense that the property expressed corresponds to exactly one bisimulation
class of structures. It turns out that the natural way of building characteristic formulas
for a regular tree yields a disjunctive Πµ1 formula without disjunctions. Furthermore,
any complete disjunctive Πµ1 formula without disjunctions (except ⊥) is a characteris-
tic formula.
In this section, take complete to mean completeness with respect to both sets of
literals and actions, i.e. modal conjunctions are of the form
∧
a∈ActFa. The bisimulation
relation in question is of course the one which preserves the set of literals appearing
in the formula or structure at hand.
Definition 28. (Characteristic formulas) A sentence ψ of Lµ is the characteristic formula
of a structureM if for any structure N , it is the case that N |= ψ if and only if N and
M are bisimilar.
It is easy to see that any complete disjunctive formula without disjunctions or least
fixpoints is a characteristic formula. Its model is essentially the parse-tree of the for-
mula: every state corresponds to a modal subformula P
∧
a∈A
a−→Ba; P dictates the




a−→Ba to the ones corresponding to the next modal subformula in each
element of every Ba. A greatest fixpoint variable induces a back-edge to the state cor-
responding to the next modal position after its binding.
It is equally easy to see that any structure that satisfies such a formula is bisimilar
to the above structure. Conversely, given a structure, its characteristic formula is built
in the obvious way, as detailed in the next definition.
Definition 29. (The characteristic formula ofM) Any finitely representable structure is
also finitely representable by a tree with back edges so let M be a structure, repre-
sented finitely by a tree with back edges. Let P be the set of propositional variables
under consideration – usually, but not necessarily, this is simply the set of proposi-
tions assigned to the labels ofM. Given a node n, write A(n) for the conjunction of
propositional variables from P true at n together with the negations of propositional
variables from P which do not hold at n.
To build a characteristic formula, first label the leaves n without back edges with
the formula A(n)∧a∈Act a−→{}. If a leaf m is the source of a-back-edges e ∈ Ea leading
to some node ne, then label it with A(m)
∧
a∈Act
a−→{Xne |e ∈ Ea}. If an inner node n
has successors ni, themselves labelled with ψi, and is not the target of a back edge,
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label n with the formula A(n)∧a∈Act a−→⋃i{ψi}. If n is the target of a back edge,




a−→⋃i{ψi}. We only use greatest fixpoint bindings since the aim is to
express the infinite behaviour of the structure rather than impose finiteness. Note that
νXn may bind several instances of Xn, if there are several back-edges to n. Since there
are no µ variables involved, the order of binding is irrelevant.
The label of the root of M, which is a sentence of Lµ is then the characteristic
formula ψM ofM.
By construction, this formula is in P-complete disjunctive form and does not con-
tain any µ-operations nor disjunctions. To see that this is indeed a characteristic for-
mula of M, it suffices to observe that M is exactly the structure generated by the
construction of a model from a characteristic formula.
Let us now consider briefly how the addition of µ and ∨ to the syntax of character-
istic formulas increases the complexity of the class of structures described. First note
that adding µ-operators without adding disjunctions is nonsensical: any µ-bound for-
mula in disjunctive form without disjunctions induces a parity game where the Odd
player can always force the game from µX.φ to X, yielding a play in which the highest
priority seen infinitely often is odd. Therefore such subformulas are equivalent to ⊥.
On the other hand, we can add disjunctions to formulas without µ-operators to
expand the class of accepted structures. Taking the disjunction of two characteris-
tic formulas ψM and ψN simply produces the union of the two bisimulation classes
of structures. Introducing disjunctions within formulas has more subtle effects. In a
modal formula, that is to say a formula without fixpoints, introducing a disjunction
within a characteristic formula simply allows two different completions of the model.
However, as soon as the disjunction is within the scope of a fixpoint operator, be it µ
or ν, we get a potentially infinite union of bisimulation classes satisfying the formula.
In the simplest case, some subformula φ(X) of a characteristic formula ψM containing
a fixpoint variable X is replaced with φ(X)∨ ψN where ψN is a characteristic formula.
Then the class of structures satisfying the new formula is the infinite union which con-
tains not only the bisimulation class of structures characterised by ψM[ψN/φ(X)] and
ψM, but also those characterised by each finite approximation of the fixpoints. Finally,
with the introduction of alternations between µ and ν we get a full hierarchy of Lµ
expressible properties.
Describing structures as formulas also allows us to express relations between struc-
tures and formulas as formulas. For instanceM |= φ if and only if ψM ∧ ¬φ is unsat-
isfiable, i.e. if and only if ψM implies φ.
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3.2.3 Satisfiability and synthesis
While the satisfiability of ψ∨ φ stems directly from the satisfiability of φ and ψ, decid-
ing the satisfiability of ψ∧ φ is more involved. Pushing conjunctions as far as possible,
as the transformation into disjunctive form does, makes any interactions between con-
juncts explicit. This makes deciding whether a disjunctive formula is satisfiable easier
– of linear complexity, to be precise.
Indeed, a disjunctive formula Ψ is satisfiable if and only if the formula in which
fixpoints are approximated to their initial level – that is to say ν-bound and µ-bound
fixpoint variables are replaced with > and ⊥ respectively – is satisfiable. Formally,
disjunctive Ψ is equi-satisfiable with Ψ[⊥/X;>/Y]X∈µVar;Y∈νVar, where µVar and νVar
are the least and greatest fixpoint variables of Ψ respectively. Since this is a modal
formula, its satisfiability is linear-time decidable and consists of finding a strategy
σ for Even – that is to say choices at disjunctions – which reaches neither ⊥ nor an
inconsistent conjunction of literals.
For synthesis, the strategy σ induces a characteristic formula on Ψ: at each disjunc-







a−→Fa where Fa = {} for a /∈ A. Since σ only reaches ν-bound variables, we can
build a structure from this formula as detailed in the previous section.
3.2.4 Unsatisfiability in disjunctive formulas
Having discussed satisfiable disjunctive formulas in the previous section, this section
briefly considers unsatisfiable ones.
Turning a formula into disjunctive form can be considered as an exponential com-
plexity pre-processing step which introduces some order into a formula whilst weed-
ing out some redundancies. For example, a Lµ formula may have some propositions
A and ¬A buried deep inside the formula so that in every structure, the Even player
must prove both A and ¬A at the same state. Such a formula is of course unsatisfiable,
but the formula may be complex enough that it is not entirely obvious that this is the
case. However, when such a formula is turned into disjunctive form, this will produce
a subformula with a conjunct A ∧ ¬A. It is reasonable to require that any conjunct of
propositional variables appearing in a formula must be consistent or rewritten as ⊥ ,
that the subformula→{⊥} should just be written ⊥ and that any subformula φ ∨ ⊥
should be simplified to φ while ⊥ ∧ φ should be simplified to ⊥. As a result, after
these trivial simplifications, the only disjunctive formula with ⊥ in it is ⊥ itself.
The following lemma is a curious consequence of the way ⊥ gets simplified away
in disjunctive form.
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Lemma 30. Any disjunctive formula Ψ in Πµ1 without inconsistent conjunctions of literals,
or ⊥, is satisfiable.
Proof. In the previous section, satisfiability of a disjunctive formula was reduced to
finding a strategy for Even which does not reach⊥, a least fixpoint or any inconsistent
conjunction of literals. A disjunctive Πµ1 formula in which the previously mentioned
syntactic simplifications have eliminated⊥ and inconsistent conjunctions, is free of all
three, so any strategy for Even will do.
As a result, for disjunctive ML and Π1, satisfiability is a trivial constant-time affair
once inconsistent conjunctions and ⊥ have been simplified away. For other formulas,
unsatisfiability can be caused by µ-operators that are syntactically inescapable, for
example: µX.→{X} or νX.µY.(→{Y, X} ∨→{Y})
In general, if the formula is seen as a parity game on subformulas where disjunc-
tions belong to the Even player and modalities to the Odd player, an unsatisfiable
formula is one where the Even player is not able to escape a cycle where the most sig-
nificant fixpoint is a µ-operator. That is to say, an unsatisfiable disjunctive formula is
one where the Odd player wins the natural parity game played on the formula, where
a boolean subformula is winning for Even if it is satisfiable, and for Odd otherwise.
3.3 The transformation into disjunctive form
So far this chapter has considered properties of disjunctive formulas. This section
shifts the focus onto how any non-disjunctive formulas can be turned into a disjunc-
tive one. It is a detailed rewriting of the original proof from [JW95] that disjunctive
form is as expressive as Lµ.
The transformation first takes the tableau of a formula, then finds a finite repre-
sentation of the tableau from which a disjunctive formula with the same tableau (and
therefore semantics) can be extracted. Informally, the tableau groups formulas into
sets such that a strategy for Even in any model-checking game of the original formula
Ψ reaches states at exactly the formulas in one of these sets. This first step, construct-
ing the tableau of a formula, is perhaps the easier step: applying a set of tableau-rules
yields an infinite (but regular, and therefore finitely representable) tree labelled with
sets of formulas. The intuition in this step is that conjunctions are pushed into the
formula, and only disjunctions and modalities cause branching. This first step alone
gives a good idea of what the disjunctive counterpart of a formula will look like.
The second step turns a tableau back into a formula. The intuition is to abstract
away from the subformulas of Ψ that the tableau is built around and retrieve the se-
mantics of Ψ from just the propositional variables in the tableau and the parity of
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infinite paths. The most delicate operation along this process consists of deciding the
appropriate fixpoint structure for the disjunctive formula. Once this is done, the final
formula is easy to generate.
3.3.1 From formula to tableau
Definition 31. (Tableau) A tableau T = (T, L) for a formula Ψ consists of a potentially
infinite tree T of which each node n has a label L(n)⊆ sf (Ψ). The labelling respects the








(σ) σ ∈ {µ,ν}
{Γ,σX.φ}
{Γ,φX}
(X) where φX is the binding formula for X{Γ, X}
{ψ} ∪ {∨F|→F ∈ Γ,F 6= F ′} for every→F ′ ∈ Γ,ψ ∈ F ′
(→)
{Γ}
For the multi-modal case, the (→) rule takes one a-successor node for each a that
appears in the modal formulas of Γ – let these be AΓ ⊆ Act. The a-successor must
respect the following rule, for each a.
{ψ} ∪ {∨Fa| a−→Fa ∈ Γ,Fa 6= F ′a} for every a−→F ′a ∈ Γ,ψ ∈ F′a, a ∈ AΓ (→)
{Γ}
Note that the order of applications of the tableau rules is non-deterministic: strictly
speaking, a formula has more than one valid tableau. However, recall that the the
modal rule is only applied if no other rule is applicable. This rule synchronises dif-
ferent tableaus of the same formula: irrespectively of the order in which rules are
applied, a modal position will have the same set of next-step modal descendants. This
means that a formula has a unique tableau, up to a notion of tableau equivalence –
this is further discussed in section 3.3.1. Meanwhile, call nodes where the modal rule
is applied modal nodes and note that they are the nodes fundamental to the structure
of a tableau. The literals of a modal node are the literals which appear in the node’s
label; they also contribute to the semantics of the tableau.
Tableaus tend to be large and difficult to parse. In order to fit them onto a page
and make parsing them easier, I will take some liberties when writing them out: The
out-most curly brackets (present in Example 32) which indicate that the formulas at
each node form a set can be done away with. Several non-modal steps may collapse
into one, as done in Example 32, if the steps are of no particular interest. The type of




























{→{X} , B ∨→{Y}}
(∨)
{A ∨→{X} , B ∨→{Y}}
(µ,ν)
{µX.A ∨→{X} , νY.B ∨→{Y}} (3)
(∧)
{µX.A ∨→{X} ∧ νY.B ∨→{Y}}
Figure 3.3.1: Tableau for (µX.A ∨→{X}) ∧ νY.B ∨→{Y}
the applied rule will not always be spelt out. The boldfaced indices indicate points at
which the tableau starts repeating itself and can be read as back-edges. I will also keep
to unimodal examples, as the multimodal cases for this chapter are all straightforward
generalisations of the unimodal case.
Example 32. Figure 3.3.1 shows a simple example of a tableau.
In this example, the formula is true if all branches reach A and are either infinite
or reach B. Even’s strategy in the disjunctive formula that will stem from this tableau
will dictate for every branch in a structure whether she is attempting to show that A
and B are reached simultaneously, whether A or B is reached first and then the other,
and whether the branch is infinite or eventually reaches B.
The tableau construction has the effect of grouping subformulas into the labels of
nodes. The significance of this grouping is that we can interpret a strategy σ of the
even player in a parity game M× Ψ as an assignment of a node n of the tableau to
each state s of M. The formulas at the node correspond exactly to the formulas the
strategy reaches at s.
The intention of the tableau is to represent the semantics of a formula in a syntax-
independent way. Thus, only data necessary to retain the semantics of the formula is
important; its particular syntax is irrelevant. The semantics of the formula are encoded
by the branching structure of the tableau, the literals at modal positions and the parity
of infinite paths. The latter corresponds to whether in the original formula a strategy
for Even that sees the sets of formulas on a path of the tableau is winning.
In the example, a strategy which sees the rightmost path (3) infinitely often corre-
sponds to a play where neither A nor B is seen infinitely often. It is losing for Even, so
this infinite path is of odd parity. The path that sees the node marked 1 infinitely often
on the other hand is of even parity: A has been seen, and the path is infinite.
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The next definitions formalise the parity of infinite paths. Informally, a trace is just
a sequence of formulas along a path and its parity is defined as usual, by the parity of
the most significant fixpoint seen infinitely often.
Definition 33. (Traces) Given an infinite branch in a tableau, that is to say a sequence
n0n1... of nodes starting at the root, where ni+1 is a child of ni, a trace on it is an infinite
sequence f0 f1... of formulas satisfying the following: each formula is taken from the
label of the corresponding node, fi ∈ L(ni) for all i ≥ 0; if fi is not the formula that
the tableau rule from ni to ni+1 acts on, then the formulas fi and fi+1 are identical;
if the tableau rule from ni to ni+1 is a disjunction, conjunction, of fixpoint binding
elimination acting on fi, then fi+1 is an immediate subformula of fi; if the tableau rule
from ni to ni+1 is a fixpoint regeneration acting on the fixpoint variable fi, then fi+1 is
the binding formula for fi. A trace is a µ-trace if the most significant fixpoint variable
seen infinitely often on it is a µ-variable.
Since labels are to be thought of as conjuncts, and fixing a strategy for Even only
fixes which branch of the tableau is taken at disjunctive formulas, it is up to the Odd
player to decide which trace is played on an infinite path. Following this intuition, it
is sufficient for an infinite path in a tableau to allow one µ-trace for the infinite path to
be winning for the Odd player.
Definition 34. (Parity of infinite paths) The parity of an infinite path in a tableau is said
to be even if there are no µ-traces on it, otherwise it is said to be odd.
Definition 35. (Tableau core) A tableau core is C = (C,Ω) where C is a potentially in-
finite tree of which the nodes are either modal nodes or disjunctive nodes and modal
nodes are decorated with a set of literals. In the multimodal case, edges from a modal
node to its children are decorated with an action from Act. Ω is a parity assignment
with a finite prefix of N as co-domain. An infinite path in C is of the parity of the most
significant priority seen infinitely often.
C = (C,Ω) is a tableau core for T = (T, L) if there is a bijection b between C and the
nodes of T which are either modal or the immediate successor of a modal node, which
respects:
• The successor-relation: b(i) is a child of b(j) in C if and only if i is a child of j if
j is modal, or the next modal descendant of j otherwise; In the multimodal case,
the action between a modal node and its child must be respected;
• The node types: b(i) is modal if and only if i is modal;
• The literals at modal nodes: i and b(i) have the same set of literals;
• The parity of infinite paths: if nodes along a path in T map to a path in C, then
they must be of the same parity.
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In brief, the core of a tableau represents the elements of a tableau which are invari-
ant under different orders of application of tableau rules.
Definition 36. (Tableau equivalence) Two tableaus (T0, L0) and (T1, L0) are equivalent if
their cores are bisimilar with respect to their branching structure, whether nodes are
disjunctive or modal, the literals at modal nodes, and the parity of infinite branches.
Two formulas are tableau equivalent if they generate equivalent tableaus.
Theorem 37. ([JW95]) Tableau equivalent formulas are semantically equivalent.
Tableau equivalence is a stricter notion than semantic equivalence: ψ ∨ ¬ψ and >
have different tableaus for example. Tableau equivalence will be further studied in
the next section which shows that it preserves alternation depth.
3.3.2 From tableau to formula
The second step of the transformation into disjunctive form consists of turning a
tableau back into a formula. Two things are required: finding an appropriate finite
representation of the tableau and then describing it using Lµ syntax. The first part is
delicate: the finite representation has to capture the parity of infinite paths, extracted
from the traces on a path. Section 3.3.3 describes the exact requirements for such a rep-
resentation, and how the final step – generating a disjunctive formula – is easy once
such a representation is found. The task of finding a good representation for a tableau
is left to Section 3.3.4.
3.3.3 Encoding the parity of infinite paths
This section defines a criterion over trees with back edges representing a tableau for Ψ
which guarantees that the tree with back edges can be transformed into a disjunctive
formula. It then shows how any such tree with back edges generates a disjunctive
formula and proves that this formula is equivalent to the original one. In the original
description of the transformation into disjunctive form, this criterion is described as
the existence of a magenta/navy colouring corresponding to what we here describe
simply as the parity of nodes.
Definition 38. (Head) Given an infinite path in a tree with back edges, the head of the
path is the node closest to the root that the path visits infinitely often. We say that the
head of a path dominates it.
The head of a path is important: when the tree with back edges turns into a for-
mula, this is where a fixpoint is bound. The parity of the fixpoint, so whether it is a µ-
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or ν-binding, depends on the parity of the paths that the node dominates. Crucially,
all the infinite paths that a node dominates have to have the same parity. This yields
the criterion for a well-coloured tree with back edges: we must be able to assign each
node a parity which must agree with the parity of all infinite paths that it dominates.
Definition 39. (A well-coloured tree with back edges) Call a tree with back edges that
unfolds into a tableau well-coloured if every node dominates only infinite paths of one
parity. In a well-coloured tree with back edges, call a node even if it only dominates
paths without µ-traces and odd if it only dominates infinite paths with at least one
µ-trace.
Often, given a tableau, the tree with back edges which identifies nodes with the
first ancestor with the same label is good enough, as in the tableau of Figure 3.4.1: the
node marked 1 dominates an even path while those marked 2 and 3 dominate paths
of odd parity.
However, this is not always the case, as the following tableau demonstrates.
Example 40. Consider this tableau of νZ.µX.νY.(A→{X}∨¬A→{Y})∧→{Z}, where









A→{X} ∨ ¬A→{Y} , →{Z}
(A→{X} ∨ ¬A→{Y}) ∧→{Z}(1)
νZ.µX.νY.(A→{X} ∨ ¬A→{Y}) ∧→{Z}
In this example, all infinite paths are dominated by the same node. Paths that only
sees the right hand branch infinitely often do not have odd traces on them, since both
Y and Z are ν-bound. However, all paths that see the left hand branch infinitely often
have a µ-trace on them which sees X infinitely often. In other words, the node marked
1 dominates both even and odd paths – this tree with back edges is not well-coloured
Section 3.3.4 will describe how to turn any tableau into a well-coloured tree with
back edges. For now, assume that we have such a well-coloured tree to represent the
tableau of a formula Ψ. Informally, to turn this tree into a disjunctive formula, the
sources of back-edges become fixpoint variables, bound at the target of the back edge;
the formula can then be read bottom-up from the tree, joining formulas with either
disjunctions or modalities according to the type of the nodes.
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Definition 41. (The disjunctive formula from a well-coloured tree) Let Ψ be a formula and
let T be a well-coloured tree with back edges that unfolds into a tableau for Ψ. Let
f be an assignment of formulas to the nodes of T satisfying the following: if n is a
leaf with label L(n), then f (n) is the conjunction of literals in L(n); if n is a disjunctive
node with children n0 and n1, then f (n) = f (n0) ∨ f (n1); if n is the source of a back
edge of which the target is m, then f (n) = Xm where Xm is a fixpoint variable; if n is a
modal node, then f (n) = P
∧
a∈A
a−→Fa where P is the conjunction of the set of literals
in L(n) and Fa is the set of f (ni) for the ni children of n via an a-edge and A is the
set of actions a for which n has a-children; finally, if n is the target of a back edge,
f (n) is obtained as previously detailed but in addition, it binds the fixpoint variable
Xn with a ν-binding if n is of even parity and with a µ-binding otherwise. Other nodes
inherit the formula assigned to their unique child. If r is the root node of T , then let
dis(Ψ) = f (r).
It should be clear that this method only builds disjunctive sentences dis(Ψ). It then
suffices to prove that dis(Ψ) = Ψ.
Lemma 42. Given a modal µ formula Ψ and a well-coloured tree with back edges representing
its tableau T , the formula dis(Ψ) derived from the tree with back edges is equivalent to Ψ.
Proof. By construction these two formulas are tableau equivalent: The tableau Tdis
for dis(Ψ) is simply the one represented by the well-coloured tree with back edges
with the assigned subformulas of Ψ as its labels. The tableaus T and Tdis are clearly
bisimilar with respect to their branching structure, types of nodes and propositional
variables. Furthermore, an infinite path in T is even if and only if its head is labelled
with a ν-formula, which is the case if and only if it is the head of only even paths in
T . As a result, T and Tdis are also identical with respect to the parity of infinite paths.
This establishes that T and Tdis are tableau equivalent, which in turn implies semantic
equivalence.
3.3.4 Generating a well-coloured tree with back edges from a tableau
We have so far shown that given a well-coloured tree with back edges representing
a tableau, we can obtain a disjunctive formula with equivalent tableau. This section
goes on to show how any tableau can be represented by a well-coloured tree with
back edges. To do so, a deterministic parity automaton on words decides whether an
infinite path in a tableau has a µ-trace. The labelling of the tableau by this automaton
suffices to fold the tableau into a well-coloured tree with back edges.
Definition 43. (Non-deterministic parity automaton on words) A non-deterministic parity
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automaton on Σω characterising a language of infinite words over the alphabet Σ can
be written A = (Q,Σ,δ,qI ,Ω) and consists of:
• A set of states Q with an initial state qI ∈ Q,
• An alphabet Σ,
• A transition function δ : Q× Σ→P(Q), and
• A priority function Ω : Q→ ω.
Such an automaton is said to be deterministic if |δ(q, a)| = 1 for all q ∈ Q and a ∈ Σ.
A run of such an automaton on an ω-word w ∈ Σω consists of a potentially infinite
sequence πw ∈ Qω of states such that the initial state of the run is the initial state of
the automaton, written π[0] = qI , and thereafter every step in the run respects the
transition function in the sense that π[n + 1] ∈ δ(π[n],w[n]) for all n > 0. A run sees a
priority p if there is an n such that Ω(π[n]) = p. A priority p is in inf (πw) if Ω(π[n]) =
p for infinitely many distinct values of n. The word w is accepted by A if and only if
there is a run πw on A on which the most significant priority seen infinitely often is
even, that is to say if the maximal element of inf (πw) is even.
The language of all the ω-words accepted by A is written L(A).
A deterministic parity automaton on words will yield a finite priority assignment
to express the parity of the infinite paths of a tableau. This deterministic automaton
is obtained by determinising a non-deterministic one, which is described below. Note
that determinisation is a difficult problem with a wealth of literature of its own. Un-
fortunately this means that this transformation into disjunctive form depends on an
opaque determinisation step, the details of which are outside the scope of this thesis.
The interested reader will find a thorough exposition of the topic and further reference
in [GTW02], and a discussion of more recent complexity results in [Var14].
Lemma 44. (Complementation Lemma) [Pit06] For any non-deterministic parity automaton
A on ω-words, there is a deterministic, effectively constructible parity automaton Ā which
accepts a word w if and only if A does not.
We can now build the non-deterministic parity automaton on words needed to
recognise the parity of infinite paths. Its alphabet consists of the sets S ∈ P(sf (Ψ)) of
subformulas from Ψ. It operates on words w ∈ P(sf (Ψ))ω and accepts the sequences
of sets of subformulas that contain a µ-trace. Its states are the subformulas of Ψ, and
the transition function picks from the next set of subformulas the immediate subfor-
mulas of the current state. A run of this automaton on the labels of an infinite tableau
path corresponds to a trace on that path. The parity condition recognises µ-traces,
corresponding to an accepting run.
Formally the automaton is given by A = (sf (Ψ),P(sf (Ψ)),δ,Ψ,Ω) where the tran-
sition function δ is defined as:
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• δ(φ,S) = {φ} if φ ∈ S, otherwise
• δ(φ0 ∧ φ1,S) = {φ0,φ1}
• δ(φ0 ∨ φ1,S) = {φ0,φ1} ∩ S
• δ(σX.φ,S) = {φ}
• δ(X,S) = {φX} where φX is the formula binding X
• δ( a−→F ,S) = {∨F} if ∨F ∈ S, else S ∩ F .
The priority function Ω assigns µ-variables even priorities and ν-variables odd prior-
ities in accordance with the order of significance of the variables’ bindings. Note that
since we are accepting runs containing µ-traces, the parity of priorities is inverted.
Lemma 45. The above automaton accepts an infinite sequence of labels from a tableau if and
only if it has a µ-trace.
Proof. Let π be an infinite sequence of labels from a tableau. It should be clear that the
runs of A on π are simply the traces on π. Because of the parity inversion in Ω, a run is
accepting exactly when the most significant fixpoint seen infinitely often is µ-bound.
The path π of a tableau is then accepted if and only if it has an accepting run, that is
to say if it has a µ-trace.
Note that this automaton is no larger than Ψ and has no more priorities than the
number of priorities in the automaton for Ψ, that is to say the alternation depth of
Ψ. The Complementation Lemma then gives us a deterministic parity automaton B
which accepts branches of a tableau if and only if the branch does not have a µ-trace.
We run this automata on each branch of the tableau of Ψ to obtain a labelling of the
tableau with states of B.
It now suffices to argue that using the states assigned by B to the nodes of the
tableau for Ψ, we can represent it with a well-coloured tree with back edges (see Defi-
nition 39).
For each node of a tableau, consider both its label and the state assigned by the
automaton B. These augmented labels come from a finite set, so they must eventually
start repeating themselves. Furthermore, two nodes with identical augmented labels
are the root of identical, identically labelled subtrees. On each branch, one can there-
fore identify the first node v which has an identical ancestor w. Let d be the node
between v and w which is assigned the state of B with the most significant priority.
This node d will be the target of the back edge which will terminate this branch. The
source of the back edge is the next node with identical augmented label to d. In a finite
number of such operations, the infinite structure can be collapsed into a finite one. The
operation preserves bisimulation, so the order in which the branches collapse is of no
importance.
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In this tree with back edges, the most significant B-priority on an infinite path is
the B-priority of the node closest to the root. As a result, for any node, either all or
none of the paths that it dominates are accepted by B, thus making the tree with back
edges well-coloured. From the previous section, any such tree can be turned into a
disjunctive formula with equivalent tableau.
To summarise, to build the disjunctive formula equivalent to Ψ one must:
• Build the tableau of Ψ, as per section 3.3.1;
• Collapse said tableau into a well-coloured tree with back edges;
• Retrieve a disjunctive formula from this tree, following Definition 41.
The second step can be somewhat opaque, as it uses an automaton of which only
the complement has been explicitly described. However, typically it is not hard to find
a suitable finite representation without requiring the help of this automaton. Quite
often the simplest representation is suitable, as is the case for most, if not all examples
in this thesis, with the exception of Example 40. Even for such examples, a well-
coloured tree is easy to engineer without the help of the additional automaton. Hence,
if one were to implement this transformation, experimenting with simple ways to find
well-coloured trees would probably yield satisfactory results.
3.4 Disjunctive form and alternation depth
The previous section described in great detail how a formula is transformed into dis-
junctive form. This section discusses how this transformation affects the alternation
depth of a formula. It begins with a discussion of tableau equivalence. As defined
in the previous section, tableau equivalence is a syntax-based refinement on semantic
equivalence which holds whenever two formulas have sufficiently similar tableaus.
This section argues that tableau equivalence preserves alternation depth for disjunc-
tive formulas and hence any transformation into a tableau equivalent disjunctive for-
mula has the same effect on a formula’s alternation depth. The proof is simple and the
result is unsurprising – it simply establishes tableau equivalence as a robust equiva-
lence class for disjunctive formulas which overlooks some syntactic details but pre-
serves our notion of complexity. This is needed for the following results, proved in
Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, to be meaningful:
• Πµ2 preservation: a Π
µ
2 formula is tableau equivalent to a disjunctive Π
µ
2 formula;
• Σµ2 non-preservation: some Σ
µ
2 formulas are tableau equivalent only to disjunc-
tive formulas of arbitrarily high alternation depth.
A similar pattern is seen for non-deterministic automata: an alternating Büchi au-
tomaton (corresponding to index {2,1} as for Πµ2 formulas), is equivalent to a non-
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deterministic Büchi automaton [MS95] while the same does not necessarily hold for
alternating co-Büchi automata.
Note that the analysis of this section focuses on the transformation which turns a
formula into a tableau equivalent formula. It is of course conceivable, albeit unlikely,
that there exists a different transformation into disjunctive form which preserved al-
ternation depth, but not tableau equivalence.
3.4.1 Tableau equivalence preserves alternation depth for disjunctive Lµ
This section argues that all disjunctive formulas generating the same tableau T have
the same alternation depth. The structures used to identify the alternation depth, con-
sisting of nested cycles of alternating parity, are similar to ones used to compute the
Rabin–Mostowski index of a parity game [HKP12] and the ones (called flowers) used
find the Rabin–Mostowski index of deterministic automata [NW05]. These structures
witness that the priority assignment representing the tableau requires at least q priori-
ties. I show that tableau equivalence preserves these structures and consequently also
the alternation depth of disjunctive formulas.
Informally, each component of the witness of a priority assignment being minimal
is a series of nested cycles of increasing alternating parity. There are two components
– one to show the necessity of the minimal priority, the other to show the necessity of
the maximal one.
Definition 46. (I-witness) Given an index I = {q, ...,m} where m ∈ {0,1}, an I-witness
in a tree with back edges representing a tableau consists of two sets of nested cycles
em, ..., eq−1 and om+1, ...,oq such that the cycles ei and oi are of the parity of i for all i ∈ I,
and the cycles oi and ei are subcycles of oi+1 and ei+1 respectively, if they exist.
Lemma 47. If a tree with back edges (A,Ω) has a I-witness, then the co-domain of the priority
assignment Ω is no smaller than I.
Proof. Given an I-witness em...eq−1 and om+1, ...,oq, the dominant priority of ei+1 must
be strictly larger than the dominant priority of ei for every i < q, since ei and ei+1 are
of different parity and ei is contained in ei+1. Similarly for the dominant priorities in
the oi cycles. There must therefore be at least |I| − 1 priorities in the cycles eq−1 and
oq which contain all the other cycles of the witness. Since em and em+1 are of different
priorities there must be at least |I| priorities in total.
Lemma 48. If a tree with back edges A representing a tableau T does not have an I-witness,
then there is a tree with back edges A′ which also represents T but has a priority assignment
with fewer priorities.
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Proof. Assume a tree with back edges A = (A,Ω) representing T with a priority as-
signment with co-domain I = {q, ...,m} does not have an I-witness. Assume first it
is missing the set of cycles em, ..., eq−1. Define the following new priority assignment:
first increase the priority of all nodes of priority m by 2. Wherever the priority of a
subdominant node – i.e. nodes of second highest priority in a cycle – has been in-
creased, increase by 2 the priority of all dominant nodes. Propagate in this manner the
increase in priorities throughout. Since there is no set of e-cycles for the witness, this
propagation does not increase the priority of any nodes of priority q − 1. Then, the
new minimal priority is greater than 1, every priority can be scaled down by 2. This
parity assignment respects the parity of all cycles and is smaller than I.
Similarly, if there is no set of cycles om+1, ...,oq let the new priority assignment as-
sign q− 2 to nodes of priority q. This time the decrease propagates downwards to any
subdominant nodes in cycles where the dominant priority has just decreased. Since
there is no set of o-cycles for the I-witness, this does not propagate all the way down
to m + 1. As before, the parity of cycles is preserved, with a smaller priority assign-
ment.
Lemma 49. All tableau equivalent trees with back edges have the same I-witnesses: for all I,
either all or none of the trees with back edges representing a same tableau T have an I-witness.
Proof. First we recall that ifA is the finite representation of T induced by a disjunctive
formula Ψ then the tableau of T is an infinite tree bisimilar to A with respect to node
type, literals and parity of infinite branches. Hence any finite representation of T is
bisimilar to A. It then suffices to show that I-witnesses are preserved under bisim-
ulation. This is straightforward: let A′ be bisimilar to a finite tree with back edges
A with respect to node type, literals at modal nodes and the parity of infinite paths.
Then infinite paths in A are bisimilar to infinite paths in A′. Since both A and A′ are
finite, an infinite path stemming from a cycle inA is bisimilar to a cycle inA′. Both set
of cycles in the I-witness contain at least one node which lies on all the cycles of that
component of the witness. If A has a set of cycles ci for c ∈ {e,o}, call the node on all
of its cycles n and consider (one of) the deepest node(s) n′ in A′ bisimilar to n. That is
to say, choose n′ such that if another node bisimilar to n′ is reachable from n′, it must
be an ancestor of n′. Since n′ is bisimilar to n, there must be a cycle c′i bisimilar to each
ci reachable from n′. Since n′ is maximally deep, it is contained in each of these cycles
c′i. Then, the set of cycles can be reconstructed in A′ by taking the cycle c′i, and then
for each i > 0 the cycle consisting of all c′j, j ≤ i . Since all c′i cycles have n′ in common,
there is a cycle combining c′j, j ≤ i for any i. Since bisimulation respects the parity of
cycles, this yields a set of cycles for an I-witness in A′.
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Theorem 50. All disjunctive formulas with tableau T have the same alternation depth.
Proof. All trees with back edges representing the same tableau T have the same max-
imal witness, from the previous lemma, so from Lemma 48 they accept a minimal
priority function with domain {0...q}. Since a disjunctive formula induces a tree with
back edges with a minimal priority function corresponding to the formula’s alterna-
tion depth, any two disjunctive formulas that are tableau equivalent must have the
same alternation depth.
This concludes the proof that tableau equivalence preserves alternation depth on
disjunctive formulas. The restriction to disjunctive formulas is crucial: as the next sec-
tion shows, in the general case tableau equivalent formulas may have vastly different
alternation depths.
As an immediate consequence, for any Lµ formula, the least alternation depth
of a tableau equivalent disjunctive formula is decidable. This raises the question of
whether the same is true if we lift the restriction to disjunctive form, but keep the re-
striction to tableau equivalence: for a Lµ formula, is the least alternation depth of any
tableau equivalent formula decidable? Tableau equivalence is a stricter equivalence to
semantic equivalence, so this problem is likely to be easier than deciding the alterna-
tion hierarchy with respect to semantic equivalence but it would still be a considerable
step towards understanding accidental complexity in Lµ. The next sections answers
this positively for formulas equivalent to disjunctive Πµ2 formulas, but in general the
question remains wide open.
3.4.2 Disjunctive form preserves Πµ2
In this section I argue that if a disjunctive formula is not syntactically in Πµ2 – that is to
say has a cycle which sees both an even priority and a more significant odd priority –
then Ψ is not tableau equivalent to any Πµ2 formula. As a consequence, a Π
µ
2 formula
remains in Πµ2 when turned into disjunctive form.
Theorem 51. All Πµ2 formulas are tableau equivalent to disjunctive Π
µ
2 formulas.
Proof. Assume that a disjunctive formula Ψ is not in Πµ2 and therefore has a cycle with
a µ-bound fixpoint X which is more significant than a ν-bound fixpoint Y. Consider
a tableau-equivalent formula Φ. Let T be a well-coloured tree with back edges which
represents the common core of the tableau of Ψ and Φ, and let LΨ be the labelling of the
nodes of T with subformulas of Ψ while LΦ labels nodes of T with sets of subformulas
of Φ, each according to their respective tableaus.
Since the two tableaus are tableau equivalent, they agree on the parity of infinite
paths. In particular, the cycle dominated by Y according to LΨ is even, i.e. has no
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µ-traces in either tableau, while all paths dominated by X according to LΨ have a µ-
trace. We consider a path πX which is dominated by X but sees a cycle dominated by
Y many times – say n times – without seeing a more significant fixpoint in between.
Choose such a path for n larger than the largest label in LΦ. This ensures that any
trace, in particular any µ-trace, on πX reaches the node labelled by Y twice at the same
subformula α while it goes through the Y-cycle n times. The highest priority p such
a trace sees between the two instances of α has to be even, since the Y-cycle is even.
However if the trace is a µ-trace, as at least one trace on πX must be, then it has to
be dominated by an odd priority that must therefore be more significant than p. Such
traces do not exist in the tableaus of Πµ2 formulas, so Φ is not Π
µ
2 either.
Therefore, any Πµ2 formula is only tableau equivalent to disjunctive Π
µ
2 formulas.
3.4.3 Disjunctive form does not preserve Σµ2
This section demonstrates that not only does disjunctive form not preserve alternation
depth in general, but also that there is no hope for bounding the alternation depth
of disjunctive formulas with respect to their semantic alternation depth: for any n
there are one-alternation formulas which only are tableau equivalent to n-alternation
disjunctive formulas. In other words, the alternation depth of a Lµ formula, when
transformed into disjunctive form, can be arbitrarily large. Conversely, as shown in
the second subsection, formulas of arbitrarily large alternation depth can be tableau
equivalent to a disjunctive formula without alternations. Hence the alternation depths
of tableau equivalent formulas are only related within the disjunctive fragment.
While the main theorem is proved by Example 55, the Examples 52 and 53 leading
up to it should give the interested reader some intuition about the mechanics which
lead the tableau of a formula to have higher alternation depth than one might expect.
Example 52. The first example is a rather simple one: a disjunctive formula with
one alternation that can be expressed in non-disjunctive form without any alterna-
tions. The disjunctive formula νZ.µW.(¬A ∧→{W}) ∨ (A ∧→{Z}) signifies that all
paths are infinite and A occurs infinitely often on all paths. Compare it to the formula
νY.→{Y} ∧ µX.(¬A ∧→{X}) ∨ A which is alternation free.
The tableaus of both these formulas are shown side by side in Figure 3.4.1. Both
branches regenerate into either exactly the ancestral node marked * or a node that
reaches a node identical to the one marked * in a single non-branching step.
The cores of the two tableaus, that is to say their branching nodes, are clearly isomor-
phic with respect to the node type and branching structure. Furthermore, for both








→{Y}, A A ∧→{Z}
* →{Y}, (¬A ∧→{X}) ∨ A (¬A ∧→{W})∨ (A ∧→{Z})
νY.→{Y} ∧ µX.(¬A ∧→{X}) ∨ A νZ.µW .(¬A ∧→{W})∨ (A ∧→{Z})
Figure 3.4.1: Side by side, the tableaus for νY.→{Y} ∧ µX.(¬A ∧ →{X}) ∨ A and
νZ.µW .(¬A ∧→{W})∨ (A ∧→{Z}) (in bold for readability)
formulas, there is µ-trace on any path that only goes through the left hand branch in-
finitely often. There is no µ-trace on any path that goes through the right hand path
infinitely often, for either formula. As a result, both tableaus agree on the parity of
infinite branches. The two formulas are tableau equivalent and therefore also seman-
tically equivalent.
Observe that there is nothing obviously inefficient about how the disjunctive for-
mula handles alternations. Simply inverting the order of the fixpoints yields a formula
which cannot be expressed without an alternation: µX.νY.A ∧→{X} ∨ ¬A ∧→{Y}.
While the above example proves that disjunctive form does not preserve alterna-
tion, it must be noted that the alternating parity automata corresponding to these for-
mulas require in both cases two priorities, although one of them is a weak automaton.
The next example shows formulas in which the number of priorities is not preserved
either.
Example 53. This example and the following ones will be built on Σµ2 formulas prop-
erly embedded in one another: all free variables within the inner formula are bound
by fixpoint bindings within the inner formula. This means that the formula accepts a
priority assignment with co-domain {0,1}. Without further ado, consider the formula
α in question:
µX0.νY0.(A ∧→{X0}) ∨ (B ∧→{Y0) ∧ µX1.νY1.(C ∧→{X1}) ∨ (D ∧→{Y1}) ∨ E
Lemma 54. The formula α is tableau equivalent to a disjunctive formula which requires a
parity assignment with co-domain {0...3}:
β = µX0.νY0.µX1.νY1.(A ∧ C ∧→{X0}) ∨ (A ∧ D ∧→{X0}) ∨ (A ∧ E ∧→{X0})
∨(B ∧ E ∧→{Y0}) ∨ (B ∧ C ∧→{X1}) ∨ (B ∧ D ∧→{Y1})
Proof. The tableaus for both formulas are written out in Figures 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. The
two tableaus are isomorphic with respect to branching structure, node type and the
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literals at modal nodes. To prove their equivalence, it is therefore sufficient to argue
that this isomorphism also preserves the parity of infinite branches, that is to say that
there is a µ-trace in an infinite path of one if and only if there is a µ-trace in the corre-
sponding infinite path of the other.
To do so, we look, case by case, at the combinations of branches that a path can
see infinitely often and check which have a µ-trace in each tableau. First argue that
the three right-most branches in both tableaus are such that any path that sees them
infinitely often has a µ-trace. This is witnessed in both cases by the least fixpoint
variable X0 which will dominate any trace it appears on and appears on a trace on all
paths going through one of these branches infinitely often. So, in both tableaus, any
path going through one of the right-most branches infinitely often is of odd parity.
Now consider the branch that ends in Y0 before regenerating to the node marked *
in both tableaus. All traces on paths that go infinitely often through this branch will
see Y0 regenerate infinitely often. Therefore in both tableaus, a path going through
this branch infinitely has a µ-trace if and only if it also goes through one of the three
rightmost branches infinitely often. Now consider the fifth branch from the right, the
branch that regenerates Y0, X1 in one case and just X1 in the other. In both tableaus,
a path that goes through this branch infinitely often will have a µ-trace unless it goes
through the Y0 branch infinitely often and does not go through one of the three right-
most branches infinitely often. Finally, in both tableaus, a branch that only sees the
left-most branch infinitely often is of even parity since such a path does not admit
any µ-traces. However, if a path sees this branch and some other branches infinitely
often, its parity is determined by one of the previously analysed cases. Since we have
analysed all the infinite paths on these tableaus and concluded that in each case the
parity of a path is the same in both tableaus, this concludes the proof that the two
tableaus are equivalent.
The above example yields a disjunctive formula of alternation depth {0...3} which
semantically only requires alternation depth {0,1}. This proves that disjunctive form
does not preserve the number of priorities that the model checking game of a formula
requires.
The next step is to generalise the construction of Example 53 to arbitrarily many
alternations to prove that there is no bound on the number of alternations of a dis-
junctive formula tableau equivalent to a non-disjunctive formula of n alternations. To
do so, we will first define the Σµ2 formulas αn inductively, based on the formula of
Example 53. We then argue that the tableau of αn admits a (2n + 1)-witness, proving
that αn is not tableau equivalent to any disjunctive formula of less than 2n + 1 alter-
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nations. Due to the argument pertaining to traces in increasingly large tableaus, its
details are, inevitably, quite involved. However, the mechanics of the tableaus of αn
are not difficult; writing down the tableau of α2 and working out its disjunctive form
should suffice to gain an intuition of the proof to follow.
Example 55. In order to define αn for any n define:
a1 = µX1.νY1.((A1 ∧→{X1}) ∨ (B1 ∧→{Y1}) ∨ E1)∧
µX0.νY0.(A0 ∧→{X0}) ∨ (B0 ∧→{Y0}) ∨ E0
ai+1 = µXi+1.νYi+1.((Ai+1 ∧→{Xi+1}) ∨ (Bi+1 ∧→{Yi+1}) ∨ Ei+1) ∧ ai
Then, define:
αn = µXn.νYn.((An ∧→{Xn}) ∨ (Bn ∧→{Yn})) ∧ an−1
In other words, nested formulas µXi.νYi.((Ai ∧→{Xi}) ∨ (Bi ∧→{Yi}) ∨ Ei) are con-
nected by conjunctions where the out-most clause does not have a ∨E.
As the formula grows, its tableau becomes unwieldy, but its structure remains con-
stant: it is just as the tableau of α with more branches. Figure 3.4.2 can be used as
reference.
The tableau of any αn follows this structure:
• The first choice node {(An ∧ →{Xn} ∨ Bn ∧ →{Yn}), ..., (A0 ∧ →{X0} ∨ B0 ∧
→{Y0} ∨ E0)} branches into 2× 3n modal nodes – ignoring the modalities at-
tached to each literal for a moment, this is the decomposition of (An ∨ Bn) ∧
(An−1 ∨ Bn−1 ∨ En−1)...∧ (A0 ∨ B0 ∨ E0) into one large disjunction.
• Each choice leads to a modal node with some choice of propositional variables
consisting of one of An and Bn and then for every i < n one of Ai, Bi or Ei.
• These modal nodes have a single successor each, consisting of a set of fixpoint
variables. In every case, one of these is Yn or Xn and there is only ever at most
one fixpoint variable out of {Xi,Yi} for each i. These nodes will be referred to
as regeneration nodes. When a regeneration node does not contain Xi nor Yi for
some i, this corresponds to Ei having been chosen rather than Ai or Bi.
• Nodes consisting of a set of fixpoint variables all regenerate, give or take a cou-
ple of non-branching steps, into the same choice node, identical to the ancestral
choice node labelled:
{(An ∧→{Xn} ∨ Bn ∧→{Yn}), ..., (A0 ∧→{X0} ∨ B0 ∧→{Y0} ∨ E0)}
• An infinite trace in this tableau sees infinitely often only fixpoint variables Yi
and/or Xi for some i. As a consequence if a path goes infinitely often through
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a regeneration node which does not contain Xi or Yi, then there is no trace that
sees Xi infinitely often on that path.
Lemma 56. The formula αn is tableau equivalent only to disjunctive formulas which require
a priority assignment with 2n + 1 priorities.
Proof. Using the above observations, we will show that the tableau for this formula
requires at least 2n + 1 alternating fixpoints. We describe a priority assignment to a
subset of the nodes of the tableau of αn such that on the paths within this subset, a
path is even if and only if the most significant priority seen infinitely often is even. We
then argue that this subset constitutes a 2n + 1-witness.
Consider the paths of the tableau which only contain the following regeneration
nodes:
• For all i, the nodes regenerating exactly YnYn−1...Yi, and
• For all i the nodes regenerating exactly Yn...Yi+1XiYi−1...Y0.
For each i, assign priority 2i to the node regenerating Yn...Yi and 2i + 1 to the node
regenerating Yn...Yi+1, Xi,Yi−1, ...Y0. We now prove that this priority assignment is such
that a path within this sub-tableau is even if and only if the highest priority seen in-
finitely often is even.
First consider the nodes Yn...Yi, which have been assigned even priority. A path
that sees such a node infinitely often can only have a µ-trace if it sees a node regener-
ating some Xj, j > i infinitely often. Such a node would have an odd priority greater
than Yn...Yi. Therefore, if the most significant priority seen infinitely often is even,
the path has no µ-trace. Conversely, if a path sees Yn...Xi...Y0 infinitely often and no
Yn...Yj where j > i infinitely often, then there is a trace which only regenerated Xi and
Yi infinitely often. This is a µ-trace since Xi is more significant than Yi. This priority
assignment therefore describes the parity of infinite paths on this subset of paths of T .
Any assignment of priorities onto T should, on this subset of paths, agree in parity
with the above priority assignment. However, in any tree with back edges generating
this tableau, this subset of paths constitutes a 2n+ 1 witness: c0 is a cycle that only sees
Yn...Y0, c1 contains c0 and also sees Yn...X1Y0 infinitely often and for all i > 1, the cycle
c2i is one containing c2i−1 and Yn...Yi while c2i+1 is one containing c2i and Yn...Xi...Y0.
Each cycle cj is dominated by the priority j, making c0, ..., c2i+1 a 2i + 1-witness. Thus,
using Theorem 50 any disjunctive formula with tableau T must require at least 2n + 1
priorities.
This concludes the proof that for arbitrary n, there are Σµ2 formulas which are
tableau equivalent to disjunctive formulas with n alternations.
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3.4.4 Disjunctive formulas with small alternation depth
The previous section showed that transforming a formula into disjunctive form can
increase its alternation depth. However, this does not mean that disjunctive form
cannot also decrease the complexity of formulas. Indeed, the converse is very easy to
show: there are very simple formulas for which the transformation into disjunctive
form eliminates all alternations.
Lemma 57. For any formula ψ, the formula (µX.→{X} ∨→{}) ∧ ψ is tableau equivalent
to a disjunctive formula without ν-operators.
Proof. The semantics of (µX.→{X} ∨ →{}) ∧ ψ are that a structure must not have
infinite paths and ψ must hold. Consider T , the tableau for (µX.→{X} ∨ →{}) ∧
ψ. It is easy to see that every modal node will either contain →{X} or →{}. The
latter case terminates that branch of the tableau, while the former will populate every
successor node with X which will then regenerate into (→{X} ∨→{}). As a result, all
infinite paths have a µ-trace; there are no even infinite paths. Any disjunctive formula
generating T will therefore only require the µ-operator.
If ψ is a formula of arbitrarily high alternation depth, (µX.→{X} ∨ →{}) ∧ ψ
shows that there is no bound on how much the transformation into disjunctive form
can reduce alternation depth. Together with the previous section, this concludes the
argument that there are no bounds on the difference in alternation depth of tableau
equivalent formulas.
To summarise, within the confines of the disjunctive fragment of Lµ, alternation
depth is very well-behaved with respect to tableau equivalence: any two tableau
equivalent disjunctive formulas have the same alternation depth. However, the story
is quite different for Lµ without the restriction to disjunctive form: the alternation
depth of a Lµ formula cannot be used to predict any bounds on the alternation depth
of tableau equivalent disjunctive formulas.
3.5 Discussion
This chapter has presented an overview of the disjunctive fragment of Lµ and the
transformation into it. The main contributions were:
• A brief survey of the various properties of disjunctive formulas.
• A detailed retelling of the transformation into disjunctive form.
• A proof that it preserves index for formulas in Πµ2 ; for other formulas, it can
cause an arbitrarily large increase in the number of alternations.
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This chapter has set the scene for using disjunctive form to study the alternation
hierarchy: it is an expressively complete fragment of Lµ with useful structural prop-
erties. However, this comes at the cost of a potential increase in both formula size
and alternation depth. For decidability, this does not prohibit turning input formulas
into disjunctive form to analyse them. It does however mean that for the Lµ alterna-
tion hierarchy, it is not sufficient to decide the least number of alternations required to
express a formula in disjunctive form, as this may be higher than the formula’s true se-
mantic alternation depth. Given the current state of understanding of the alternation
hierarchy (or lack thereof), insights into any of these problems are of interest. I add to
this list a more modest question: Given a formula, what is the least alternation depth
of any tableau equivalent formula? From Section 3.4.1 we know that for the disjunctive
fragment this is easy: a disjunctive formula is only tableau equivalent to disjunctive
formulas of the same alternation depth. Section 3.4.3 tells us that for Πµ2 this is decid-
able: a formula is tableau equivalent to a Πµ2 formula only if its disjunctive counterpart
is in Πµ2 since a Π
µ
2 formula cannot be tableau equivalent to a Σ
µ
2 disjunctive formula.
However, for the general case, this question is open and could provide some insight
into the general index problem.
Chapter 4
The non-deterministic fragment of Lµ
The previous chapter discussed disjunctive Lµ in detail, laying out some of the tools
that the forthcoming chapters will need. Before plunging into decision procedures in
the next part, this chapter takes a short detour to consider a fragment of Lµ closely
related to disjunctive Lµ: non-deterministic Lµ.
Disjunctive form was originally conceived to mirror non-determinism in automata
theory [Wal95b] and hence, in many ways, the behaviour of disjunctive formulas is
similar to that of non-deterministic automata. However, unlike Lµ and alternating
parity automata, between which there is an index-preserving transformation, dis-
junctive Lµ and non-deterministic automata do not coincide with respect to the al-
ternation depth: turning a disjunctive formula of index I into a non-deterministic
automata may require an index much larger than I. This chapter defines the non-
deterministic fragment of Lµ, which does have an index-preserving correspondence
with non-deterministic automata. It can be seen as a natural generalisation of non-
deterministic automata to unranked structures.
The first section of this chapter gives a syntactic characterisation of this fragment,
defines a transformation into this fragment and studies its effect on the alternation
depth of formulas. Incidentally, this yields a Lµ-theoretical alternative to the proof that
alternating parity automata can be simulated by non-deterministic parity automata
[MS95]. This section also clarifies the exact relation between non-deterministic au-
tomata and disjunctive Lµ.
The second section considers the index problem on the non-deterministic frag-
ment. It argues that within this fragment, semantic equivalence between two formu-
las implies strong structural similarities between their tableaus. The index problem
for this fragment therefore has a unique flavour, distinct in particular from the index
problem for disjunctive formulas or non-deterministic automata: for this fragment,
deciding the least index of a formula reduces to finding the best parity assignment for
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a family of structurally similar tableaus. This makes the non-deterministic fragment
of Lµ particularly interesting: it is a powerful fragment, as witnessed by its correspon-
dence to non-deterministic automata, yet its index problem seems much more acces-
sible than that of other non-trivial fragments. The index-problem for this fragment
isolates one of the challenges of the Lµ index problem: given the general structure of
a formula, what is an optimal fixpoint assignment?
The overall aim of this chapter is to highlight some of the finer points in the rela-
tionship between Lµ and automata theory and emphasise the care needed when mov-
ing between the automata-theoretic and the Lµ frameworks: even though the objects
under scrutiny are nearly identical, their respective index problems are drastically dif-
ferent.
4.1 Non-deterministic Lµ
Non-deterministic automata are a subclass of non-amorphous automata, i.e. defined
on ranked structures only. These are discussed in this thesis because the Rabin–
Mostowski index problem for both non-deterministic and alternating parity automata
has received some attention in the past years, and some of the techniques developed
there can be used in the Lµ framework. It is therefore useful to have a precise under-
standing of how to move between the Lµ and automata-theoretic frameworks when
discussing the index problem. The main hurdle is that non-deterministic automata
are defined for only a fraction of the structures Lµ operates on. This section defines
what I will call the non-deterministic fragment of Lµ, designed to correspond exactly
to non-deterministic automata on ranked structures. It can be seen as a generalisation
of non-deterministic automata to unranked ones.
The intuition of the generalisation is natural: a transition in a non-deterministic
automaton can be written down as
∨
i∈I{(a,qa,i) ∧ (b,qb,i)} to mean that the verifying
player can choose a pair qa,i,qb,i to check at the unique a-successor and b-successor
respectively. In an unranked structure, the a-successor and b-successor may not be
unique, in which case the generalisation will require the verifying player to check





b−→{φb,i}}. This idea yields the syntactic definition of non-
deterministic Lµ: disjunctive Lµ that only allows singleton modalities
a−→{φ}.
Definition 58. (non-deterministic Lµ) A Lµ formula Ψ is non-deterministic if it is in
disjunctive form and for every modality a−→F of Ψ, the set F is a singleton.
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Lemma 59. A non-deterministic Lµ formula is equivalent on ranked structures to a (non-
amorphous) non-deterministic automaton of the same index and vice-versa.










a∈Ai(a,qa,i)} and vice-versa. The
rest of the translation can be adapted from Wilke 2001 [Wil01] to fit any reasonable
presentation of non-deterministic automata.
A similar correspondence does not hold for disjunctive Lµ:
Example 60. A formula a−→{φ,ψ} expresses that there is an a-successor satisfying φ,
and one satisfying ψ, and all a-successors satisfy φ or ψ. On ranked structures, which
only allow one a-successor, it is equivalent to a−→{φ ∧ ψ}. The corresponding automa-
ton has universal branching, as witnessed by the conjunction.
On ranked structures, non-deterministic Lµ is expressively complete:
Theorem 61. Given any Lµ formula Ψ, there is a non-deterministic Lµ formula Φ such that
on ranked structures, Ψ agrees with Φ.
Proof. On ranked structures, a modality a−→F (where F is non-empty) is equivalent to
a−→{∧F}, and a−→{} is equivalent to ⊥, so any Lµ formula Ψ can easily be turned into
a formula with singleton modalities of the same index, that agrees with Ψ on ranked
structures. The transformation into disjunctive form, described in Section 3.3, turns a
formula with only singleton modalities into a disjunctive formula with only singleton
modalities. Then, to transform an arbitrary formula into a disjunctive formula with
singleton modalities, it suffices to:
• Replace modalities a−→F with the singleton modality a−→{∧F}, and
• Turn the resulting non-disjunctive formula into a disjunctive formula.
This transformation from Lµ formulas to non-deterministic Lµ gives an alternative,
possibly simpler proof of the theorem that alternating parity automata can be simu-
lated by non-deterministic automata [MS95].
As discussed in Section 3.4.3, the transformation into disjunctive form does not
preserve alternation depth. Since the first step does not preserve disjunctive form,
even disjunctive formulas can incur an increase in alternation depth when turned into
non-deterministic formulas.
Example 62. Consider the formula:
a−→{νY. a−→{Y},µX.(¬P ∧ a−→{X}) ∨ P}
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On ranked structures, it is equivalent to the formula with singleton modalities:
a−→{(νY. a−→{Y}) ∧ µX.(¬P ∧ a−→{X}) ∨ P}
In disjunctive form, it yields (proof in Section 3.4.3):
a−→{νZ.µW.(¬P ∧ a−→{W}) ∨ (P ∧ a−→{Z})}
Unlike the first two formulas, this last formula is not alternation-free. All of the ex-
amples in Section 3.4.3 can be similarly adapted to exemplify arbitrarily complex non-
deterministic Lµ formulas that can be expressed with a single alternation by disjunc-
tive formulas.
As a result, barring the unlikely discovery of an index-preserving transformation,
non-deterministic Lµ is a weaker fragment than disjunctive Lµ: some properties of
ranked structures may require a higher alternation depth if expressed with only sin-
gleton modalities. In the exact same sense, non-deterministic automata are weaker
than disjunctive formulas restricted to ranked structures. On general unranked struc-
tures, non-deterministic Lµ is strictly less expressive than disjunctive Lµ, since it can-
not even express a−→{φ,>}, i.e. 〈a〉φ.
4.2 The index problem for non-deterministic Lµ
As for any fragment of Lµ, there is an index problem for non-deterministic Lµ: Given
a formula Ψ, what is the least index of any equivalent non-deterministic formula Φ?
When restricted to ranked structures, this is exactly the index problem for non-
deterministic automata, known as the Rabin–Mostowski index problem. The Rabin–
Mostowski index hierarchy is known to be strict; therefore the index hierarchy of
non-deterministic Lµ is also strict. Note however that deciding the index hierarchy
in either setting does not resolve it in the other: a non-deterministic automata may be
equivalent to a simpler one on the ranked structures they are defined on, while the
corresponding non-deterministic Lµ formulas may disagree on some unranked struc-
tures.
Example 63. a−→{φ} ∨ a−→{¬φ} is semantically trivial on ranked structures while on
unranked structures its complexity depends on φ.
In this section I study the index problem for non-deterministic Lµ on unranked
structures. I begin by showing that non-deterministic Lµ is better behaved than both
disjunctive Lµ and non-deterministic automata. The intuition is simple: Consider two
equivalent disjunctions ψ∨φ = ψ′ ∨φ′. In general, such an equivalence does not imply
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any particular semantic relations between the subformulas ψ and ψ′ nor between φ
and φ′. However, for the particular case of disjunctions occurring in non-deterministic
formulas, a disjunction such as this entails that either ψ implies φ′ or it implies ψ′, and
similarly for φ.










a−→{ψaj }, a subfor-
mula of Ψ, then for every i ∈ I, there is a j ∈ J such that the disjunct ∧a∈Ai a−→{φai } implies∧
a∈Aj
a−→{ψaj }.
Proof. Given i ∈ I and j ∈ J such that ∧a∈Ai a−→{φai } does not imply ∧a∈Aj a−→{ψaj }, let
for every action a ∈ Ai, the node saj satisfy φai ∧ ¬ψaj if a ∈ Aj and it is satisfiable, and
otherwise let saj just satisfy φ
a
i . Note that each φ
a
i must be satisfiable and there must be





a−→{ψaj } would hold.
Now assume that for some i, there is no j for which this implication holds. Then,











a−→{ψaj }), a contradiction.
This lemma captures the distinct behaviour of non-deterministic Lµ. Note that it
only holds over unranked structures, as the proof relies on building structures with
several successors for each action. In the rest of this section I will sketch out how this
affects the index problem. The core idea is that semantic equivalence of two formulas
implies semantic equivalences between their subformulas, so if a formula is equivalent
to a formula of low index, it is equivalent to one that is structurally similar to itself.
Recall that a disjunctive formula is complete with respect to a set S of proposi-
tional variables if in every modality P
∧
a∈A
a−→Fa, the conjunction P contains for every








a−→Fa,i,j}: that is to say, factorise the sets of propositional
variables out so that they are not duplicated within the immediate subformulas of a
disjunction. This just groups together modal formulas that Even can choose from at
states satisfying Pj and makes the argument to follow slightly easier.
Definition 65. Let Ψ and Φ be equivalent non-deterministic complete formulas. De-
fine R ⊆ sf (Ψ)× sf (Φ) as follows:
• (Ψ,Φ) ∈ R;
• If (νX.ψ,φ) ∈ R then (ψ,φ) ∈ R;
• If (µX.ψ,φ) ∈ R then (ψ,φ) ∈ R;
• If (X,φ) ∈ R then (ψX,φ) ∈ R;
• If (ψ,νX.φ) ∈ R then (ψ,φ) ∈ R;
• If (ψ,µX.φ) ∈ R then (ψ,φ) ∈ R;
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j∈J Dj) ∈ R then (Di, Dj) ∈ R for all i, j such that Di implies Dj;
• If (P ∧M, P ∧M′) ∈ R where P is a complete set of propositional variables, then
(M, M′) ∈ R
Note that it is always the case that if (φ,ψ) ∈ R then φ implies ψ. From the previ-
ous lemma this means that for pairs of disjunctions of modal subformulas in R, each
disjunct of the first component implies at least one of the disjuncts of the second com-
ponent. Similarly in the other direction, define Q ⊆ sf (Φ)× sf (Ψ).
I will now show that in Ψ, only the subformulas in the co-domain of Q are neces-
sary, and all other subformulas can be pruned.
Lemma 66. Let Ψ and Φ be equivalent complete non-deterministic formulas and let R and
Q be defined as above. Then Ψ is equivalent to Ψ where all subformulas which are not in the
co-domain of Q are replaced with ⊥, written Ψ = Ψ‖Q
Proof. The direction Ψ‖Q =⇒ Ψ is trivial. For the other direction, assume M |= Ψ.
Since Ψ and Φ are equivalent, there is a winning strategy σ for Even inM×Φ. Note
that for non-deterministic formulas, all strategies for Even are well-behaved.
LetMσ beM pruned to only the nodes that σ reaches. We will now add to this
tree some branches which will stop Even from using subformulas of Ψ that are not in
the co-domain of Q when trying to prove that Ψ must also hold.
To do so, whenever σ reaches v× φ inMσ ×Φ, and φ is a disjunctive subformula


















For each j ∈ J such that ∧a∈Ai a−→{φa,i} does not imply ∧a∈Aj a−→{ψa,j}, but Aj ⊆ Ai,
there is an a ∈ Ai such that φa,i does not imply ψa,j. Add to v an a-successor sa,j |=
φa,i ∧ ¬ψa,j. Extend σ to also play to sa,j × φa,i and use some winning strategy from
there. Let this augmentedMσ be Tσ.
Now consider Tσ × Ψ. Since σ is still a winning strategy in Tσ × Φ, Even must
also win Tσ × Ψ. Let us argue that she can win without leaving the co-domain of
Q. She must start with Ψ itself, which is in the co-domain of Q. If σ reaches v × φ,
and Even so far has played within the co-domain of Q, to v× ψ for some ψ such that
(φ,ψ) ∈ Q, then Even cannot from there play a subformula ψ′ of ψ that is not in the







a−→Fa,i,j she has no choice but to






a−→Fa,i,j for the Pj satisfied at the current state, and remain in the co-









is in the co-domain of Q since the branches we have added to Tσ ensure that no other
choice is viable. Furthermore, whichever subformula ψ′ in the co-domain of Q she
plays, it will be the case that either (φ,ψ′) ∈ Q, or (φ′,ψ′) ∈ Q for the next subformula
φ′ that σ plays. She therefore has a winning strategy restricted to Ψ‖Q.
This strategy is also a winning strategy in the original structureM.
Analogously, Φ can also be pruned to the co-domain of R. By iterating the pruning
process, we obtain Ψ∗, Φ∗, R, and Q such that each subformula in Ψ∗ is in the co-
domain of Q and each subformula in Φ∗ is in the co-domain of R.
So if Ψ, a complete non-deterministic formula that cannot be pruned, is equivalent
to Φ, another complete non-deterministic formula of smaller index, they have near-
identical structure: the structure of the parse-tree of the formula Φ, without the parity
of its loops, is obtained from the parse-tree of Ψ by duplicating subformulas. This
reduces the index problem for non-deterministic Lµ to deciding the optimal way of
assigning parities onto formulas very similar to Ψ.
4.3 Discussion
This chapter defined the non-deterministic fragment of Lµ and discussed its index
problem. Its primary goal was to make the relationship between disjunctive Lµ and
non-deterministic automata explicit: non-deterministic automata are exactly disjunc-
tive Lµ formulas with singleton modalities, restricted to ranked structures. When gen-
eralised to unranked structures, this corresponds to non-deterministic Lµ.
I then argued that this non-deterministic fragment is of independent interest: any
two complete equivalent formulas of this fragment have almost identical structure.
This makes this fragment an appealing non-trivial candidate for solving the index
problem on. The problem seems easier on this fragment but still captures some of the
challenges of the general index problem.
To conclude, I highlight a couple of interesting questions. First, having outlined
the index problems for various fragments of Lµ and types of automata, and the dif-
ferences between them, it seems likely that there could exist some reductions between
some of these. Indeed, the model-checking problems for Lµ and alternating parity
automata reduce to each other by encoding unranked structures by ranked structures
and using an additional µ-operator to encode modalities; a similar reduction seems
likely between model-checking disjunctive formulas and non-deterministic automata,
although there might be a larger disrepancy between the indices. While these reduc-
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tions are not sufficient to reduce the index problems to each other, it seems plausible
that such reductions might exist.
Second, the theorem stating that non-deterministic Lµ is expressively complete on
ranked structures is a logical equivalent of the simulation theorem [MS95] that shows
that non-deterministic automata are as expressive as non-amorphous alternating par-
ity automata. It is however not clear whether the two transformations yield a sim-
ilar formula – in particular, the transformation here turns a formula with singleton
modalities into a tableau-equivalent formula; does the automata-theoretic transfor-
mation also preserve tableaus? If not, can the transformation be rewritten into logical
terms to provide an alternative structures to tableaus, yielding an alternative notion
of formula equivalence?
Part II





So far, I have considered some syntactic fragments of Lµ and how the index prob-
lems for these fragments differ. In this second part of the thesis, I shift the focus onto
decision procedures for low alternation classes: Given an alternation class C, and a
formula Ψ, is it decidable whether Ψ is equivalent to a formula in C?
For a while now the modal fragment, Σµ1 , and Π
µ
1 have been the only levels of
the Lµ alternation hierarchy known to be decidable. Otto showed in 1999 that modal
properties are recognisable, and that the problem is EXPTIME-complete [Ott99]; in 2002
Küsters and Wilke showed the same for Σµ1 and Π
µ
1 [KW02].
In both of these proofs, the focus is on the question of decidability, and little atten-
tion is given to how to turn the input formula into a formula in the target class. The
first chapter of this part revisits the question of deciding ML, Σµ1 , and Π
µ
1 , with a focus
on generating the simplified formula. This is of course of interest for practical model-
checking: formulas in ML, Σµ1 , and Π
µ
1 are easy to model-check, so turning a formula
into one in these classes, rather than just deciding the existence of a simple equivalent
formula, is a sensible pre-processing step for model-checkers. On the theoretical side,
these syntactic transformations give a more satisfying account of what unnecessary
complexity looks like in Lµ and how it can be eliminated. The target formula is in
both cases closely related to the original formula, obtained through simple formula
manipulations.
Chapter 6 then climbs up the alternation hierarchy and addresses Σµ2 , a class for
which, to the best of my knowledge, there are no previous decidability results. It





2 collapses to the alternation free class, this also decides whether Σ
µ
2 and
Πµ2 formulas are semantically alternation-free. This decision procedure is also focused
on the simplified formula and gives a syntactic account of how to turn a formula into
an equivalent Σµ2 formula, if it exists. The core contribution of this chapter is a char-
acterisation of Σµ2 consisting of a sequence of approximations of an input formula Ψ
which eventually coincides with Ψ if and only if Ψ is semantically in Σµ2 .
Chapter 5
Eliminating recursion
This chapter considers how to eliminate syntactic complexity from semantically Πµ1 or
ML formulas. The core idea is that of projections into alternation classes: Given Ψ, its
projection ΨC into C is a formula in the alternation class C which is equivalent to Ψ if
and only if Ψ is semantically in C.
The lowest levels of the Lµ alternation hierarchy are by far the best understood:
Unlike higher alternation classes, they are known to have simple characterisations.
Modal properties, those that can be expressed without fixpoints, are local – they only
describe an initial fragment of a structure. Σµ1 properties on the other hand are those
with finite proofs while Πµ1 properties have finite counter-proofs. This chapter uses
these characterisations to define projections into the low alternation classes. These
results have been published with Sandra Quickert at CSL 2015 [LQ15].
5.1 The Modal Fragment
The modal fragment of Lµ consists of formulas without fixpoint operators. Its syntax
is in fact identical to Hennessy–Milner logic [HM85]. For modal formulas, model-
checking consists of solving a reachability game, which is of linear complexity. The
number of nested modal operators in such a formula – its modal height – determines
how far into a structure a proof or counter-proof can reach. We can say that these for-
mulas are local: whether they hold in a structure depends only on the initial fragment
of the structure, up to the modal height of the formula. The same holds for semanti-
cally modal formulas, for which the semantic modal height determines the height of the
initial fragment which can affect whether the formula holds in tree.
This section discusses how the property of being local can be recognised in syntac-
tically complex formulas. Otto [Ott99] showed that properties in ML are recognisable
via a reduction to S2S, the monadic second order logic over binary trees. Here, the
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same is achieved within Lµ, by defining a projection into ML: given a guarded for-
mula Ψ, there is a formula ΨML in ML such that Ψ is equivalent to ΨML if and only if
Ψ is semantically a modal formula.
The argument goes roughly as follows. If a formula Ψ is semantically ML, it is
local: there is a depth m such that whether a structure M satisfies Ψ only depends
on the initial fragment of M, up to depth m. The value of m can be bounded by an
exponential in the size of Ψ. I show that approximating all fixpoints to the mth level
and truncating the formula at modal depth m captures the semantics of a formula on
structures of height m or less. Then, given the locality of semantically modal formulas,
this captures their full semantics.
This projection is exponential in the size of the original formula. Example 81 shows
that this is unavoidable: some modal formulas with large modal height can be ex-
pressed at least sub-exponentially more concisely using fixpoints.
5.1.1 A bound on modal height
The first two definitions fix the notation for measuring the depth of both structures
and formulas. Since measuring how far into a structure a proof can reach is simpler
on trees than graphs, in this section all structures are represented as potentially infinite
trees.
Definition 67. (height and depth) The height of a state without successors is 0. The
height of a state with finitely many successors is r + 1 where r is the supremum of the
heights of the state’s successors. The height of a finite tree is the height of its root and
corresponds to the length of the longest path in the tree. An infinite tree does not have
finite height.
The depth of the root of a structure is 0; for other states, the depth is one greater
than the depth of its parent. Thus the depth of the deepest leaf in a structure of height
r is r.
Definition 68. (Modal height) Given a formula without fixpoint operators, if it does not
have any modalities, it is of modal height 0. A modal formula 〈a〉φ or [a]φ has modal
height one greater than φ. Other modal formulas have the same modal height as their
immediate subformula of the highest modal height. In other words, the modal height
of a formula is the maximal number of nested modalities in it.
If a formula is equivalent to a modal formula, its semantic modal height is the least
modal height of any equivalent modal formula. Only formulas which are semantically
modal have a finite semantic modal height.
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We use the following lemma, similar to one used by Otto [Ott99], to define ML
formulas as those which are local. The intuition is that if a formula is equivalent to a
ML-formula of modal height m, then what happens beyond depth m in a structure can
have no effect on whether the formula holds or not.
Definition 69. (Truncated structuresMm) Given a structureM, and an integer m, let
Mm be the maximal initial fragment ofM of height m.
Lemma 70. If φ is guarded of semantic modal height m, thenM|= φ if and only ifMm |= φ.
Proof. If φ is guarded and of semantic modal height m, there is a formula ψ equivalent
to φ of syntactic modal height m. Since ψ only has m nested modalities, and no fix-
points, a play in its model-checking game can visit at most the root of a structure and
m other distinct states. Then, in the gamesM× ψ, only positions v× φ where v is no
deeper than m are reachable: the reachable fragment ofM×ψ is identical toMm×ψ.
Since ψ is equivalent to φ,M |= φ if and only ifMm |= φ.
The next definitions formalise the notion of evaluating fixpoints to their nth level.





Then define φn to be the formula φ where every fixpoint binding µX or νX is sub-
stituted with the operator for the nth approximation µXn or νXn. Using the notation
φ[a/b] to mean φ where all instances of b are substituted with a, and fix(φ) is the set of
fixpoint variables in φ, we can write this as
φn = φ[νXn/νX;µXn/µX]∀X∈fix(φ)
All fixpoints are approximated simultaneously. For further details see e.g. [BS07].
Example 72. The approximant of a reachability condition, such as µX.A ∨ ♦X cor-
responds to reachability in a fixed number of steps: A ∨ ♦⊥, A ∨ ♦(A ∨ ♦⊥), A ∨
♦(A∨♦(A∨♦⊥)) and so on. Dually the nth approximation of a safety condition only
dictates safety for n steps.
Approximants can be easily understood in terms of the parity games they generate:
instead of a fixpoint variable generating a cycle in a parity game, the parity game now
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only allows each fixpoint variable to be seen a set number of times n. If this is tracked
with counters decremented each time their fixpoint is seen, seeing a more significant
fixpoint will reset the counter value. If a counter reaches zero, that is to say a fixpoint
is seen more than n times without a higher priority being seen in between, then the
player of the parity of the fixpoint variable wins the play.
Then, for trees of bounded height n, φ agrees with its nth approximant, φn.
Lemma 73. If φ is guarded, φ and φn agree on trees of height bounded by n.
Proof. Write all the fixpoint bindings φX in φ as φX(φX(...φX(µX.φX(X)))), to obtain a
formula which only differs syntactically from φn at modal depth greater than n. On
trees of height n or less, the model-checking game will never reach this point for either
formula: the model-checking games for φ and φn are effectively identical on trees of
height n or less.M |= φ if and only ifM |= φn on n-height bounded structuresM.
To get a modal formula which agrees with the original formula on all trees, the
approximated formula has to be truncated at modal depth m.
Let the formula φn be the one obtained from a modal formula φ by replacing sub-
formulas [a]ψ at modal depth n with > and 〈a〉ψ at modal depth n with ⊥.
Example 74. Consider the modal formula φ = A0 ∧♦A1 ∧(♦♦A2 ∨A3)∧A4.
Then φ2 = A0 ∧♦A1 ∧(♦⊥∨A3) ∧> is true inM if and only if its initial tree
of height 2 satisfies φ. Similarly φ1 = A0 ∧ ♦A1 ∧(⊥ ∨ >) ∧> is true inM if its
initial tree of height 1 satisfies φ. Finally φ0 = A0 ∧ ⊥ ∧ > = ⊥, which is consistent
with the fact that the root ofM cannot satisfy ♦A1 without having any successors.
Lemma 75. Let Φ be guarded. Then M |= φn if and only if Mn |= φ where Mn is the
infinite tree ofM truncated at depth n. That is to say, φn is true inM if and only if the initial
tree of height n ofM satisfies φ.
Proof. First note that in the model checking parity games of modal formulas, a state at
depth n can only be reached at a subformula that is itself at modal depth n. Assuming
M |= φn, Even has a winning strategy σ inM× φn to prove it. This game is identical
to M× φ until a position s at depth n is reached at ⊥ or > instead of 〈a〉ψ or [a]ψ
respectively. If Even can win, her strategy cannot reach any position (s,⊥). The game
Mn × φ is also identical toM× φ until a position at depth n is reached. The strategy
σ is winning inMn × φ since it can avoid (s, 〈a〉ψ) positions where s is at depth n and
positions (s, [a]ψ) are automatically winning for states s at depth n since they have no
successors inMn.
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Conversely, assume Even has a winning strategy σ inMn × φ. She can use this strat-
egy inM |= φn until it reaches positions (s,ψ) where s is at depth n. Since these are
leaves, her winning strategy does not reach any state (s, 〈a〉ψ) where s is at depth n.
InM|= φn her strategy σ therefore only reaches final positions (s, P) and (s,>) where
s is at depth n, which are winning for her. A strategy is therefore winning inM× φn
if and only if it is winning inMn × φ and thereforeM |= φn if and only ifMn |= φ.
It is time to show that if φ is of semantic modal height m, then it is equivalent to
the formula φmm , that is to say, the formula where fixpoints are approximated to the mth
stage of induction as detailed in Definition 71, then truncated at modal depth m.
Theorem 76. If φ is guarded of semantic modal height m, then φ is equivalent to φmm .
Proof. Let φ be a guarded Lµ formula equivalent to a modal formula of modal height





The conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent since φ is semantically modal of height
m, as per Lemma 70: φ is local, so only the initial tree of a structure up to the modal
height affects whether φ holds. The conditions (2) and (3) are equivalent since φ and
φm agree on structures of height m or less, from Lemma 73. Finally, the equivalence of
(3) and (4) comes from Lemma 75.
Next we aim to show that m can be calculated from φ, using a classical pumping
argument. The argument relies on labelling the states of structures with the subfor-
mulas of φ they satisfy. Then, the successors of a state can freely be changed, as long as
the set of successor-labels remains the same, without affecting the formulas the state
satisfies. If two structures only differ at very high depth, but one satisfies φ and the
other one does not, then the state labels must repeat themselves before the structures
differ. We duplicate a portion of the branch leading to the difference in order to create
structures which are differentiated even deeper. Since the sets of successor labels are
kept constant during this transformation, it remains the case that only one of the two
structures satisfies φ. Repeating this process creates pairs of structures with a larger
and larger identical initial fragment, but which still disagree on φ, showing that φ is
not semantically modal. Therefore, if a formula is modal, its modal height cannot
be deeper than the point at which the state labels need to start repeating themselves.
22|φ| + 1 is an upper bound for that point.
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The next lemma uses the fact that in any tree, a subtree rooted at s can be replaced
with a distinct subtree rooted at r without affecting the subformulas of Ψ satisfied
above depth s, as long as the subtrees rooted at s and r agree on all subformulas of Ψ.
For a proof, see for example [Koz88]. The intuition is that whether a state satisfies a
subformula of Φ depends only on the propositional variables that a state satisfies and
the subformulas satisfied by its successor states.
Definition 77. Let M be an infinite tree and t be a state of M, and let Ψ ∈ Lµ. We
denote by αΨM(t) the set of subformulas of Ψ satisfied by the state t inM.
Lemma 78. (Consistent labelling)
LetM= (M, EM, PM, LM) be a tree rooted at iM, and let r be the root of a disjoint structure
M′ = (M′, EM′ , PM′ , LM′) such that αΨM(s) = αΨM′(r) for some state s of M. Let v be the
predecessor of s inM via some action a ∈ Act.
Then, consider the tree N which is asM, but with the subtree rooted at s replaced by the
treeM′ rooted at r. More precisely, N = (N, EN , PN , LN) where:
• N = (M \ {u ∈ M | u is s or a descendant thereof}) ∪M′;
• EN = (N × N  EM) ∪ EM′ ∪ {e′} as set of edges, where  denotes restriction;
• LN and PN are inherited from PM, PM′ , LM and LM′ and LN(e′) = LM(e).
Since N ⊆ M ] M′ (where ] denotes disjoint union), the labelling (αΨM ∪ αΨM′)  N is
defined on all states of N as well. Then for all s ∈ N we have (N , s) |= φ if and only if
φ ∈ ((αΨM ∪ αΨM′)  N)(s), meaning that (αΨM ∪ αΨM′)  N is identical to αΨN .
Lemma 79. Let φ be guarded and semantically modal, i.e. φ is equivalent to a formula in ML.
Then the semantic modal height m of φ is bounded above by 22|φ|.
Proof. Assume m > 22|φ| to be the semantic modal height of φ. Then there exists a tree
M of height 22|φ| which is the prefix of two models M1 and M2 such that M1 |= φ
andM2 6|= φ. That is to say, for every state s ofM, there are states s1 and s2 inM1 and
M2 respectively such that s, s1, and s2 agree on propositions and for all inner nodes
ofM, s′ is an a-successor of s if and only if s′1 is an a-successor of s1, if and only if s′2 is
an a-successor of s2. If d is maximal such thatM1 andM2 agree up to depth d, write
agree(M1,M2) = d. To start with, agree(M1,M2) > 22|φ| sinceM1 andM2 agree on
their prefixM of height 22|φ|.
Label every state s of M with a set αφM1(s) consisting of subformulas of φ which
are true in s1 ofM1 and a set α
φ
M2(s) consisting of subformulas of φ which are true in
s2 ofM2. For each branch ofM, if the branch is longer than 22|φ|, there are two states







branch i, choose bi to be the first state on a branch which has an ancestor ai such that







Figure 5.1.1: Before: The labels P and S represent the propositional variables that hold at a
node. The two illustrations above represent the initial fragment of two structures which agree
to start with, but disagree at some point. The colours represent different values of αφM. The
fragment between the second and fourth nodes can be duplicated to create structures which











Figure 5.1.2: After: The new structures agree with their originals on all relevant formulas, but
they agree with each other on a larger initial segment.











i). Note that for any pair of branches i and j,
either bi = bj or bi and bj are not reachable from one another.
For each branch i and its states ai and bi, let ai ′1 be the root of a distinct copy of
the subtree in M1 rooted at ai. Similarly, let ai ′2 be the root of a distinct copy of the
subtree rooted at ai inM2. LetM′1 be obtained fromM1 by replacing, for each branch
i the state bi with ai ′1 and its induced subtree; similarly, letM
′
2 be obtained fromM2
by replacing bi with ai ′2 and its induced subtree. Note that these transformations do
not affect each other: each bi is on a distinct branch and is replaced with a copy of a











states preserve their labels and we know thatM′1 |= φ andM′2 6|= φ, from Lemma 78.
We now show that ifM1 andM2 agree up to depth d, thenM′1 andM′2 agree up
to depth d + 1. Let i be a branch inM of length d such that i is extended differently
in models M1 and M2. Since depth(bi) > depth(ai) the models M′1 and M′2 agree
along all extensions of i to depth d− depth(ai) + depth(bi) > d. That is to sayM′1 and
M′2 agree at least up to d + 1. This establishes agree(M′1,M′2) > agree(M1,M2). In
z = m− d many steps, we will reach modelsMz1 andMz2 such that agree(Mz1,Mz2)≥m
butMz1 |= φ andMz2 6|= φ. This contradicts m being the modal height of φ.
Corollary 80. Whether a guarded formula φ is equivalent to a modal formula can be decided
by testing whether φ is equivalent to φ2|φ| .
Proof. From the previous lemma, if a formula φ is modal, its semantic modal height m
is no greater than 22|φ|. If φ 6= φ2|φ| , then φ must disagree with φ2|φ| on some structure
M. However, φ and φ2|φ| agree on structures of height bounded by 2|φ| soM must be
of height over 2|φ|, which, since m ≤ 2|φ|, contradicts the fact that the modal height of
φ is m.
This projection requires an exponential blow-up. Interestingly, this is necessary as
formulas with fixpoints can indeed be at least sub-exponentially more compact than
the equivalent modal formulas. The following example exhibits syntactically Σµ1 but
semantically modal formulas with modal height sub-exponential in the length of the
Σµ1 formula. The idea of these formulas is to require a series of propositional variables
to occur at different frequencies until they all occur at the same time. The modal
height of the formula is then the least common multiple of the frequencies, which
grows exponentially.
Example 81. There is a family of formulas Φ(n) ∈ Σµ1 which are semantically modal
but have modal height Ω(2
√
l) in the length l of Φ(n).
Proof. Write n for ... repeated n times. The formula µX.n(A ∧ (X ∨ B)) states
that A occurs every nth state on any path until B also occurs at a state whose depth is a
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multiple of n. By combining such formulas we can write [µX.a A ∧ (X ∨ (B ∧ C))] ∧
[µX.bB ∧ (X ∨ (A ∧ C))] ∧ [µX.cC ∧ (X ∨ (A ∧ B))] which sets the frequencies at
which A, B and C are seen to a, b and c respectively, until they are seen simultaneously.
This formula is modal since if it is true, at the latest at depth a× b× c, all of A, B and C
are seen simultaneously. More precisely, its modal height is the least common multiple
of a, b and c.
Generalising this, for a fixed n, let ψd = µX.d(Pd ∧ X) ∨ (
∧
i≤n Pi) be the formula
stating that the proposition Pd occurs at frequency d until all propositions Pi for i ≤ n
occur at the same time, at a depth multiple of d. Now, let Φ(n) =
∧
d≤n ψd. The modal
height of Φ(n) is the least common multiple of the integers up to n, written lcm(n).
For sufficiently large n, lcm(n)> 2n [Nai82] so the formula Φ(n) is of length O(n2) and
has semantic modal height Ω(2n).
5.2 The Πµ1 and Σ
µ
1 fragments
This section takes a syntactic approach to eliminating complexity from semantically
Πµ1 or Σ
µ
1 formulas. The main result is a projection into Π
µ
1 : a transformation from an
arbitrary formula Ψ into a syntactically Πµ1 formula Ψ
Πµ1 which is equivalent to Ψ if
and only if Ψ is semantically in Πµ1 .
The Σµ1 fragment of Lµ, which only allows the fixpoint µ, can be thought of as
the formulas expressing reachability conditions of some sort. While ML formulas are
local, or with bounded proofs, the key property of Σµ1 formulas is that they have finite
proofs: if a Σµ1 formula holds in a structureM, then some initial tree ofM is sufficient
to prove it. All completions of that initial tree must also satisfy the formula. Dually, Πµ1
formulas have finite counter-proofs: an initial segment of a counter-model is sufficient
to show that the property fails. Unlike in the modal case, the depth of these initial
fragments is not bounded.
It is useful to distinguish between a formula having finite syntactic proofs, and
finite semantic proofs: formulas syntactically in Σµ1 , such as µX.A ∨ ♦X, have finite
syntactic proofs – namely Even’s winning strategy in the model checking game. How-
ever, there are also formulas such as (νX.A ∧X) ∨ (µY.♦Y ∨ ¬A). This formula is
tautological, yet in some models requires infinite proofs: if ¬A is not reachable and the
model has an infinite branch, then the proof must show that A always holds. Yet this
formula clearly (and trivially) has the property that its models have an initial fragment
of which all completions are also models. This property is a semantic characteristic of
a formula, rather than just a syntactic one. Indeed, semantically Σµ1 properties corre-
spond exactly to those for which all completions of a sufficiently large initial fragment
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of a model are also models.
The question is how to recognise this property in formulas without finite syntactic
proofs. Better yet, how to turn a formula with finite semantic proofs into one with
finite syntactic proofs?
The solution presented in this chapter is syntactic, based on disjunctive normal
form. It turns out that once a formula is in disjunctive normal form, and unsatisfiable
subformulas are eliminated, the property of having finite semantic counter-proofs – i.e.
all completions of a large enough initial fragment of a counter-model are also counter-
models – corresponds exactly to having finite syntactic counter-proofs. This is true
even though semantically Πµ1 formulas may have µ-operators. When this is a case
for a disjunctive formula, the falsifying player, Odd, can always disprove a counter-
model without using a µ-operator infinitely often. The only exception to this rule is
when a µ binding is unsatisfiable, in which case it can be replaced with ⊥.
This observation yields a very simple projection into Πµ1 : every µ-operator is re-
placed with ν if it binds a satisfiable formula and ⊥ otherwise.
Related work Küsters and Wilke showed [KW02] that the problem of deciding whether
a property of Lµ can be expressed with only least fixpoints, or, by duality, only greatest
fixpoints, is EXPTIME-complete. Their proof first constructs a bottom-up tree automa-
ton the states of which correspond to sets of subformulas based on the Lµ formula.
Roughly speaking, the bottom-up automaton accepts a structure if it has an initial
fragment such that every completion admits a valid assignment of automaton states
to its nodes. This automaton is closed under bisimulation if and only if it is Σµ1 defin-
able and equivalent to the original formula.
Some elements of this proof are recognisable in the transformation presented in
this section. The idea of finite semantic proofs – that all completions of a large enough
initial fragment of a model are also models – is reminiscent of the acceptance condition
of the bottom-up automata, and the power-set construction is mirrored in the usage
of disjunctive formulas.
The rest of this section is organised as follows: Section 5.2.1 formalises the no-
tion of finite counter-proofs and uses it to characterise Πµ1 ; Section 5.2.2 describes the
transformation which turns a disjunctive formula into a syntactically Πµ1 formula, and
proves that it preserves meaning for semantically Πµ1 properties.
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5.2.1 Πµ1 has finite counter-proofs
This section characterises properties in Σµ1 and Π
µ
1 as properties with finite proofs and
counter-proofs respectively. Informally, µ-formulas express finite behaviour such as
reachability – proofs of such properties are finite: once the desired state is reached, the
rest of the structure is irrelevant. Dually, ν-formulas express infinite behaviour and if
a structure fails to display infinite behaviour, the state at which it fails must be finitely
reachable.
Lemma 82. LetM be a structure with finite branching such thatM 6|= Ψ. If Ψ is semanti-
cally in Πµ1 , then there is some n such that for any structureM′, ifM′ agrees withM up to
depth n, thenM′ 6|= Ψ.
Proof. Assume Ψ is semantically in Πµ1 and Φ is the equivalent formula with no least
fixpoints. SinceM 6|= Φ, Even has a winning strategy inM×¬Φ. The formula ¬Φ,
the negation of Φ, is a formula without greatest fixpoints. This means that Even has a
strategy σ winning inM×¬Φ which only agrees with finite plays, as an infinite play
without ν-variables would be losing for Even. Let n be the depth of the furthest state
inM which σ reaches – sinceM has finite branching, there is such an n. For anyM′
which agrees withM up to n, the strategy σ is still winning for Even, soM′ 6|= Ψ.
This Lemma describes the characterisation of semantically Πµ1 formulas: A counter-
model of a Πµ1 formula has an initial fragment such that all its completions are also
counter-models.
5.2.2 The formula ΨΠ
µ
1
This section presents the projection into Πµ1 and proves the core theorem of this chap-
ter: any semantically Πµ1 formula in disjunctive form can be transformed into an
equivalent syntactically Πµ1 formula, by changing every occurrence of µ into either
ν or ⊥.
Example 83.
(µX.A→{X}) ∨ (µY.B→{Y,>} ∨ C) ∨ (νZ.B→{Z,>})
The first disjunct µX.A→{X} is unsatisfiable, so it can be replaced with⊥. Then, look-
ing at (µY.B→{Y,>}∨C)∨ (νZ.B→{Z,>}), the remaining formula is satisfied when
C is reachable via a path along which B holds, or when there is an infinite path along
which B holds. In the model-checking games of this formula, Odd never plays µ in-
finitely often to win the model-checking game: if there is a B path which never reaches
C, such a structure is not a counter-model, since Even can play to νZ.B→{Z,>} and
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win. The parity of the fixpoint binding Y is inconsequential, and µ can be replaced
with ν.
This formula is therefore semantically Πµ1 , and equivalent to:
⊥∨ (νY.B→{Y,>} ∨ C) ∨ (νZ.B→{Z,>})
Or just νY.B→{Y,>} ∨ C after simplifications.
To prove the main theorem, first select, for each µ-subformula µX.φ in disjunctive
Ψ, a structureM such that whetherM satisfies Ψ depends on certain states satisfy-
ing the formula µX.φ. This structure exists due to the disjunctivity of Ψ, as shown in
Lemma 84. Lemma 85 then shows that if a µ-subformula µX.φ of Ψ is satisfiable, but
cannot be replaced with the corresponding ν-formula νX.φ, then, for any n, we can
build a twin structure for M agreeing with M up to n but disagreeing on Ψ. This
implies that Ψ is not a Πµ1 formula, as Lemma 82 shows that Π
µ
1 formulas have finite
counter-proofs. This leaves us with two scenarios: either the µ-subformula is unsat-
isfiable, in which case it can be replaced by ⊥, using Lemma 86, or the µ-formula can
be replaced with the corresponding ν-formula. In either case, any semantically Πµ1
formula can be turned into an equivalent syntactically Πµ1 formula, by replacing µ-
subformulas with either ⊥ or the dual ν-formula.
Notation Recall that Ψ(ψ) indicates a formula Ψ which contains a subformula ψ
and we write Ψ(ψ′) for the formula Ψ[ψ′/ψ] in which ψ is substituted with the formula
ψ′. This notation is used to define formulas related to Ψ in order to specify structures
where the players’ strategies must exhibit some desired behaviours. For example, if
for some structureM, in which Ψ holds Odd can winM×Ψ(⊥), then Even can only
winM×Ψ(µX.φ) by using a strategy which agrees with a play reaching µX.φ.
In the following lemma we show that for a structure to satisfy ¬Ψ(φ) ∧ Ψ(>)
means that there is a set S of states such that Odd can win the game for Ψ(φ) only
by playing a strategy reaching (s,φ) for some s in S. Then, if states of S are substi-
tuted with new substructures, Odd may only win if he can win from one of the new
substructures at φ.
Recall that a structure is well-behaved with respect to a formula if the Even player
can win with a strategy which only agrees with one play per branch. A model of a
disjunctive formula is bisimilar to a well-behaved model.
Lemma 84. Let Ψ be a guarded formula in disjunctive form with a subformula φ. If M is
a structure such thatM |= ¬Ψ(φ) ∧ Ψ(>) andM is well-behaved for Ψ(>), then there is
a non-empty set of states S inM such that inM× Ψ(φ) each of Odd’s winning strategies
reaches (s,φ) for some s ∈ S – that is to say, for each of Odd’s winning strategies τ there is
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a counter strategy σ such that (s,φ) is on the play τ × σ for some s ∈ S. Furthermore, if
every state si of S is replaced with some state ti, yielding a new modelM′, Odd only wins in
M′ ×Ψ(φ) if Odd wins from (ti,φ) in the same game for some ti.
Proof. If Even winsM×Ψ(>) but Odd winsM×Ψ(φ), then Odd cannot winM×
Ψ(φ) with a strategy which avoids φ, otherwise the same strategy would be winning
in M× Ψ(>). Let τ be one of Odd’s winning strategies in M× Ψ(φ) and let σ be
Even’s well-behaved winning strategy inM×Ψ(>) . SinceM×Ψ(>) is identical to
M×Ψ(φ) until a play reaches φ, the strategy σ is also an initial strategy inM×Ψ(φ),
defined until φ is reached. The play τ × σ must reach φ because otherwise it would
be identical to a play respecting her winning strategy in M× Ψ(>), and therefore
winning for Even. Let sτ be the first state at which the play τ × σ reaches φ inM×
Ψ(φ). Then S = {sτ|τ is a winning strategy for Odd } is the set such that inM×Ψ(φ)
each of Odd’s winning strategies reaches (s,φ) for some s ∈ S.
For the second part of the lemma, first observe that if Even wins from (ti,φ) for
all i, then Odd cannot use any of his winning strategies from M× Ψ(φ) to win in
M′ × Ψ(φ) since if Even initially plays according to σ, the play reaches (ti,φ) from
where Even has a winning strategy. As a result, Odd cannot avoid all ti without losing.
Since σ is well-behaved at least until it reaches φ, not only can Odd not avoid all ti,
Odd cannot avoid all (ti,φ) without losing. Hence, if Odd loses from (ti,φ) for all i,
Odd loses inM′ ×Ψ(φ).
We can now prove the main result: to obtain the syntactically Πµ1 formula equiva-
lent to a semantically Πµ1 formula in guarded disjunctive form, it is sufficient to replace
each least fixpoint with either⊥ or a greatest fixpoint. The crux is to show that each µ-
binding in a semantically Πµ1 formula can either be replaced by ⊥ or ν. The following
lemma identifies two cases. The first is that the subformula µX.φ is unsatisfiable in
the sense that there is no structure T from the root of which Even can win at µX.φ in
T ×Ψ(µX.φ). Then it can be replaced with ⊥. In the other case, µX.φ can be replaced
with νX.φ.
Lemma 85. If Ψ(µX.φ), a guarded formula in disjunctive form with a subformula µX.φ, is
semantically in Πµ1 , then either there is no structure T such that Even wins from (r0,µX.φ)
in T ×Ψ(µX.φ) where r0 is the root of T (i.e. µX.φ is unsatisfiable), or Ψ(µX.φ)=Ψ(νX.φ).
Proof. Assume that Ψ(µX.φ) 6= Ψ(νX.φ) and that there is a structure T such that Even
wins from (r0,µX.φ) in T ×Ψ(µX.φ) where r0 is the root of T . Since Ψ(µX.φ) implies
Ψ(νX.φ) but not the other way around, there is a (finitely branching) structureM such
that M |= ¬Ψ(µX.φ) ∧ Ψ(νX.φ). The structure M can be taken to be well-behaved
with respect to Ψ(νX.φ) . We will show that for any n there is a structureM′ which
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agrees withM up to depth n but which satisfies Ψ(µX.φ). Using Lemma 82, this will
contradict Ψ(µX.φ) ∈Πµ1 .
For any n, we can write Ψ(µX.φ) as Ψ(
n︷︸︸︷
φ...φ(µX.φ)), where we drop some brackets







φ...φ(>) is implied by νX.φ. Further-
more, M is well-behaved for Ψ(
n︷︸︸︷
φ...φ(>)). From Lemma 84 we know that there is a
set S of states inM such that for each si ∈ S, Even loses from (s,¬µX.φ) and if each
si ∈ S is replaced with r0, the root of T , to yield a new modelM, then Ψ holds inM′.
Furthermore, since X is guarded in µX.φ, a play can only reach µX.φ from
n︷︸︸︷
φ...φ(µX.φ)
at depth at least n: each si ∈ S is at least at depth n thereforeM′ agrees withM up
to depth n. We have built for any n, a structure that agrees withM, a counter-model
of Ψ, up to n but satisfies Ψ. This contradicts the assumption that Ψ is in Πµ1 , and has
finite counter-proofs using Lemma 82.
It now suffices to show that if a subformula µX.φ is unsatisfiable in the sense that
there is no structure T from the root of which Even can win at µX.φ in T ×Ψ(µX.φ),
then µX.φ can be replaced with ⊥. This is trivial if µX.φ has no free variables, as then
it is undoubtedly equivalent to ⊥. Here this is generalised to µX.φ where φ may have
free variables bound higher up in Ψ.
Lemma 86. If there is no structure T rooted at t0 such that Even wins from (t0,µX.φ) in
T ×Ψ(µX.φ), then Ψ(µX.φ) = Ψ(⊥).
Proof. If Even winsM× Ψ(µX.φ) but there is no T rooted at t0 such that Even wins
from (t0,µX.φ), then Even’s winning strategy cannot reach any position (s,µX.φ).
Then the same strategy can be used inM× Ψ(⊥) to avoid any position (s,⊥). Since
these two games are identical up until µX.φ or ⊥ is reached, Even also wins inM×
Ψ(⊥). This shows Ψ(µX.φ) implies Ψ(⊥). The other direction is trivial since⊥ implies
µX.φ and Lµ is monotone.
Theorem 87. If Ψ is a formula in guarded disjunctive form and semantically in Πµ1 , then
either Ψ = Ψ[⊥/µX.φ] or Ψ[νX.φ/µX.φ] for any subformula µX.φ of Ψ.
Proof. If there is no structure T such that Even wins from (r0,µX.φ) in T × Ψ(µX.φ)
where r0 is the root of T , then from the previous lemma, Ψ = Ψ[⊥/µX.φ]. If there is
such a structure, then from Lemma 85 we know that Ψ = Ψ[νX.φ/µX.φ].
Corollary 88. Πµ1 and by duality Σ
µ
1 are decidable.
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Proof. Any formula Ψ of Lµ can be turned into a guarded formula in disjunctive form.
Then, if Ψ is semantically in Πµ1 , every occurrence of µX.φ can be eliminated either by
replacing it with ⊥ or νX.φ. Hence to decide whether a formula is semantically in Πµ1 ,
it is sufficient to decide whether it is equivalent to the formula where each satisfiable
µX.φ formula is replaced with νX.φ.
If a formula is in a alternation class Πµn, its syntactic negation is in Σ
µ
n and vice-
versa. Therefore, to decide whether a formula is semantically in Σµ1 it is sufficient
to decide whether its negation is in Πµ1 . If this is the case, the Π
µ
1 formula can be
syntactically negated to yield a formula in Σµ1 .
This concludes the argument that Πµ1 is decidable via formula construction. The
projection into Πµ1 preserves or reduces the size of a disjunctive formula, although the
transformation into disjunctive form can incur an exponential blow-up in the size of
the formula.
5.3 Discussion
This chapter has provided two novel, formula-focused decision procedures for the
first two levels of the alternation hierarchy. The procedure for Πµ1 is particularly inter-
esting because of how simple it is. Discounting unsatisfiable subformulas, all fixpoints
in a disjunctive formula are just turned into ν and the resulting formula is equivalent
to the original if and only if the original formula is semantically in Πµ1 .
As this chapter demonstrates, disjunctive form is a remarkably powerful tool for
looking at the alternation hierarchy. Perhaps it is then unsurprising that the Rabin–
Mostowski index problem for non-deterministic parity automata, the automata-theoretic
cousin of disjunctive form, has seen more progress [CL08] than the index problem for
non-amorphous alternating parity automata. In the chapters to follow, disjunctive
form will remain a key ingredient.
Chapter 6
Σµ2 is decidable for Π
µ
2
After considering syntactic alternatives to the existing decision procedures for ML, Σµ1
and Πµ1 , it is time to move onto the next alternation level, Σ
µ
2 , for which the decidability
so far has been open. This chapter argues that given a Πµ2 formula, it is decidable
whether an equivalent Σµ2 formula exists.
The approach to decidability is still in many ways similar to the one in the last
chapter: characterising the target class by defining a projection. However, given the
increased complexity of the problem, the projection is parameterised. That is to say,
for any Lµ formula Ψ, this chapter defines a projection ΨΣ
µ
2 (n) such that that Ψ is se-
mantically in Σµ2 if and only if it is equivalent to Ψ
Σµ2 (n) for some n. The idea is to
construct a formula equivalent to Ψ in which all alternations between µ and a more
significant ν are captured by one single such alternation. Then, whether Ψ is semanti-
cally in Σµ2 depends exactly on whether this alternation is necessary, or whether it can
be approximated.
The decision procedure for Πµ2 input formulas comes from generalising techniques
from automata theory to bound the the parameter n, corresponding to the depth of the
approximation. These techniques come from a line of inquiry closely related to the Lµ
alternation hierarchy: the Rabin–Mostowski index hierarchy of non-deterministic au-
tomata. As detailed in Chapter 4, the Rabin–Mostowski hierarchy problem is not the
same problem as the Lµ index problem; however, in this instance, automata-theoretic
techniques generalise well into the Lµ setting.
Colcombet and Lödig reduced the Rabin–Mostowski index problem to the uniform
universality problem for distance parity automata [CL08]. This was in turn solved for
Büchi definable languages [CKLV13]: given a Büchi definable language, it is decidable
whether it can be described by a co-Büchi automaton. Skrzypczak and Walukiewicz
gave an alternative proof of the same result [SW16], while adding a topological char-
acterisation of recognised languages.
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In Lµ-terms, this result corresponds to deciding, given a Π
µ
2 formula, whether it is
equivalent, with respect to ranked trees only, to a Σµ2 formula. This section lifts this
result to deciding whether a Πµ2 formula is equivalent to a Σ
µ
2 formula. In other words,
it provides a novel reduction from the decidability of Σµ2 to a boundedness question,
then decides the boundedness question for Πµ2 inputs by applying automata-theoretic
techniques in the Lµ setting.
The proof consists of two parts: (a) defining for any input formula Ψ asequence of
Σµ2 formulas Ψ(n) which approximate Ψ and which, if Ψ is semantically Σ
µ
2 , eventually
coincide with Ψ, and (b) bounding the parameter n such that Ψ(n) = Ψ for Ψ in Πµ2 .
Part (a) is more general than required for the namesake result of this chapter. This
means that generalising (b) to arbitrary input formulas would suffice to decide Σµ2 .
The contributions of this chapter can be summarised as follows:
• A game construction similar to those found in the literature [CKLV13, SW16],
generalised into the Lµ setting and arbitrary formulas;
• A reduction of the decidability of Σµ2 to deciding whether the sequence of
µ
2 ap-
proximants of Ψ eventually coincides with Ψ, or, equivalently, whether for some
n the n-challenge game construction corresponds to the model-checking game
of a formula. This yields a comparatively simple and more general alternative
for the most involved part of the proof by Skrzypczak and Walukiewicz [SW16];
• A generalisation of the main theorems from Colcombet and Lödig 2013 [CKLV13]
and Skrzypczak and Walukiewicz 2016 [SW16] to unranked structures: it is de-
cidable whether a Σµ2 formula is equivalent to a Π
µ
2 formula, and vice versa.
The first two points make up the core technical contribution of this chapter. They
provide a more general account of the decidability of Σµ2 than had previously been
seen. The third point simply shows how this can be used to generalise previous
automata-theoretic work to yield the namesake result of this chapter.
The pattern of this proof, as well as those in the previously cited works, is familiar:
first, the semantic complexity of the language is reduced to a boundedness question,
which is then solved for a fragment of the input space. The same schema also describes
the decision procedure for ML from the previous chapter. This idea of boundedness
can be traced all the way back to datalog [Var88], and more recently the star-height
problem [Kir05], another cousin of the Lµ-index problem. While this chapter focuses
on deciding Σµ2 for input in Π
µ
2 , the final part of this thesis will revisit the question
of boundedness as a uniform syntactic approach to the Lµ alternation hierarchy, fea-
turing in particular a generalisation of the construction of Section 6.1 to characterise
arbitrary alternation classes of disjunctive Lµ.
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The work in this chapter is based on joint work with Sandra Quickert.
6.1 A challenge game
The first part of this chapter’s decidability proof defines a parametrised game called
an n-challenge game on a parity game arena. This game consists of a parity game aug-
mented with some additional structure intended to capture whether Odd can force
alternations between even and odd priorities. For each finite n, the n-challenge game
is described by a Σµ2 formula Ψ(n) which holds in M if and only if Even wins the
n-challenge game onM×Ψ. Furthermore, a disjunctive formula Ψ is semantically in
Σµ2 if and only if there is some m such that Ψ is equivalent to Ψ(m). In other words,
the sequence of approximations Ψ(m) converges if and only if Ψ is in Σµ2 .
Similar constructions for non-deterministic Büchi input automata on labelled bi-
nary trees are found in the literature [CKLV13, SW16]. The construction as described
here is more general as it allows, for now, arbitrary input formulas and operates on
unranked structures (see Section 2.1.3). For the main result of this chapter, the con-
struction for Πµ2 formulas is sufficient. However, the proposed generalisation may
be of interest, in particular if the second part of the proof can also be generalised to
arbitrary input formulas. This would decide Σµ2 in general, and by duality Π
µ
2 .
The proof of Theorem 94 is based on previous unpublished work by Sandra Quick-
ert on the challenge game for Πµ2 formulas; the version here, generalised to arbitrary
input, stems from joint work.
Fix a formula Ψ in disjunctive form, of index {q, ...,0}. Let I = {q, ...,0} if q is even
and {q + 1,q, ...,0} otherwise. Write Ie for the even priorities in I.
The n-challenge game consists of a normal parity game augmented with a set of
challenges, one for each even priority i. A challenge can either be open or met and has
a counter ci attached to it. Each counter is initialised to n, and decremented when the
corresponding challenge is opened. The Odd player can at any point open challenges
of which the counter is non-zero, but he must do so in decreasing order: an i-challenge
can only be opened if every j-challenge for j > i is opened. When a play encounters the
priority j while the j-challenge is open, the challenge is said to be met. All i-challenges
for i < j are then reset. This means that the counters ci are set back to n and marked
met.
A play of this game is a play in a parity game, augmented with the challenge and
counter configuration at each step. A play with dominant priority d is winning for
Even if either d is even or if every opened d + 1 challenge is eventually met or reset.
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Example 89. Consider the formula νY.µX.(A ∧ ♦X) ∨ (B ∧ ♦Y) which is true if on
some path B always eventually holds. This formula does not hold in the following
structure:
Astart B A B A
However, Even wins the 1- and 2-challenge games: her strategy is to loop in the
current state until Odd opens a 2-challenge, then meet the challenge by moving to the
next state, as seeing a B corresponds to seeing 2. Odd will run out of challenges before
reaching the last state. Although Odd wins the 3-challenge game in this structure,
for any m it is easy to construct a similar structure in which he loses the m-challenge
game but wins the parity game. This section argues that this is sufficient to show that
νY.µX.(A ∧♦X) ∨ (B ∧♦Y) is not equivalent to any Σµ2 formula.
In contrast, in the formula νY.µX.(A ∧X) ∨ (B ∧♦Y), Odd wins the 1-challenge
game whenever he wins the parity game: he can open the challenge when his strategy
in the parity game reaches the point at which he can avoid B. This formula is therefore
equivalent to a Σµ2 formula, namely the alternation free formula νY.((A ∧Y) ∨ (B ∧
♦Y)) ∧ µX.(A ∧X) ∨ B.
Definition 90. (Challenge games) A configuration (v, p, c̄,r) of the n-challenge game on
a parity game G of index {q, ...,0} where q is even consists of:
• a position v in the parity game;
• an even priority p indicating the least significant priority on which a challenge
is open or p = q + 2 if all challenges are currently met;
• c̄ = (c0, c2, . . . , cq) a collection of counter values ci, initialised to n, for each even
priority i ∈ Ie.
• r ∈ {0,1} indicating the round of the game: 1 for Odd’s turn to open challenges,
0 for a turn in the parity game.
At configuration (v, p, c̄,1), corresponding to Odd’s turn, he can open challenges
up to any p′ ≤ p, as long as c[i]> 0 for each i such that p′ ≤ i < p. Then the configura-
tion becomes (v, p′, c̄′,0) where c′[i] = c[i]− 1 for all newly opened challenges i, that is
to say i such that p′ ≤ i < p ,and c′[i] = c[i] for all other i.
At configuration (v, p, c̄,0), the player whose turn it is in the parity game decides
the successor position v′ of v. If this position is terminal, the player winning the parity
game also wins the challenge game. Else, the configuration is updated to (v′, p′, c̄′,1)
according to the priority i of v′ as follows:
• If i ≥ p then p′ = i + 2 if i is even, p′ = i + 1 otherwise. This indicates which
challenges have been met. Note that if all challenges are met, p = q + 2.
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• If i < p then p′ = p.
• For each j < i, the counter value cj is reset to n.
• If i is even and ci = 0, then the game ends immediately with a win for Even.
A play starts at (vι,q + 2, (n, ...,n),1) where vι is the initial position of the parity
game. A play is a potentially infinite sequence of configurations. An infinite play is
winning for Even if the dominant priority on the sequence of parity game positions is
d but the game reaches infinitely many configurations (v, p, c̄,0) where p > d + 1. This
is the case if d is even or if all d + 1 challenges set by Odd are either met or reset.
A strategy for Odd in a challenge game consists of two parts: a strategy for opening
challenges, and a strategy for the underlying parity game. Even only has a parity game
strategy. Both players’ strategies may of course depend on the challenge configuration
as well as the parity game configuration. Given a challenge-game strategy σ for Even,
each challenging strategy γ for Odd induces a normal parity game strategy σγ for
Even which does not depend on the challenge configuration, up to the point where
Even meets a challenge with a counter value 0.
I now show that for all Ψ and finite n, there is a formula Ψ(n) which holds inM if
and only if Even wins the n-challenge game onM×Ψ. For clarity, Ψ(n) is described
via the corresponding Lµ-automaton on unranked trees. From Theorem 18, this is
equivalent to describing a Lµ formula. For readers who prefer formulas to automata,
an intuition of the syntax of this formula is given in Example 92.
Definition 91. Let A = (S, si,δ,Ω) be the Lµ-automaton for Ψ. Let us build the automa-
ton An for Ψ(n) using distinct copies of A for each possible challenge configuration
(p, c̄). For p = q + 2 and each even priority p, and counter values c̄ ∈ [n]Ie , the copy
A(p, c̄) of A corresponds to p being the least significant open priority and the counter
values being c̄. These components will then be combined into the automaton An. The
original priority of a position in a component refers to the priority assigned to the cor-
responding node in S by Ω.
A(p, c) = (S(p,c), s(p,c)i ,δ
(p,c),Ω(p,c)) is based on A: S(p,c), s(p,c)i ∈ S(p,c) and δ(p,c) are
disjoint copies of S, si and δ respectively. The priority function is g Ω(p,c):
• If Ω(s) ≥ p− 1 then Ω(p,c)(s) = 1;
• If Ω(s) < p− 1 then Ω(p,c)(s) = 0;
Then, the components A(p, c) are linked in An = (Sn, sni ,δ
n,Ωn) consisting of:




• The initial state sni = s
(q+2,n̄)
i of A(q + 2, n̄) where n̄i = n for all i;
• Ωn defined by Ωn(s) = Ω(p,c)(s) where s is a state of the component A(p, c);
• For states s in A(p, c̄) of original priority j ≥ p, let δn(s, A) = > if cj = 0. This
corresponds to Even having met all n challenges. Otherwise, let δn(s, A) = s′
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such that: s′ is the copy of s in A(k, c̄′) where k = j + 2 if j is even and k = j + 1
otherwise, and c̄′[i] = n for i < j and c̄′[i] = c̄[i] for other i. This corresponds to
the open j-challenge being met and all counters below j being reset.
For every state s in A(p, c) with original priority j < p, if K is the set of even
priorities k smaller than p such that for all i.p > i ≥ k, c̄[i] > 0, let δn(s, P) be
δ(p,c)(s, P) ∧ ∧k∈K sk where sk is the copy of s in A(k, c̄′), and c̄′[i] = c̄[i] − 1 for
i such that k ≤ i < p and c̄′[i] = c̄[i] otherwise. In other words, Odd can open
challenges k below p if counter-values up to k are non-zero, by moving to the
component A(k, c̄′) which reflects the new challenge configuration.
This automaton only has priorities {0,1} so the corresponding formula, Ψ(n), is in
Σµ2 . It therefore suffices to argue that this automaton describes the challenge game.
A game in An maps to a game in A, augmented with challenge configurations (p, c̄)
at each state, corresponding to the component in which a state is played. Transitions
between components account for challenges being opened, met, and reset according to
the rules of the game. Then, let us check that Ωn accounts for the winning conditions
of the challenge game.
Opening challenges in An makes the play move to lower components A(p, c), as
measured by p; seeing high original priorities makes the play move up to higher com-
ponents. If the dominant original priority d is even, then eventually the play can
no longer move up to components A(p′, c′) with p′ ≥ d + 2 from components A(p, c)
where p < p′. Such plays eventually settle into some A(p, c) where p ≥ d + 2 since
Odd can not challenge d infinitely often if a higher priority is not also seen infinitely
often. From Ωn, such a play is winning for Even since nodes of orinigal priority d and
lower in components A(p, c) where p ≥ d + 2 are of priority 0.
If d is odd, then Even wins only if the play settles into a component A(p, c) where
p > d + 1 since those are the components in which d and lower priorities are replaced
with 0 – this corresponds to Odd eventually not opening the challenge on d + 1 after
it has been met, causing him to lose. If the minimum challenged priority never settles,
in An such a play sees 1 infinitely often, and this means that a d + 1-challenge is not
met – that is to say, Odd wins the challenge game.
Example 92. Given a formula Ψ = νY.µX.φ(X,Y) where X and Y are the only fixpoint
variables, the corresponding Σµ2 formula is
νWn.νY.φ(Y,Y) ∧ µX.φ(X,W)
for some sufficiently large value of n. The intuition of the formula is that the first copy
of φ corresponds to the challenge game when the challenge is met and Odd has to open
a challenge by moving to the second copy of φ. Meeting the challenge is encoded by
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the fixpoint W, and the approximation n accounts for the counting of challenges. For
inputs with further fixpoints, the formula becomes more cumbersome, but the idea
remains the same.
The following Theorem and its Corollary constitute the core of this chapter, and
one of the most significant results of the thesis. They represent a novel characterisation
of Σµ2 , based on the sequence of approximation Ψ(n) of Ψ.
Theorem 93. If a disjunctive formula Ψ is semantically in Σµ2 , then there is a finite m such
that for allM it is the case that Ψ⇔ Ψ(m).
Proof. Assume that Ψ is in Σµ2 , i.e. equivalent to some Φ of index {1,0} and that for
all m, Ψ < Ψ(m): there is a structureM, such that Odd wins the parity gameM×Ψ
but Even wins the m-challenge game on M× Ψ. Fix m > 2|Ψ|+|Φ|. Without loss of
generality, take M to be finitely branching. The overall structure of this proof is to
first use a winning strategy τ for Odd inM×Φ to define a challenging strategy γ for
him in the m-challenge game onM× Ψ (Part I). It then adds back-edges toM using
Even’s winning strategy σ against γ in the challenge game (Part II). This turnsM into
a new structureM′ which preserves Odd’s winning strategy τ inM′ × Φ but turns
σγ into a winning strategy inM′ × Ψ (Part III). This contradicts the equivalence of Φ
and Ψ.
Part I. Let τ be Odd’s winning strategy in M× Φ. Since M is finitely branch-
ing, for any node v reachable via τ, there is a finite bound i such that any play that
agrees with τ sees 1 within i modal steps of any position v× α that it reaches (König’s
Lemma). For a branch b ofM, on which τ reaches a node v, indicate by next(b,v) the
ith node on b from v. This node has the property that any play on the branch b agreeing
with τ must see a 1 between v and next(b,v). If τ does not agree with any plays on the
branch b, then let next(b,v) be a node on b which τ does not reach.
Now consider the m-challenge game on the arenaM× Ψ. Let Odd’s challenging
strategy γ be: to open all challenges at the start of the game, and whenever its counter
is reset; if a challenge for a priority i is met at v, and its counter ci is not at 0, to open
the next challenge when the play reaches a node next(b,v) for any branch b, unless the
counter is reset before then (i.e. a higher priority is seen).
Part II. Even wins the m-challenge game onM×Ψ, so let σ be her winning strat-
egy. Recall that σγ is a strategy for Even in the parity game M× Ψ up to the point
where an mth challenge in the original challenge game is met, and undefined there-
after. Since Ψ is disjunctive, we can adjustM into a bisimilar structure in which the
pure parity game strategy σγ is well-behaved wherever it is defined – it reaches each
position ofM at either one subformula, or none.
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The strategy σγ is winning in the challenge game against any strategy for Odd
which uses the challenging strategy γ. Since Odd always eventually opens the next
challenge, the only way for him to lose is to either reach a losing position in the under-
lying parity game, or reaches a position of priority p when cp = 0. Thus, every play
that agrees with σγ is finite.
Since σγ is well-behaved, each branch carries at most one play. For every branch
b the finite play it may carry must either end in a position winning for Even in the
underlying parity game, or end in a long streak in which the highest priority seen is
some even p, and it is seen at least m times, corresponding to every instance of Even
meeting a p-challenge. As long as m is sufficiently large, on every such branch there
are two nodes v and its descendant w, at which Odd opens challenges on p, which
agree on the set of subformulas that σγ reaches there in M× Ψ and that τ reaches
there in M× Φ. We now consider the structure M′, which is as M except that the
predecessor of each w-node has a back-edge to v instead. The strategies σγ and τ
transfer in the obvious way toM′.
Part III. We now claim that τ is winning in M′ × Φ and that σγ is winning in
M′ × Ψ. Starting with σγ, all finite plays end in positions that are winning for Even,
as in the underlying parity game of the challenge game onM× Ψ. Any infinite play
in M× Ψ that agrees with σγ sees both v and w infinitely often. Any such play is
dominated by an even priority between v and w. Then, as w and v agree at which
subformula σγ reaches them, an even priority dominates any play that goes through
back edges inM′ × Ψ infinitely many times. The strategy σγ is therefore winning in
M′ ×Ψ.
Now onto τ inM′ ×Φ. If a branch is unchanged by the transformation, then any
play on it is still winning for τ. If a branch that τ plays on has been changed, then
consider in M the two nodes v and w at which the transformation is done. These
are both nodes at which Odd opens challenges according to γ, therefore, from the
definition of next and γ, the highest priority seen between them by any play agreeing
with τ is 1. Since v and w agree at which subformulas τ reaches them, any play in
M′ ×Φ which goes through a back-edge infinitely often sees 1 infinitely often and is
therefore winning for Odd.
This contradicts the equivalence of Ψ and Φ. Therefore, if Ψ is semantically in Σµ2 ,
then for all structuresM the m-challenge game and the parity game onM× Ψ have
the same winner for m > 2|Φ|+|Ψ|.
Corollary 94. A disjunctive formula Ψ is semantically in Σµ2 if and only if there is some finite
m such that Ψ⇔ Ψ(m).
This is the core contribution of this chapter, and one of the most significant re-
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sults of this thesis. It proves that the sequence of formulas Ψ(n) approximating Ψ
eventually coincides with Ψ as long as Ψ is semantically in Σµ2 . These approximations
can be understood as a a way to capture all Πµ2 alternations in Ψ in a single such al-
ternation which can then be approximated whenever Ψ is semantically Σµ2 . The core
novel technique introduced here is the n-challenge game on arbitrary parity games
– as mentioned previously, the construction for {1,2} can be found in the automata-
theoretic literature – and the characterisation of Σµ2 formulas as those for which the
model-checking game coincides with one of the n-challenge games.
6.2 A tree-building game
This section applies a proof technique from Skrzypczak and Walukiewicz 2016 [SW16]
to the Lµ setting in order to complete the proof of decidability for Π
µ
2 input formulas.
The idea is to define another game, the n-tree-building game F (n), such that for
finite n Odd wins F (n) if and only if Ψ is equivalent to Ψ(n). This reduces the decid-
ability of Σµ2 to deciding whether there is an n such that Odd wins the n-tree-building
game. A win for Even in the ω-tree-building game will imply a win in F (n) for ev-
ery n; this reduces the decidability of Σµ2 to the decidability of the winner of the ω-
tree-building game. This game is generalised from Skrzypczak and Walukiewicz 2016
[SW16] to deal with unranked trees and arbitrary input formulas. The proof strategy
to show the decidability of F (ω) follows closely the original proof. I adhere to the
original presentation whenever reasonable, but describe it within the Lµ framework.
Informally, the game consists of the players building a structure annotated with
traces from both the challenge game for Ψ and the parity game for ¬Ψ.
Let Ψ be a Πµ2 formula in disjunctive form, of index I = {2,1}. Let A ⊂ Act be
the finite set of action labels appearing in Ψ. Fix ¬Ψ, the negation of Ψ in disjunctive
form, which may have a different index from Ψ. The previous section defined the
challenge game for arbitrary Lµ formulas; however, when restricted to Π
µ
2 , there is
only one challenge. A binary state {open,met} and one counter suffice to represent the
challenge configuration. Indicate by ω + 1 the set containing all natural numbers and
ω.
Definition 95. A position (S,φ,κ,r) of F (β) for β ∈ ω + 1 is:
• S a set of active states: pairs ( f , p) where f ∈ sf (Ψ) and p ∈ {open,met}.
• φ ∈ sf (¬Ψ);
• κ : S→ (β + 1) a function that assigns to each active state a counter value.
• r ∈ {0,1} a sub-round number.
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The initial position is ({(Ψ,q + 2)},¬Ψ,κ,0) where κ(Ψ,q + 2) = β.
The active states and κ describe positions of the challenge game in a structure built
on the fly, reached by a strategy specified by Even. Along a sequence of positions, the
subformulas φ of ¬Ψ form a strategy for Even in the parity game for ¬Ψ.
Then, define multi-transitions.
Definition 96. A multi-transition from a position (S,φ,κ,r) to (S′,φ′,κ′,r′) consists of:
• The pre- and post-states (S,φ,κ,r) and (S′,φ′,κ′,r′) where r′ = r + 1 mod 2;
• a set e of edges from the active states in S to the active states in S′, labelled with
an intermediate modal formula;
• a set ¬e ⊆ e of boldfaced edges, where exactly one ends at each ( f , p) ∈ S′.
These multi-transitions specify not only the next position, but also the origin of
each new active state. Since an active state can potentially be reached from several
previous active states, the boldfaced edges decide on one of these. The function κ′ will
then describe the counter values along the boldfaces traces.
The intention of the game F (n) is to let Even win if and only if there is a model
for ¬Ψ ∧ Ψ(n). The positions can be seen as attempts to build a branch of such a
model, annotated with a witness strategy in the ¬Ψ parity game and tracking poten-
tial opened challenges for Ψ(n). The edges e denote potential strategies for Odd in the
challenge game, and the boldface edges finally ask Odd to decide the counter value
for a given active state.
During round 0, the Odd player is given the choice to restrict what challenges he
may open in the actual challenge-game. This is only relevant in F (ω) where he has
to avoid opening infinitely many challenges on any trace; in F (n) for finite n, it is
always in Odd’s interest to allow challenges to be opened at any time – see the win-
ning conditions. Then, in round 1, Even decides on the propositional variables true
in the current state and a finite set of successor states. She also extends her strategies
on Ψ and ¬Ψ to those successors. Odd then chooses a successor, which induces a
new set of active states. Since the same active state may be reached from more than
one predecessor state, he also specifies boldfaced edges to each new active state. The
challenge-configuration is updated to reflect any challenges met or reset on the traces
along boldfaced edges.
More formally, if the current configuration is (S,φ,κ,r), then the players construct
a multi-transition to a new configuration in the following ways:
• (R0) r = 0. Odd chooses a set C of pairs ( f ,open) such that ( f ,met) ∈ S, and
κ( f , p) > 0. The edges e are (( f , p), ( f , p)) for ( f , p) ∈ S and (( f ,met), ( f ,open))
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for ( f ,open) ∈ C. For each ( f , p) ∈ S Odd must specify exactly one bold-edges
edge (s, ( f , p)) ∈ e For each such new state ( f ,open) with boldfaced predeces-
sor ( f ,met), set κ′( f ,open) = κ( f ,met) − 1 if β 6= ω; if β = ω then κ′ is always
the constant ω; for other ( f , p) let κ′( f , p) = κ( f , p). The new configuration is
(S′,φ,κ′,1).
• (R1) r = 1. Even chooses:
1. a set of propositional variables P,
2. a set of successors Na = {s0, ..., sn} for each a ∈ A, each no larger than |Ψ|+
|¬Ψ|,
3. a next modal formula Pφ
∧
a∈A′
a−→Ba of φ where Pφ respects P,
4. a surjection ga : Na→ Ba for each a ∈ A′,
5. a set D consisting of a pair ( f ′, p′) for every ( f , p) ∈ S where f ′ is a next
modal formula f ′ = Pf
∧
a∈A′
a−→Ba such that Pf respects P, and if the trace
from f to f ′ sees a ν-bound variable, then p′ = met, otherwise p′ = p.
6. for each chosen ( f ′, p′), where f ′ = A f
∧
a∈A′
a−→Ba surjections g( f ′,p′),a : Na→
Ba for each a ∈ A′.
Odd responds by choosing s′ out of the successors. This induces a new set of
active states: if s′ is an a-successor, the set S′ consists of (g( f ,p),a(s′), p′) for each
( f , p) ∈ D such that if g( f ,p),a is a ν-bound variable, then p′ = met, else p′ = p.
The set of edges is built as follows: there is an edge from ( f , p) to ( f ′′, p′′) labelled
with ( f ′, p′) if for point (5) Even chooses ( f ′, p′) ∈ D for ( f , p) ∈ S and f ′′ =
g( f ′,p′),a(s′) and p′′ is met or p′ according to whether a ν-bound variable is seen
along the trace from f ′ to f ′′.
Finally, Odd also chooses for each ( f ′, p′) ∈ S′ an edge (( f , p), ( f ′, p′)) to make
boldfaced. The new configuration is then (S′, ga(s′),κ,0). If either player fails
to perform one of these steps, that player loses immediately. For example even
might fail because two active states don’t have any next modal subformulas with
compatible sets of propositional variables.
A play is a sequence of game configurations, linked by multi-transitions. This pre-
sentation differs slightly from the original [SW16]. First, it updates the challenge con-
figuration on the fly rather than as a separate round. The traces built during this game
can then be directly read as traces in the challenge game. The concept of flush, which
forces Odd to synchronise his challenges between different traces, is not used here un-
til the proof of Lemma 98. Finally, this definition deals with non-binary branching and
disjunctive formulas: instead of building a right-successor and a left-successor, Even
builds sets of successors via each label. The size of these sets is bounded.
A play carries one ¬Ψ-trace and one or several Ψ challenge traces, some of which
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are boldfaced. Even wins a play if:
1. for every infinite Ψ-challenge trace Even meets every challenge opened by Odd,
and
2. at least one of the following is true:
(a) on some boldfaced trace, infinitely many challenges are opened and met,
or
(b) the ¬Ψ trace is winning for Even.
If Even wins F (n) with conditions 1) and 2b), this will give rise to a model of
¬Ψ ∧ Ψ(n). Conditions 1) and 2a) can only be satisfied in F (ω) – these will help
establish the winner in F (n) for large n.
Lemma 97. For finite n, Even wins the F (n) game if and only if Ψ < Ψ(n).
Proof. First assume that Even wins F (n) for some finite n. Consider the following
family of strategies for Odd in F (n): at round 0, he chooses C to include every pair
( f , p′) such that ( f , p) ∈ S and κ( f , p) > 0. That is to say, he allows himself to set chal-
lenges whenever the counter values permit it. This means that in the structure built
from Even’s response to these challenges, Even will have to have a strategy against all
possible challenging strategies. He also always chooses a boldfaced edge inducing the
largest κ.
This defines Odd’s strategy apart from the choice of direction. Such a partial strat-
egy, combined with Even’s winning strategy σ in F (n) induces a structureM, built
by σ in response to every possible choice of successor odd can make. Even’s winning
strategy σ in F (n) induces a strategy in the n-challenge game on M× Ψ. From the
winning condition 1) of F (n), every play in the challenge game on M× Ψ which
agrees with this strategy must be winning for Even. On the other hand, Odd’s chal-
lenging strategy does not open infinitely many challenges on any boldfaced trace, so
2a) can not hold. Thus, 2b) holds, and Even’s strategy inM×¬Ψ induced by σ must
be winning. Odd therefore winsM×Ψ andM witnesses that Ψ < Ψ(n).
For the other direction assume that there is a structure M such that Odd wins
M×Ψ but Even wins the n-challenge game on the same arena with a strategy σ. Let
M and σ be such that for each Even’s strategies σγ, for all challenging strategies γ,
inM× Ψ the strategy only agrees with one play per branch; let the same be true for
the winning strategy σ̄ inM×¬Ψ. This is possible due to both Ψ and ¬Ψ being in
disjunctive form. Note thatM needs no higher branching arity than |A|(|Ψ|+ |¬Ψ|).
Her strategy in F (n) is to buildM. The initial position corresponds to the root of
M and at each game configuration thereafter, she keeps track of the state v inM that
it corresponds to. At (S,φ,κ,1) she then plays:
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• the set of propositional variables at v;
• the sets Na of a-successors of v for each a ∈ A;
• the set D of pairs ( f ′, p′) for each ( f , p) ∈ S such that f ′ is the next modal for-
mula of f which her winning strategy plays at v× f if the current challenging
configuration is p with counter value κ( f , p); p′ = p if no ν-variable is seen along
these steps, otherwise p′ = met;
• for each (P
∧
a∈A′
a−→Ba, p) ∈ D and a ∈ A′, the surjection g( f ′,p),a which map each




a−→Ba when the challenge configuration is p with counter κ( f , p)
• the next modal formula φ′ her winning strategy σ̄ inM×¬Ψ plays at v× φ;
• for the modal formula φ of ¬Ψ, the surjections ga which map each a-successor v′
to the unique subformula φ′ such that σ̄ plays v′ × φ′′ from v× φ′.
The Ψ-traces in any play that agrees with this strategy correspond to plays agreeing
with σ, which guarantees that the F (n)-play satisfies the winning condition 1). The
¬Ψ trace corresponds to a play that agrees with σ̄, satisfying winning condition 2b.
It then remains to be shown that Even wins F (ω) if and only if she wins F (n) for
all n and that the winner of F (ω) is decidable.
Lemma 98. There is a finite value K0, computable from Ψ and ¬Ψ, such that Even wins
F (ω) if and only if she wins F (K0).
Proof. First, note that if Odd wins F (ω), he can win with a strategy which in round 0
chooses C to be the empty set whenever S contains an active state ( f ,open). In other
words, Odd can always wait for all traces to meet opened challenges before opening
a new challenge. Let such a strategy be called patient. Note that F (ω) is a finite game
with a regular winning condition. Its winner therefore has a finite memory winning
strategy. Suppose that Odd wins the game. Let M be the size of the memory of Odd’s
patient winning finite memory strategy τ in F (ω). Let K0 be the product of M, the
number of configurations of F (ω) and the set of possible active states.
Next argue that τ is a winning strategy in F (K0). First, we have to show that it is
a valid strategy, i.e., Odd never tries to open a challenge with an empty counter. This
could only occur if some boldfaced trace opened K0 challenges. If that was the case
then, K0 being very large and Odd’s memory being only M, there would be a looping
fragment along this play in which on a boldfaced trace a challenge is both opened and
met. Following this boldfaced trace, a challenge would be opened and met infinitely
often. Furthermore, since τ is patient, winning condition 1 would also hold on that
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branch, since Odd only opens challenges when all traces are in the met state. This
contradicts the assumption that τ is winning in F (ω).
Then argue that if Odd plays using τ, this is a winning strategy for Odd in F (K0).
Counting challenges does not affect the first winning condition whereby if Even is to
win, in every infinite trace, Even must meet every challenge. So if a play that agrees
with τ is winning for Odd in F (ω) because on some trace, Even fails to meet some
challenge, then the same is true in F (K0). Furthermore, as argued above, τ does not
open more that K0 challenges, so in no play does condition 2a) hold. Finally, condition
2b is not affected by the addition of counters and inherits the winner from the F (ω)
game. As a result, τ is winning in F (K0).
For the case that Even wins the F (ω) game, note that a winning strategy for Even
in F (ω) is a winning strategy in any F (n) for finite n. In particular, she would win
F (K0).
Corollary 99. Even wins F (ω) if and only if she wins F (n) for all n.
Theorem 100. It is effectively decidable whether any given Πµ2 formula is equivalent to a Σ
µ
2
formula. By duality, it is also effectively decidable whether any given Σµ2 formula is equivalent
to a Πµ2 formula.
Proof. Given any Πµ2 formula, it can be effectively turned into a disjunctive formula Ψ
also in Πµ2 (Lemma 51). Then, Theorem 94 yields that Ψ is semantically in Σ
µ
2 if and
only if it is equivalent to Ψ(n) for some n. From Lemma 97, Ψ < Ψ(n) if and only if
Even wins F (n), so Ψ is semantically in Σµ2 if and only if Odd wins F (n) for some n.
From Lemmas 98 and 99, this is true if and only if he wins F (K0), i.e., if Ψ⇔ Ψ(K0)
and K0 depends only on Ψ.
Given any Σµ2 formula, it can also be decided whether it is equivalent to a Π
µ
2
formula, via checking whether its negation is equivalent to a Σµ2 formula.
Note that for Πµ2 input formulas, the formula Ψ(n) is in fact alternation free: each
component of the Lµ automaton either only has priorities 1 or only priorities 0; since
no counters can be reset, there are no loops through multiple components. Hence
for Πµ2 input formulas equivalent to Σ
µ
2 formulas, the equivalent Σ
µ
2 formula is in fact
alternation free. This is unsurprising, since the intersection of semantically Πµ2 and Σ
µ
2
formulas is exactly alternation-free Lµ.
6.3 Discussion
This chapter has shown that given any Lµ formula in Π
µ
2 , it can be effectively decided
whether it is equivalent to a Σµ2 formula. The first part of the proof provides a se-
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quence of formulas that approximate an input formula Ψ. This sequence is shown
to coincide semantically with Ψ if and only if Ψ is semantically Σµ2 . Equivalently, it
reduces the decidability for Σµ2 for arbitrary Lµ formulas to deciding whether there is
an n such that the n-challenge game is the model-checking game fo a formula. The
proof strategy proposes a formula which encapsulates all Πµ2 -type alternations into
one such alternation, and then asks whether this single alternation is truly necessary,
or whether it can be finitely approximated.
Unfortunately, the second part which applies automata-theoretic techniques to the
Lµ setting to decide at which stage the sequence of approximations coincides with the
input formula, is less general and only admits input formulas in Πµ2 . If this could also
be generalised to arbitrary formulas, this would yield a decidability proof for Σµ2 .
This concludes the second part of this thesis, concerned with decision procedures
for low levels of the Lµ alternation hierarchy. The final part will generalise some of
the constructions seen in this chapter to achieve parametrised characterisations of all
disjunctive Lµ alternation classes. I will tie these in with the descriptive complexity of
model-checking games and show how all of the decision procedures in the preceding
chapters, despite their distinct flavours, can be understood in such terms.
Part III
In which descriptive complexity comes to the service of the index problem.
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Up to this point, parity games have mainly appeared as a tool for model checking
Lµ formulas. However, the relationship between Lµ and parity games is much deeper.
A parity game can itself be viewed as a transition system in which Lµ formulas may
or may not hold. Then, given a class of parity games, one can study its descriptive
complexity: how complex is a Lµ formula which holds in exactly those games that are
winning for Even? The Lµ literature tells us that the winning regions of the class of
parity games with priorities I can be described by a formula of index I [EJ91, Wal02].
In particular, the winning regions of the model checking games of a formula can be
described with a formula of the same syntactic complexity.
So far, only the syntactic complexity of formulas has entered the equation. This
part considers how the semantic complexity of a formula relates to the descriptive com-
plexity of the winning regions of its model-checking parity games. The core result of
Chapter 7 is that while the syntactic complexity of a formula Ψ is an upper bound to
the descriptive complexity of Ψ’s model checking games, the semantic complexity of
Ψ provides a lower bound. This means that if there is a formula Φ of lower complex-
ity than Ψ which describes the winning regions of the model-checking games of Ψ –
written Φ interprets Ψ – then Ψ must be semantically in the alternation class of Φ. This
is a natural extension of the known harmony between Lµ and parity games.
Chapter 8 considers the converse: if a formula Ψ is semantically in a class C, can the
winning regions of the parity games generated by Ψ be described by a formula in C?
If so, by what formula? This amounts to asking whether the semantic complexity of
a formula is also an upper bound to the descriptive complexity of its model-checking
games. I answer this question positively for ML,Πµ2 and Σ
µ
2 , as well as all disjunc-
tive alternation classes. As a result, at least for formulas of semantic complexity up
to Σµ2 , the descriptive complexity of the model-checking games corresponds exactly
to the semantic complexity of the formula, rather than its syntactic complexity. In
other words, the relationship between parity games and Lµ is even more robust than
previously thought.
Both chapters also discuss the practical implications of these results. Chapter 7
proposes a methodology for finding formula optimisations: some syntactic features
are provably indicators of low descriptive complexity for the model-checking games,
and therefore of low semantic complexity for the formula. As a proof of concept, I
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despite their distinct flavours, can all be understood in terms of describing the model
checking parity games with formulas in the target class. I propose this as a unified




This chapter revisits one of the fundamental concepts of Lµ literature: the relationship
between Lµ formulas and parity games. Recall that the model checking games for
Lµ formulas of index I are parity games with priorities I, and that an Lµ formula of
index I suffices to describe the winning regions of such games [EJ91, Wal02]. Here I
argue that this relation extends, at least in one direction, to the semantic complexity of
the formula: if the winning regions of the model checking games for Ψ, are described
by Φ , written Φ interprets Ψ, then Ψ is semantically no more complex than Φ. In
other words, the descriptive complexity of the model-checking parity games of Ψ is
an upper bound on the semantic complexity of Ψ.
This means that analysing the parity games that a formula generates is a valid
strategy for understanding a formula’s semantic complexity. As a proof of concept, the
rest of this chapter exemplifies how the idea of interpretation can be used to identify
semantically alternation free or Πµ2 formulas. It defines features which indicate that a
formula can be interpreted by an alternation free formula, or a Πµ2 formula. Unlike the
Σµ2 decidability result of the previous chapter, these features are applicable to inputs
of any complexity. For example, all disjunctive formulas in which no ν-cycle contains
a universal modality, such as µX.νY.(A ∧ X) ∨ (B ∧ ♦Y), are in fact semantically
alternation-free.
In short, this Chapter proposes studying the descriptive complexity of model-
checking games as an approach to simplifying formulas. The first section discusses
the technicalities of treating model-checking games as structures that formulas oper-
ate on. Section 7.2 shows that if Ψ is interpreted by Φ, then Ψ is semantically no more
complex than Φ. Finally, Section 7.3 demonstrates how this can be used to identify
semantically simple formulas.
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7.1 Encoding parity games as structures
So far, the model-checking parity game for a structureM and a formula Ψ has been
treated as an object with positions s × φ where s is a state of M and φ is a subfor-
mula of Ψ. The subformula φ dictates both the owner of the position and its priority.
In this chapter, parity games – and in particular model-checking parity games – are
themselves treated as a class of structures. This section refines the definition of the
model-checking parity gameM× Ψ to fit this view. In practice, this means defining
propositional variables to encode the ownership and priority of nodes, and assigning
those variables to the appropriate states.
Definition 101. (Parity games as structures) A parity game with priorities I is a transi-
tion system of which the states are labelled with exactly one of T, F, Ei or Oi, for i ∈ I
standing for True, False, Even’s position of priority i, and Odd’s position of priority i
respectively. Only nodes labelled T or F are terminal.
Any parity game P can be encoded as a structure by marking nodes of priority i
belonging to Even with Ei, and those belonging to Odd as Oi. Terminal nodes that are
winning for Even are marked T and terminal nodes winning for Odd are marked F.
The winning regions of a parity game P are described by a formula of which
the alternation depth depends on the number of priorities in P . These formulas
[EJ91, Wal02] are of particular importance to the Lµ literature as they are the archety-
pal complete formulas for their respective alternation classes [Bra99]: the formula de-
scribing the winning regions of parity games of priorities I is not equivalent to any
formula of index smaller than I. In contrast, this chapters will consider fragments of
Lµ for which this completeness result does not hold, i.e. formulas with model-checking
games in which simpler formulas can describe the winning regions.
For the parity games formalised as above, the parity game formula for priority set
I = {i, ...,m} can be written down as follows.
Definition 102. (Parity game formula)




where γj is ν for even j and µ otherwise. This formula is simply saying that at positions
belonging to Even, marked Ej for some j, Even gets to choose the successor – with the
modality →{X,>} – while at positions marked Oj, Odd chooses the successor. The
priorities seen along the way are reflected in the fixpoints: after a position Ej, corre-
sponding to a priority j, a play sees fixpoint Xj. Odd priorities lead to least fixpoints
while even ones lead to greatest fixpoints, thus respecting the winning condition of
plays.
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Theorem 103. [AG11] Let P be a parity game with priorities {i, ...,m}. Then P |= Parityi,m
if and only if P is winning for Even.
This is true for all parity games, regardless of whether they are model-checking
games or arbitrary parity games. However, model-checking parity games have more
structure than arbitrary parity games – even more so for games which stem from for-
mulas with syntactic restrictions, such as disjunctive formulas. In this chapter we will
exploit such additional structure to find tighter definitions for the winning regions
of these games. It will be helpful to encode some additional data into the transition
systems which represent model-checking parity games. Instead of just considering
position ownership and priority, the next definition adds propositional variables to
encode what type of subformula a position stems from.
Definition 104. (Model-checking parity games as transition systems) A model-checking
parity game with a set of priorities I is a transition system of which each state is la-
belled with exactly one of the following propositional variables: T, F,C, D, E,O and Vα
for α a fixpoint variable name. These stand for True, False, Conjunction, Disjunction,
Even’s modality, Odd’s modality, and fixpoint Variable α respectively. The subscript
α differentiates fixpoints – it can be simply i ∈ I, the priority of a fixpoint, or it can be
a name distinguishing a fixpoint variable from others of the same priority. As before,
only nodes marked T or F are terminal while those marked Vα have a single successor.
The priority assignment is given by a function Ω which assigns to each Vα a priority
in I.
The formula to describe the winning regions of model-checking games with prior-
ities I = {i, ...,m} is then as follows.
Definition 105.
ModelCheckingi,m = γiXi.γi−1Xi−1...γmXm.γmY.




where again γj is ν for even j, and µ otherwise. This formula is morally the same
as Definition 102, only it now incorporates the additional data about what type of
formula a position stems from. With this formula, non-fixpoint positions use a special
fixpoint Y of the lowest priority, while positions marked Vα use the fixpoint XΩ(α), of
the right significance, dictated by the priority of α.
Definition 101 of parity games as structures subsumes Definition 104, of model-
checking parity games as structures. A model-checking game can be treated as a plain
parity game by setting Em = E ∨ D ∨
∨
{α|Ω(α)=m}Vα to be all the nodes belonging to
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Even, Om = O ∨ C, the nodes belonging to Odd, and Ei =
∨
{α|Ω(α)=i}Vα for i 6= m,
the fixpoint positions of priority higher than m. From now on, unless specified oth-
erwise M× Ψ refers to the structure representing the model-checking parity game.
On occasions, it may also be treated as a plain parity game, for instance by writing
M×Ψ |= Parityi,m, in which case propositional variables should be understood using
this previously stated equivalence.
Theorem 106. Let M be a labelling system and Ψ a formula with priority assignment
{i, ...,m}. ThenM×Ψ |=ModelCheckingi,m if and only ifM |= Ψ.
Proof. By setting the equivalences Em = E ∨D ∨
∨
{α|Ω(α)=m}Vα, Om = O ∨ C, and Ei =∨
{α|Ω(α)=i}Vα for i 6= m, the formula ModelCheckingi,m is equivalent to Parityi,m.
From now, the phrase Φ interprets Ψ will be used to mean that for all structuresM,
it is the case thatM× Ψ |= Φ if and only ifM |= Ψ. In other words, Φ interprets Ψ
is short for “Φ describes the winning regions of the model-checking games generated
by Ψ”.
7.2 Descriptive complexity of games: a lower bound
The last section reviewed the idea that to interpret a formula, a formula of the same
alternation depth is sufficient: the syntactic complexity of Ψ is an upper bound on the
descriptive complexity of its model-checking game. In this section, I show that the
semantic complexity of a Lµ formula is a lower bound to the descriptive complexity
of its model-checking games: if a formula in an alternation class C interprets Ψ, then
the formula Ψ is equivalent to one in C.
Theorem 107. Let Ψ be a formula of Lµ. If for some formula WinningRegion and all
structures M we have M× Ψ |= WinningRegion if and only if M |= Ψ, that is to say
WinningRegion interprets Ψ, then Ψ is equivalent to a formula Ψ×WinningRegion which
has the same alternation depth as WinningRegion.
The proof is very simple: there is a natural, product-like operation on formulas
which, if WinningRegion interprets Ψ, yields a formula Φ×WinningRegion, equiva-
lent to Ψ, with the alternation depth of WinningRegion.
The intention of the construction is that the parity game (M×Ψ)×WinningRegion
is exactly the same asM× (Ψ×WinningRegion). The choice of overloading the nota-
tion × is meant to emphasize this associativity. Note however the type of the objects
in these statements: Ψ×WinningRegion is a formula if Ψ and WinningRegion are both
formulas whileM×Ψ is a transition system ifM is a transition system.
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To preserve the intuition in this construction, the definition of the formula Ψ ×
WinningRegion defines the priority Ω(X) of each fixpoint X explicitly. As a result it
may be the case that Ω is not an order-preserving priority assignment: a fixpoint X
might be free in a binding νY.φY, but Ω(X) < Ω(Y). This can easily be fixed by re-
ordering the bindings so that Ω is order-preserving: if Y is free in φX and Ω(Y) <
Ω(X) then replace Y with its binding νY.φY[X/µX.φX] or µY.φY[X/µX.φX]. This
presentation is chosen to emphasize that the fixpoint structure is the same in Ψ ×
WinningRegion and in WinningRegion.
Definition 108. (Ψ×WinningRegion) Let Ψ be a formula of Lµ, WinningRegion a uni-
modal formula over propositional variables {T,C, D,O, E,Vα} for α in the set of fix-
point variables of Ψ, with priority assignment ΩWinningRegion with co-domain I. We
define Ψ×WinningRegion as follows:
P× T = P where P is a conjunction of literals;
(P ∧ φ)× ψ = P ∧ (φ× ψ) where P is a conjunction of literals;
φ ∧ ψ× C = >;
φ ∨ ψ× D = >;
〈a〉 × E = >;
[a]×O = >;
>× T = ⊥× F = >;
α×Vα = >;
φ× P = ⊥ for P ∈ {T,C, D,O, E} ∪ {Vα}α otherwise.




φ′ × ψ where im(φ) is the set of immediate subformulas of φ;




φ′ × ψ where im(φ) is the set of immediate subformulas of φ;
φ× X = Wφ×X if reached computing a subformula of γWφ×X.(φ× ψX); else
= µWφ×X.(φ× ψX) if X is a µ variable;
= νWφ×X.(φ× ψX) if X is a ν variable.
φ× µX.ψX = µWφ×X.φ× ψX;
φ× νX.ψX = νWφ×X.φ× ψX;
φ× ψ ∧ ψ′ = (φ× ψ) ∧ (φ× ψ′);
φ× ψ ∨ ψ′ = (φ× ψ) ∨ (φ× ψ′).
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where γ ∈ {µ,ν}, and ΩΨ×WinningRegion(WX×φ) = ΩWinningRegion(X).
The construction terminates since the second time any branch is about to compute
φ× ψX, the fixpoint variable Wφ×X is bound instead.
Proof. (Theorem 107) To prove the correctness of this construction, it is sufficient to
compare rule by rule the parity games (M× Ψ) ×WinningRegion and M× (Ψ ×
WinningRegion). For all φ,ψ, it is indeed the case that (s× φ)× ψ is the same parity
game as s× (φ×ψ). The formula Ψ×WinningRegion inherits its priority assignments
from WinningRegion, hence it is in the same alternation class as WinningRegion.
SinceM |= Ψ⇔M× Ψ |= WinningRegion⇔M |= Ψ×WinningRegion, the for-
mula Ψ×WinningRegion , of the index of WinningRegion, is equivalent to Ψ.
This concludes the argument that if Ψ can be interpreted by a formula in an al-
ternation class C, then Ψ is semantically in the class C. Since we have an effective
transformation that turns Ψ into a formula which is syntactically in C, this allows for
formulas to be simplified whenever we can find a suitable interpreting formula. Of
course, deciding the descriptive complexity of a class of parity games is not necessar-
ily easy. In the rest of this chapter, I study circumstances in which this can be done.
7.3 Low descriptive complexity games
This section considers how to find interpreting formulas by looking at a formula’s syn-
tax. It can be read as an advanced tutorial in Lµ-hacking on how to spot semantically
simple formulas and prove that they can be simplified. The syntactic features stud-
ied here identify some alternation free and Πµ2 formulas, but the methodology is more
general: if one can prove that a syntactic feature make the model-checking game easy
to describe, this means that the syntactic feature can be used to identify semantically
simple formulas.
Example 109. The Σµ2 formula Ψ = µX.νY.A→{X} ∨ B→{Y,>} expresses that even-
tually, if Even chooses a successor whenever B holds, and Odd when only A holds,
Even can force a play to reach a position from where there is an infinite path on which
B is always true. Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3 proves that this formula is tableau equiva-
lent to Φ = µX.A→{X} ∨ B→{Y,>} ∨ νY.→{Y,>}. It does not however provide an
effective transformation from the original formula into an alternation-free one.
This section will show that the syntax of Ψ, in particular its even cycles, is so simple
that its model-checking games have low descriptive complexity. Then, Theorem 107
gives the transformation of the formula into a semantically alternation-free one which
is morally the same as Φ, although its syntax may require some tidying up.
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7.3.1 Restricted strategies
Recall that Chapter 5, discussed the characterisations of modal formulas as those
which are local, and Σµ1 formulas as those which have finite proofs. The syntactic
characteristic of having finite or bounded proofs can be understood as a restriction
on Even’s strategies: if Even can win, she can win with a strategy that only agrees
with finite plays or plays of bounded length. Here I propose a similar approach to
understanding Even’s strategies in the model-checking games of alternation free and
Πµ2 formulas. The first type of strategies considered here, eventually even strategies, is
extremely restrictive: every play has to reach a point from where odd priorities are no
longer reached by the strategy. Syntactically alternation free formulas do not all have
this property; only those in the first level of the weak alternation hierarchy do.
Definition 110. A strategy σ for Even is eventually even if every even play which agrees
with σ eventually reaches a even-critical point – that is to say, a point from which σ does
not reach odd fixpoints.
Lemma 111. The winning regions of parity games in which eventually even strategies are
sufficient for Even – i.e. if Even wins, she can win with an eventually even strategy – are
described by an alternation free formula in the first level of the weak alternation hierarchy.
Proof. I will show that on classes of parity games with priorities {q, ...,0} on which










The first part of the formula is identical to the standard formula to describe win-
ning regions of parity games except that every fixpoint encountered is µ-bound. The
second part is identical, but allows only the encounter of Even priorities; the fix-
points associated with these positions are ν-bound. Given an eventually even winning
strategy σ for Even, the formula fragment νY.T ∨∨i∈{i≤q|even(i)} Ei→{Y,>}∨Oi→{Y}
holds at even-critical points since σ no longer reaches odd priorities.
It follows that P |= Parityq,0 implies P |= EventuallyEvenq,0 whenever Even has an
eventually even winning strategy σ in a parity game P: To win in P×EventuallyEvenq,0
it suffices for her to copy σ while staying in the first part of the formula to start with.
The game is then identical to P × Parityq,0 except that all priorities encountered are
odd. Since σ is eventually even, every play reaches a critical point. Even can then win
by moving to the second part of the formula.
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The direction EventuallyEvenq,0 implies Parityq,0 is trivial as it is true on all par-
ity games: a winning strategy in EventuallyEvenq,0 directly translates into a winning
strategy in Parityq,0.
In exactly the same way, although with a slightly more involved formula, we de-
fine eventually Πµ2 strategies and an interpreting formula.
Definition 112. A strategy σ for Even is eventually Πµ2 if every play of dominant pri-
ority d which agrees with σ eventually reaches a d-critical point – that is to say, a point
from which σ does not reach fixpoints more significant than d. While any play by def-
inition eventually no longer reaches priorities greater than the dominant one, here we
require that eventually no play branching from p reaches such a priority either.
Lemma 113. The winning regions of parity games in which eventually Πµ2 strategies are
sufficient for Even – i.e. if Even wins, she can win with an eventually Πµ2 strategy – are
described by a Πµ2 formula.
Proof. We define the interpreting formula inductively:
EventuallyPi2,1 = νY.µX.T ∨ E2→{Y,>} ∨O2→{Y} ∨ E1→{X,>} ∨O1→{X}





EventuallyPi2,1 is just Parity2,1. I now show that for all q, on parity games in
which eventually Πµ2 strategies are sufficient for Even, EventuallyPiq,1 is equivalent
to Parityq,1. The direction EventuallyPiq,1 implies Parity2,1 for all q is easy: for all par-
ity games P, a winning strategy for Even in P×EventuallyPiq,1 directly translates into
a winning strategy in P× Parityq,1.
For the other direction, assume that Even has an eventually Π2 winning strategy
in P × Parityq,1. Then Even’s strategy in P × EventuallyPiq,1 is as follows: copy the
modal choices of σ while staying in the first part of the formula. When a play reached
a d-critical point, σ no longer reaches any priorities higher than d, so Even moves to the
formula EventuallyPid,1. Every play eventually reaches a critical point, and after a d-
critical point, only p-critical points with p≤ d can be reached.This strategy is winning
since a play with dominant priority d will eventually be played in EventuallyPid,1
where d is associated with the most significant ν-variable.
This gives us two interpreting formulas to describe the winning regions of formu-
las which generate parity games in which Even does not need complex winning strate-
gies. These are only two examples of how looking at necessary strategies can help
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identify semantically simple formulas. A similar argument can be made for strategies
corresponding to each level of the weak alternation hierarchy for example; we could
also look at the dual, restricted strategies for Odd, or describe strategies of higher
complexity. For now, however, I only consider these two examples and look at the
syntactic characteristics which imply that such strategies are sufficient for Even.
7.3.2 Syntactic features
The syntactic features considered here focus on the winning cycles in a formula, i.e. the
paths through a formula’s parse tree which correspond to winning plays for Even. I
will define two syntactic characteristics of these cycles, which can be used to recognise
semantically alternation-free and Πµ2 formulas respectively.
Definition 114. A cycle in a formula is a cycle in the parse-tree of the formula, with
back edges from fixpoint variables X to the formula binding them νX.φX or µX.φX.
Note that a cycle may go through the same subformula more than once. A cycle is a
ν-cycle, or an even cycle, if the most significant fixpoint along it is ν-bound. Otherwise
it is a µ-cycle, or odd.
Recall that the first level of the weak alternation hierarchy, or the alternation-free
hierarchy, consists of formulas such as µX.♦X ∨ νY.B ∧Y, where there are no true
alternations and only one weak alternation. A formula which is syntactically in the
first level of the alternation-free hierarchy clearly only allows eventually even win-
ning strategies for the even player, since µ-bound fixpoints are not free in ν-bound
formulas. However, an arbitrary formula of any alternation depth can have an equiv-
alent syntactic property, described in the following definition:
Definition 115. (eventually even winning cycles) A formula has eventually even winning
cycles if for every ν-cycle c in Ψ, it is the case that:
• at a conjunction α ∧ β in c, if β is the next formula in c, then no µ-bound fixpoint
is reachable from α;
• at a universal modality φ, only ν-bound fixpoints are reachable from φ.
Recall that a universal modality is φ or →B where B 6= {φ,>}, while ♦φ, or
equivalently→{φ,>}, is an existential modality.
The intuition is that conjunctions and universal modalities in a winning cycle result
in branching in a winning strategy, so to guarantee that least fixpoints are eventually
not reachable in a winning strategy, the syntax has to restrict the behaviour on the
plays which branch from the winning cycle. Note that this criterion is very restrictive.
For instance if a least fixpoint is reachable from a ν-bound variable Y, then no cycle
dominated by Y can pass through a universal modality.
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Example 116. The formula Ψ = µX.νY.A∧X ∨ B∧♦Y has eventually even winning
cycles since its winning cycles have no conjunctions nor universal modalities.
The following definition is slightly less restrictive. We will see that it is a sufficient
criterion for a formula being semantically Πµ2 .
Definition 117. (Π2 winning cycles) A formula has Π2 winning cycles if for every ν-cycle
c in Ψ, of dominant greatest fixpoint variable Y, it is the case that:
• at a conjunction α∧ β in c, if β is the next formula in c, then in α no fixpoint more
significant than Y is reachable;
• at a universal modality φ, no fixpoint more significant than Y is reachable.
These definitions restrict behaviour at conjunctions. This is due to the fact that we
are considering the complexity of Even’s winning strategies, which branch at conjunc-
tions. These definitions can of course be dualised, to address disjunctions.
We can then prove the theorems stating that these syntactic features imply seman-
tic simplicity.
Theorem 118. If Ψ has eventually even winning cycles, then the winning regions of the
model-checking games of Ψ can be described by an alternation-free formula in the first level of
the weak alternation hierarchy.
Theorem 119. If Ψ has Π2 winning cycles, then the winning regions of the model-checking
games of Ψ can be described by a Πµ2 formula.
To prove these, it suffices to note that the syntactic criteria imply that the corre-
sponding strategies are sufficient for Even to win in the model checking game of any
model. Then, using the Lemmas from the previous section, this implies that the for-
mula is interpreted by an alternation free or Πµ2 formula.
Lemma 120. If a formula Ψ has eventually even winning cycles, then for all M such that
M |= Ψ, Even can win inM×Ψ with a strategy which is eventually even.
Proof. If a strategy σ is winning for Even in M× Ψ, then every infinite play has to
eventually enter a cycle c of Ψ, dominated by some Even fixpoint. Since Ψ has even-
tually even winning cycles, and σ only branches at conjunctions and universal modal-
ities, σ can not reach any odd priorities after entering its final winning cycle.
Lemma 121. If a formula Ψ has Π2 winning cycles, then for allM, such thanM|= Ψ, Even
can winM×Ψ with a strategy which is eventually Π2.
Proof. If a strategy σ is winning for Even in M× Ψ, then every infinite play has to
eventually enter a cycle c of Ψ, dominated by some Even fixpoint Y of priority d, and
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remain there. Since Ψ has Πµ2 winning cycles, and σ only branches at conjunctions and
universal modalities, σ does not reach a more significant priority than d after a play
has entered its final cycle dominated by d.
Theorem 118, follows directly from the fact that eventually even strategies suffice
in the model checking games of those formulas (Lemmas 120) and that such games
have low descriptive complexity (111). Similarly, Theorem 119,the corresponding re-
sult for Πµ2 , follows from Lemmas 121 and 113. This concludes the proof that a formula
is semantically in the first level of the weak alternation hierarchy, or in Πµ2 , whenever
its winning cycles are eventually even or eventually Πµ1 respectively.
To summarise, some semantically simple formulas can be recognised by simple
syntactic features that imply simple model-checking games. Formulas without these
features can still have simple model-checking games. A hierarchy begins to form to
distinguish how easily unnecessary complexity is recognised: some formulas are al-
ready syntactically of low index; some are not yet of low index but their syntax betrays
their semantic index; some formulas may not be recognisable as simple from their syn-
tax directly, but have simple model-checking games and are therefore interpreted by
simple formulas. The next chapter considers whether some formulas have low seman-
tic index despite producing model-checking games of high descriptive complexity.
7.4 Discussion
This chapter has revisited some of the foundations of Lµ theory in light of the index
problem: the relationship between a formula’s complexity and the descriptive com-
plexity of its model-checking games is not only true at the syntactic level, but extends
to the semantic level: the descriptive complexity of the model-checking games of a
formula Ψ is an upper bound on the semantic complexity of Ψ. This can be used to
simplify formulas: one can come up with semantic and syntactic features which prov-
ably indicate low descriptive complexity for the model-checking games of a formula.
While such syntactic features may be easy to check, they are by no means com-
plete characterisations: plenty of semantically Πµ2 formulas require Even to use com-
plex strategies and are therefore not interpreted by EventuallyPi. A trivial example
is ψ ∨ ¬ψ for any complex enough ψ. The question tackled in the next chapter is
whether there is another Πµ2 formula to interpret such formulas. More generally, is the
semantic complexity of a formula an upper bound on the descriptive complexity of
the formula’s model-checking games?
Chapter 8
Interpretation theorems
Recall Theorem 107 which states that if a formula Ψ is interpreted by a formula in C,
then Ψ is itself semantically in C. This section considers the converse: when is it the
case that a formula semantically in C can be interpreted by a formula syntactically in
C? The following conjecture can be studied with respect to any class C:
Conjecture 122. If Ψ is semantically in an alternation class C, then there is a formula Φ
syntactically in C such that for all structuresM,M×Ψ |= Φ if and only ifM |= Ψ.
If this conjecture holds in general, then the descriptive complexity of the model-
checking games of a formula is exactly its semantic complexity.
For classes C in which this conjecture holds, write that they have an interpretation
theorem. Then, we are interested in whether the interpreting formula Φ can be decided
from Ψ, i.e. whether the class C has an effective interpretation theorem.




In brief, it shows that:
• ML has an effective interpretation theorem;
• Πµ1 has an effective interpretation theorem for disjunctive Lµ;
• Σµ2 has an interpretation theorem for disjunctive Lµ, and an effective one for Π
µ
2 ;
• Disjunctive Lµ alternation classes all have an interpretation theorem for input in
co-disjuntive form and vice-versa.
An interpretation theorem makes the semantic index of a formula an upper bound
on the complexity of its model-checking games. It also establishes a structural rela-
tionship between a formula and an equivalent formula in its semantic alternation call.
In general, if a formula Ψ is semantically in an alternation class C, the equivalent for-
mula in C might not bear any relation to Ψ. However, an interpretation theorem will
establish that an equivalent formula in C can be reached from Ψ, using the product-
like transformation described in the previous chapter. The interpretation theorems in
102
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this chapter go further and give for an input formula Ψ a parameterised target for-
mula ΨC(n) in the target class C such that Ψ is semantically in C if and only if Ψ is
equivalent to ΨC(n) for some n.
This links the index problem back to a recurring theme of boundedness, in a similar
spirit to the reduction [CL08] of the index problem for non-deterministic automata to
the boundedness question for distance-parity automata. This result seems to be a
cousin of the general interpretation theorem presented here for disjunctive alternation
classes on co-disjunctive input formulas. In the framework of ordered structures, it
does not demand that inputs are in the dual of non-deterministic form – this leaves
some hope that perhaps the interpretation theorem of Section 8.4 could also be freed
of such restrictions, at least on non-deterministic Lµ.
8.1 Interpretation theorem for ML
This section shows that conjecture 122 holds for semantically modal formulas:
Theorem 123. (Effective Interpretation Theorem for ML) Let Ψ be a semantically modal for-
mula, then there exists effectively a modal formula Φ such that Φ interprets Ψ, i.e. for all
structuresM, it is the case thatM×Ψ |= Φ if and only ifM |= Ψ.
Recall from Chapter 5 that semantically modal formulas are equivalent to one of
their finite approximations truncated at a suitable modal depth. More precisely, for
a semantically modal formula, of modal rank m, for all structures M, Even wins in
M× Ψ if and only if she wins in M× Ψmm where Ψmm is Ψ where all fixpoints are
approximated to the mth level and truncated at modal depth m.
Definition 124. (Bounded parity games) An n-bounded parity game is a parity game
with a set M of marked positions and a counter. Whenever a play reaches a position
in M, the counter is decremented. Then, the winner of the game is decided as in a
normal parity game, except that upon reaching a position in M at counter 0, the owner
of the position loses.
Lemma 125. Given a formula Ψ, the formula Ψnn, that is to say Ψ, approximated n times and
truncated at modal depth n, holds in a structureM if and only if Even wins the n bounded
parity games on M× Ψ where M is the set of modal positions, i.e. positions v × ♦φ or
v×φ.
Proof. The model checking gameM×Ψnn has the same winner as the n-bounded par-
ity game on M× Ψ: they are effectively identical until n modal positions are seen;
then, in both games the owner of the next would-be modal position loses.
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Definition 126. If the longest path between two positions in M is p, the winning re-
gions of these games are described by the modal formula Boundedp,mI defined induc-
tively as follows:
Bounded0,bI =⊥




(Oi ∧ ¬M ∧Boundeda−1,0I )∨
(Oi ∧M ∧>)










Proof. (of Theorem 123)
Let Ψ of index I be equivalent to a modal formula of modal depth m. Let p be the
longest path in the parse-tree of Ψ (where φX is taken to be the child of X) without
modalities. Since Ψ is taken to be guarded, p is finite. Then, the model-checking
games of Ψ are m-bounded parity games where M is the set of positions s× φ where
φ is a modality. Then, noting that the longest path between two position in M in any
model-checking parity game of Ψ is of length p, Boundedp,mI interprets Ψ.
Hence the modal fragment of Lµ has an effective interpretation theorem: any se-
mantically modal formula can be interpreted by a syntactically modal formula. The
interpreting formula depends on the size of Ψ as well as its index, but is computable
from the formula. This means that all semantically modal formulas, no matter how
high their syntactic index, can only generate a class of model-checking parity games
with modal descriptive complexity.
8.2 Interpretation theorem for Πµ1
The conjecture 122 also holds for disjunctive formulas that are semantically Πµ1 .
Theorem 127. (Effective Interpretation for Πµ1 , on disjunctive formulas)
Let Ψ be a disjunctive formula which is semantically in Πµ1 . Then there exists effectively a
Πµ1 formula Φ such that Φ interprets Ψ.
As seen in Chapter 5, in disjunctive semantically Πµ1 formulas, every µ-subformula
can either be replaced with the same subformula bound by ν, or by ⊥. This can be
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translated into the formula describing the winning regions of the model-checking
games of the formula, simply by substituting the least fixpoint in the parity game
formula corresponding to a subformula µX.φ with either ⊥ or a greatest fixpoint, de-
pending on whether the subformula is unsatisfiable.
For example, the appropriate formula describing the winning regions of a disjunc-
tive formula in which all µ-bound subformulas are satisfiable would simply be:
νY.E0→{Y,>} ∨ E1→{Y,>} ∨O0→{Y} ∨O1→{Y} ∨ T
For µ-bound subformulas which are unsatisfiable, it is enough to turn the clause
EXi→B corresponding to the µ-variable Xi in question into EXi ∧⊥.
Note that for modal formulas, the interpreting formula depends only on the modal
rank of the formula and the length of the longest path without fixpoints in the formula.
Since both of these can be bound in relation to the size of the formula, all semantically
modal Lµ formulas of the same size can be interpreted by the same formula. This can-
not be said for semantically Πµ1 formulas: the interpreting formulas depend on which
fixpoint subformulas are unsatisfiable and which are interchangeable with ν. It re-
mains an open question whether a uniform interpreting formula could be devised for
all semantically Πµ1 formulas in disjunctive form.
Both of the modal and Πµ1 cases are easy to spell out, with the benefit of hindsight,
once we know how to simplify semantically modal or Π1 formulas. In both the modal
and Πµ1 case, the syntactic optimisations that we perform on the formulas can instead
be encoded into the interpreting formula.
However, the Πµ1 transformation requires formulas to be in disjunctive form. What
can be said of the conjecture for formulas which are not in disjunctive form? Consider
the following example.
Example 128.
(((µX.A ∨♦X) ∨ F) ∧ (C ∨ ¬C ∧νY.¬A ∧Y)) ∨ C ∧νX.♦X
First let us argue that this formula is semantically in Πµ1 . The important thing to
note about this formula is that in the tableau, the least fixpoint subformula µX.A∨♦X
appears once in conjunction with νY.¬A ∧Y and once with C. The former conjunc-
tion is equivalent to⊥. The other occurrence can be replaced with νX.A∨♦X because
of the disjunct C ∧ νX.♦X: indeed, νX.A ∨♦X ∧ ¬µX.A ∨♦X implies νX.♦X.
However, it is not clear how to turn this formula into a Πµ1 formula without first
turning it into disjunctive form. Similarly, the previously described method does not
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work for interpreting this formula with a Πµ1 formula: M× Ψ will contain some po-
sitions v× µX.♦X ∨ A which should be interpreted as v×⊥, namely those occurring
after positions in which C does not hold; other positions w × µX.♦ ∨ A should be
interpreted as an even priority position instead.
While this example does of course not rule out the existence of a Πµ1 formula to
describe the parity games stemming from this formula, it gives some indication that
such a formula will not be as simple to concoct as the previous ones.
8.3 Interpretation theorem for Σµ2
The previous sections establish effective interpretation theorems for Πµ1 , restricted to
disjunctive formulas, and for the modal fragment of Lµ. These can be treated as ex-
ercises in understanding Conjecture 122, but on their own, they don’t provide any
further insight into deciding the alternation hierarchy, since both ML and Πµ1 are al-
ready known to be decidable. This section shifts the focus onto an alternation class
not known to be decidable, Σµ2 : If Ψ is semantically Σ
µ
2 , is it interpreted by some Φ in
Σµ2 ? If so, what does Φ look like?
In this section I argue that the first part of the proof of decidability of Σµ2 for Π
µ
2
presented in Chapter 6 translates into an interpretation theorem for Σµ2 .




Proof. Recall that for the modal fragment of Lµ, we could define a family of formu-
las Boundedp,mI such that if a formula Ψ with index I is semantically modal, then
Bounded
p,m
I interprets Ψ for some m. The value m can be bounded by an exponen-
tial in the size of Ψ, while p is no larger than |Ψ|, giving us the effective interpretation
theorem for the modal fragment of Lµ.
In a similar vein, Chapter 6 already argued that for semantically Σµ2 disjunctive
formulas Ψ, with index I, the model-checking game corresponds to the n-challenge
game, for some n: M |= Ψ if and only if even wins the n-challenge game onM× Ψ.
Furthermore, for every Ψ, the formula Ψ(n) holds in a structure M whenever Even
wins the model-checking n-challenge game onM×Ψ. Then, in the same way we can
construct ChallengenI = ParityI(n) which is true in a parity game G if and only if Even
wins the n-challenge game on G × ParityI . However, G and G × ParityI are the same
parity game, modulo some tidying up [Grä11] which does not affect the winner of the
challenge game. ThereforeM×Ψ |= ChallengenI ⇐⇒ M |= Ψ(n) ⇐⇒ M |= Ψ.
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This makes ChallengenI the parameterised family of interpreting formulas for se-
mantically Σµ2 formulas with index I.
As noted in Chapter 6, a bound on n would yield a decidability theorem for Σµ2 .
This concludes the argument that the decidability proofs known so far for levels of
the Lµ alternation hierarchy can be understood in terms of the descriptive complexity
of model-checking games. In other words, semantically low alternation formulas, at
least in disjunctive form, generate parity games of low descriptive complexity. The
difficulty of establishing such theorems for non-disjunctive formulas highlights dis-
junctive form’s crucial role in the index problem.
8.4 General interpretation theorem for disjunctive Lµ
Given that all existing decision procedures for Lµ alternation classes can be framed in
terms of an interpretation theorem, it seems plausible that this could also be the case
for higher alternation classes. This section generalises the argument for Σµ2 as far as
possible with our current tools. One of the difficulties of generalising the Σµ2 construc-
tion to more priorities is that beyond {0,1} König’s lemma can no longer be used to
find a finite bound after which the higher priority is seen on all plays on a branch. In-
stead, some concessions over the structure of target formulas, that is to say only con-
sidering disjunctive alternation classes, allows us to only have one play per branch.
Then the proof generalises and we get an interpretation theorem for co-disjunctive
formulas. Although the generality of this result is appealing, the restriction to dis-
junctive form in the target class and co-disjunctive form in the inputs highlights some
of the difficulties that will probably need to be tackled to solve the index problem.
8.4.1 Generalised challenge game
The n-challenge game used in relation to the decidability of Σµ2 has one challenge per
even priority of the original formula. This section generalises the construction for
any target alternation class, by considering a set of challenges per priority rather than
a single challenge. More precisely, fix J to be the input index, i.e. the index of the
input formula, while I is the target index, i.e. the index of the target alternation class.
Then for the pair J, I, this section defines a parameterised challenge game such that
an input formula Ψ in co-disjuntive form of index J is interpreted by the formula (of
index I), describing the winning regions of these games if and only if Ψ is equivalent
to a disjunctive formula of index I.
As usual, this game is played on a parity game arena with priorities from J. Unlike
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for Σµ2 , the challenging player is now Even. This is because we are looking at target
formulas in disjunctive form, which yield well-behaved strategies for Even. The input
formula on the other hand is in co-disjunctive form, to yield well-behaved strategies
for Odd. Instead of a single challenge per priority, Even can open a challenge on each
odd priority of J at different levels, corresponding to priorities in I.
Definition 130. (Challenge configuration) A challenge configuration (ā, c̄) consists of
|Io| × |Jo| challenges, where Io and Jo are the odd priorities in I and J respectively,
each of which can be met or open, and their counters. Write ai,j = met or open for i ∈ I
and j ∈ J to indicate whether the i-level challenge on j is open. Each challenge ai,j is
attached to a positive integer counter value ci,j, bounded by n.
Given a configuration (ā, c̄), the least j for which ai,j is open for some i is the priority
of the challenge configuration, and the highest level i at which ai,j is open is its level.
A valid challenge configuration respects the following constraint: if ai,j = open then
ai,k = open for all k > j. That is to say, challenges are opened in decreasing order.
The game configuration consists of a position in the parity game and a challenge
configuration. The progress of the game can be divided into two rounds: in the first
round Even opens or resets challenges, while the second round is a step in the parity
game. In the first round her possible actions are:
• To k-reset for any odd k ∈ Io, setting ai,j := met and ci,j := n for all i ≤ k;
• To open at any level i, challenges up to any p, as long as the counters allow it:
for all j ≥ p such that ai,j = met, set ai,j := open and ci,j := ci,j − 1 if ci,j > 0.
Then, in the second round, the player whose turn it is in the parity game picks a
successor position. If the underlying parity game ends in a terminal state, then the
winner of the underlying parity game immediately wins the challenge game, too. The
challenge configuration is updated according to the priority p of this new position:
• ai,j := met for all j ≤ p, all i ∈ Io;
• ci,j := n for all j < p, all i ∈ Io.
If ci,p = 0 for some i, then the game ends immediately with a win for Odd.
A play is a potentially infinite sequence of game configurations: an underlying
parity game play augmented with challenge configurations. The dominant priority
of the parity game play is also the dominant priority of the challenge game play. An
infinite play with dominant priority d is winning for Odd if: d is odd, or all ai,d+1
challenges are in the met state infinitely often.
Lemma 131. The winning regions of a generalised n-challenge game for J, I are described by
a Lµ formula with index I.
For clarity, I describe the formula GChallengenJ,I as a Lµ-automaton.
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Let A be the Lµ-automaton of ParityJ. For each valid challenge configuration (ā, c̄),
of priority p and level k, let A(ā, c̄) be a copy of A with the following modifications:
• Ω(ā,c̄)(q) = k (odd) if ΩA(q) < p− 1;
• Ω(ā,c̄)(q) = k + 1 (even) if ΩA(q) ≥ p− 1;
The components A(ā, c̄) are joined to form one automaton by adding transitions as
follows:
• For a state q in A(ā, c̄) with ΩA(q) = d ≥ p and some i such that ai,p = open and
ci,p = 0, there is a unique transition to ⊥, indicating an immediate win for Odd;
else
• A state q in A(ā, c̄) with ΩA(q) = d≥ p has a transition to the copy of q in A(ā′, c̄′)
where: a′i,j = met for all i and j ≤ d, a′i,j = ai,j otherwise, and c′i,j = n for all i and
j < d, and c′i,j = ci,j otherwise; this indicates all challenges up to d being met.
• All other states q have a transition δ(q) =
∨
Qopen ∪ Qreset where Qopen and Qreset
are as follows. Qopen is the set of states corresponding to q in the components
A(ā′, c̄′) such that if ai,j = open, then a′i,j = open and whenever ai,j = met but a
′
i,j =
open, then c′i,j = ci,j − 1≥ 0; this corresponds to Even opening some challenges.
Qreset is the set of states corresponding to q in the components A(ā′, c̄′) such that
for some k ∈ Io, a′i,j = met and c′i,j = n for all i ≤ k and a′i,j = ai,j and c′i,j = ci,j
otherwise; This corresponds to Even resetting counters up to level k.
A play of this automaton can be read as a play of the automaton A augmented
with the challenge configurations (ā, c̄) corresponding to what component a state is
visited in. The original priorities of states, as defined by ΩA, correspond to the prior-
ities in the underlying game. The moves between the components describe how the
challenge configuration evolves as the Even player sets and resets challenges and as
these are met. It suffices to check that the winning conditions of the challenge game
are respected by the new parity assignment.
A play that reaches a terminal position corresponds to either a finite play in the
parity game, or a challenge on p being met when a counter ai,p is at 0. We then need
to consider three cases.
First consider infinite plays, dominated in the underlying parity game by an even
priority d, where some d + 1 challenge ai,d+1 is eventually always open. Such a play
should, according to the rules of the challenge game, be winning for Even. In the
automaton of GChallengenJ,I, the play eventually gets stuck in automaton components
at some level k, corresponding to the most significant level d+ 1 is opened but not met
at. The play visits a component with level k and priority d + 1 infinitely often, at least
whenever d is seen. The play will therefore see the even priority k + 1 infinitely often.
This will be the dominant priority since it is the largest priority within components of
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level k. Such a play is therefore winning for Even, as it should be.
Now consider infinite plays, dominated in the underlying parity game by an even
priority d, where all d + 1 challenges are always eventually met. Such a play should be
winning for Odd according to the challenge game specifications. We consider the case
that d + 1 is opened finitely many times first. Then, the game eventually gets stuck
in components of priority d + 3 or more. In such components priorities d and lower
receive Odd priorities, so Odd wins this game.
If d + 1 is opened infinitely often at some maximal level k, Even must be resetting
level k or higher infinitely often. The play therefore visits a component of level k + 2
or higher with priority d + 3 infinitely often, where it must see the odd priority k. The
play can see no higher even priority (available only when ai,j is open for i≥ k+ 2 when
a priority equal or higher to j− 1 is seen) infinitely often since the d + 1 challenge is
not opened at a more significant level infinitely often. The play is therefore winning
for Odd, as required.
Finally, if an infinite play is dominated by an odd priority d, all d challenges are al-
ways eventually met. Again, we can consider both cases where a d challenge is opened
finite and infinitely often. If such challenges are only opened finitely often, the game
gets stuck in components of priority d + 2 where all nodes of original priorities d and
lower receive an odd priority. If a d challenge is opened infinitely often at the maximal
level k, then Even must be resetting level k or higher infinitely often, which means that
the play visits a node of priority k infinitely often and, as above, cannot visit a higher
even priority.
Lemma 132. A co-disjunctive Lµ formula Ψ of index J is interpreted by GChallengenJ,I if it
is equivalent to a disjunctive formula of index I.
Proof. The proof structure is similar to the proof of Theorem 94 in Chapter 6 – here it
just incorporates the additional challenges and resets. Furthermore, due to the added
priorities, we have to constrain the target formula to be in disjunctive form and the
input formula to be in co-disjunctive form, rather than invoking König’s Lemma.
Assume that Ψ is equivalent to some disjunctive Φ of index I and that for all m,
in particular a fixed m > (|Ψ| + |Φ|)2, there is a structure M, such that Even wins
the parity game M× Ψ but Odd wins the generalised m-challenge game on M×
Ψ. Without loss of generality, take M to be finitely branching. As for the proof of
Theorem 94, this proof first uses a winning strategy σ for Even inM×Φ to define a
challenging strategy γ for her in the generalised m-challenge game on M× Ψ (Part
I). Then Odd’s winning strategy τ is used to add back edges to M (Part II), turning
it into a new structure M′ which preserves Even’s winning strategy σ in M′ × Φ
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while turning τγ into a winning strategy in M′ × Ψ (Part III). This contradicts the
equivalence of Φ and Ψ.
Part I. Let σ be Even’s well-behaved winning strategy in the parity gameM×Φ.
For a branch b of M, on which σ reaches a node v, indicate by nextk(b,v), for even
k ∈ I, the next node along b at which k or a higher even priority is seen. If k or higher
is not seen after v, leave it undefined. For each odd k ∈ I define Rk the set of nodes at
which σ sees the odd priority k.
Now consider the generalised m-challenge game on the arenaM× Ψ. Let Even’s
challenging strategy γ be: to open all challenges at the start of the game, and whenever
its counter is reset; if challenges for a priority j is met at v, and none of its counters ci,j
is at 0, open the next challenge ai,j when the play reaches a node nexti−1(b,v) for any
branch b, unless the counter is reset before then. Even resets level k upon reaching a
position in Rk.
Part II. Odd wins the generalised m-challenge game on M× Ψ, so let τ be his
winning strategy. Recall that τγ is an Odd’s strategy for Ψ up to the point where an mth
challenge is met, and undefined thereafter. Since Ψ is co-disjunctive, we can adjustM
into a bisimilar structure in which the pure parity game strategy τγ is well-behaved
wherever it is defined – it reaches each position of M at either one subformula, or
none.
The strategy τγ is winning in the challenge game against any strategy for Even
which uses the challenging strategy γ. Even always eventually opens a challenge on
every priority, at some level, and only resets level k infinitely often on a branch if all
challenges at level k + 2 infinitely often are open infinitely often. Hence the only way
for her to lose is to either lose finitely in the underlying parity game or for the play
to reach a position of priority p when for some i, ci,p = 0. Thus, every play in the
challenge game that agrees with τγ and the challenging strategy γ is finite.
Since τγ is well-behaved, each branch carries at most one play of the parity game.
For every branch b with a play on it, the play either ends in a winning position for
Odd in the underlying parity game, or in a long streak in which the highest priority
seen is some odd p, and it is seen at least m times, corresponding to every instance of
Odd meeting a p-challenge, set on some level k. As long as m is sufficiently large, on
every such branch there are two nodes v and its descendant w, at which Even opens
challenge ak,p, which agree on the set of subformulas that τγ reaches there inM× Ψ
and that σ reaches there in M× Φ. Now consider the structure M′, which is as M
except that the predecessor of each w-node has an edge to v instead. The strategies τγ
and σ transfer in the obvious way toM′.
Part III. Finally, let us show that σ is winning inM′ ×Φ and that τγ is winning in
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M′ ×Ψ. Starting with τγ, consider plays that do not go through back edges infinitely
often. They must be finite, and end in a position that is winning for Odd, as in the
challenge game onM× Ψ. Any play inM× Ψ that agrees with τγ which sees both
v and w is dominated by an odd priority between v and w. Then, as the w and v
agree on which subformula σγ reaches them at, an odd priority dominates plays that
go through back edges inM′ ×Ψ infinitely often: strategy τγ is winning inM′ ×Ψ.
Now onto σ inM′ ×Φ. If a branch is unchanged by the transformation, then any
play on it is still winning for σ. If a branch that σ plays on has been changed, then
consider in M the two nodes v and w at which the transformation is done. These
both are nodes at which according to γ, Even opens a ak,p challenge for the k and p
for which Even runs out of challenges in the challenge game onM. Therefore, from
the definition of nextk−1 and γ, σ sees k − 11 between them and no odd priority k or
larger, as witnessed by the lack of reset of k-counters. Since v and w agree on which
subformula σ reaches them at, any play inM′ × Φ which goes through a back-edge
infinitely often is dominated by the even priority k− 1.
This contradicts the equivalence of Ψ and Φ. Therefore, if Ψ is semantically equiv-
alent to a disjunctive formula of index I, then for all structures M the m-challenge
game and the parity game onM× Ψ have the same winner for m > (|Φ|+ |Ψ|)2, i.e,
Ψ is interpreted by GChallengemJ,I
This yields an interpretation theorem for all disjunctive Σµ alternation classes, for
co-disjunctive input formulas: I is an upper bound on the descriptive complexity of
the model checking games generated by the co-disjunctive form of Ψ.
8.5 Discussion
After the last chapter showed that the descriptive complexity of the model-checking
games of Ψ is an upper bound on the semantic complexity of Ψ, this chapter studied in
what circumstances the converse is also true: when is the semantic complexity of Ψ an
upper bound on the semantic complexity of the model-checking games of Ψ. That is
to say, are formulas semantically in a class C interpreted by a formula in C? For classes
for which this is the case, the descriptive complexity of model-checking games corre-
sponds exactly to the semantic complexity of formulas. Furthermore, the interpreting
formulas are an indication of what the equivalent formula in the low alternation class
looks like, if it exists.
For low alternation classes ML,Πµ1 and Σ
µ
2 , the existing decision procedures pro-
vided clues on how to construct the interpreting formula. For both Πµ1 and Σ
µ
2 , the
interpretation theorem only applies for disjunctive input formula. This once again
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highlights the importance of disjunctive form for the index problem: the descriptive
complexity of the model-checking games of disjunctive formulas seems to be lower
than for general Lµ formulas.
The last section generalises the challenge-game construction from Chapter 6 to any
disjunctive alternation class, and shows that any co-disjunctive formula equivalent to
a disjunctive formula in a class C is interpreted by a disjunctive formula in C.
The generality of this result comes at a cost. Since it is restricted to disjunctive tar-
get classes and co-disjunctive input classes, it is less powerful than the interpretation
theorems for Lµ described in the previous section. In particular, it is not constructive,
in the sense that if a formula is indeed equivalent to a disjunctive formula of index I,
even if we find the interpreting disjunctive formula of index I, this only allows us to
construct a formula of index I, which may not itself be disjunctive.
The current techniques meet their limits as the definition of nextk in the proof of
Lemma 132 requires us to be able to pinpoint a moment when it is safe for the chal-
lenger to open the next challenge. In the Σµ2 case we could use König’s lemma to
achieve this while in the generalised version disjunctive form makes this straight-
forward. Generalising the non-disjunctive case requires a novel strategy.
If the recent work on the Rabin–Mostowski index problem for parity automata
[CKLV13, SW16] is the automata-theoretic cousin of the decidability proof of Σµ2 for
Πµ2 in Chapter 6, then the proof of the last section is related to the reduction of the
Rabin–Mostowski index problem of non-deterministic automata to the boundedness
of distance-parity automata [CL08]. The presentation is of course very different, and
the proof methods are not obviously recognisable, but the underlying idea of reduc-
ing an index problem to a question of boundedness is identical. Interestingly, in the
framework of automata and ordered structures, the restrictions to co-disjunctive input
formulas does not seem to be necessary. This could either be a symptom of the differ-
ence between the index problems for Lµ and automata, or a sign that there is hope for
an interpretation theorem for disjunctive alternation classes on disjunctive formulas,
rather than co-disjunctive formulas. It may also be interesting to consider these ques-
tions on the non-deterministic fragment of Lµ. It is likely that for this fragment the
restriction to co-disjunctive input could be lifted; furthermore, perhaps the outstand-
ing boundedness questions are easier to answer on this well-behaved fragment.
This concludes the last part of the thesis, which argued that the fundamental rela-
tionship between formula complexity and the descriptive complexity of parity games
does not only hold with respect to syntactic complexity, but also extends to the seman-
tic complexity of formulas.
Chapter 9
Conclusions and outlook
9.1 Summary and contributions
This thesis has revisited the Lµ index problem, with a focus on syntactic simplifica-
tions. Part I studied two syntactically defined fragments of Lµ – disjunctive Lµ and
non-deterministic Lµ – and how the restrictions defining these fragments affect the
index problem. The main contributions were:
1. A survey on the benefits of disjunctive form and a detailed rewriting of the proof
that disjunctive form is expressively complete;
2. Proof that the transformation into disjunctive form preserves Πµ2 but not Σ
µ
2 ;
3. The introduction of the non-deterministic fragment of Lµ and a preliminary
study of its index problem;
4. An alternative proof that non-deterministic automata are as expressive as alter-
nating parity automata; and
5. A precise exposition of the relation between various fragments of Lµ and non-
deterministic parity automata, highlighting how the index problems differ in
each case.
Part II provided three novel decision procedures for low Lµ alternation classes. Each
of these is focused on generating the simplified formula, rather than just deciding its
existence. The contributions of Part II were:
1. An alternative proof that ML is decidable, focused on finding the equivalent
modal formula;
2. An alternative proof that Πµ1 is decidable, also focused on the target formula;
3. A proof that given a formula in Πµ2 , it is decidable whether it is in Σ
µ
2 . For arbi-
trary input, Chapter 5 gives a sequence of formulas Ψ(n) such that Ψ is seman-
tically in Σµ2 if and only if this sequence eventually coincides with Ψ, i.e. Ψ is
equivalent to Ψ(n) for some n.
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Finally, Part III tied the index problem to the descriptive complexity of parity
games. Most significantly, it revisits the fundamental relationship between formula
complexity and parity game complexity, and shows that this relationship is more ro-
bust than previously thought with respect to semantic complexity. It then uses this
connection to present a uniform approach to the alternation hierarchy, which sub-
sumes all the decision procedures of Part II. The core contributions are:
1. A proof that the descriptive complexity of the model-checking games of Ψ is an
upper bound to the semantic index of Ψ;
2. A proof that the converse is true for ML,Πµ1 and Σ
µ
2 : for these classes, the win-
ning regions of the model-checking games of a disjunctive formula semantically
in C are described by a formula in C;
3. A proof that the winning regions of the model-checking games of a co-disjunctive
formula that is equivalent to a disjunctive formula in an alternation class C are
described by a disjunctive formula in C;
4. A study of how to identify formulas with model-checking games of low descrip-
tive complexity.
One of the aims of this thesis has been to develop strategies to analyse and sim-
plify Lµ formulas. It therefore seems fitting to include a brief guide to approaching
seemingly complex Lµ formulas, which summarises the practical contributions of this
thesis. This document is in the appendices and can be read as an inventory of tools
with which to analyse a formula in the hopes of finding simplifications.
9.2 Directions for further work
I leave the reader with ten open questions, each of which I find interesting and believe
to be useful for furthering out understanding of the Lµ alternation hierarchy.
9.2.1 Fragments of Lµ
This thesis has demonstrated the importance of disjunctive form. Perhaps further re-
search on disjunctive Lµ could overcome some of the challenges of the index problem.
1. Deciding the index problem with respect to tableau equivalence. Instead of
asking for the lowest index of any formula equivalent to Ψ, we can ask for the
lowest index of any tableau equivalent formula. Chapter 3 begins to address this
question by studying differences in indices for tableau equivalent formulas: Πµ2
is closed with respect to tableau equivalence; Σµ2 is not. Developing methods for
finding low-index tableau equivalent formulas to Σµ2 formulas and higher would
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further our understanding of both disjunctive form and the index problem. In
particular, research in this direction could have implications for generalising the
Σµ2 decision procedure to non Π
µ
2 input.
2. Interpretation theorems for non-disjunctive formulas. Most of the interpreta-
tion theorems in Chapter 8 use formulas in disjunctive or co-disjunctive form.
Do disjuntive formulas truly generate model-checking games of lower descrip-
tive complexity than arbitrary formulas?
3. Non-deterministic Lµ. Chapter 4 introduced the non-deterministic fragment of
disjunctive Lµ; it calls for further investigations. As Chapter 4 discusses, the
index problem for non-deterministic Lµ seems simpler than the general index
problem. To the best of my knowledge there are no non-trivial fragments of
Lµ for which the index-problem is solved; I propose non-deterministic Lµ as a
candidate for such a milestone. It may also be worth investigating whether the
methods of Chapter 6, 7 and 8 can be pushed any further on this fragment.
9.2.2 The index problem
The index problem itself is of course still open. Chapters 6 to 8 suggest some directions
for further investigation.
4. Deciding Σµ2 . Chapter 6 presents formulas Ψ(n) such that Ψ is semantically Σ
µ
2
if and only if it equivalent to Ψ(n) for some n. While this parameter is bounded
for input formulas in Πµ2 , finding a general bound would immediately decide Σ
µ
2
for all of Lµ.
5. Finding characterisations for higher alternation classes. Chapters 5, 6 and 7
all study what fundamentally characterises an alternation class. Higher alter-
nation classes are more difficult to understand, and characterisations are more
complex. The methodology of Section 7.3 however allows for partial characteri-
sations. Describing strategies characteristic of Πµ3 parity games may be a way to
begin understanding how higher-index formulas could be characterised.
9.2.3 Interpretation theorems
Chapters 7 and 8 studied the relationship between the semantic index of a formula
and the descriptive complexity of its model-checking games. Some of the avenues for
further work are:
6. Finding bounds. The interpretation theorems for Σµ2 and disjunctive alterna-
tion classes of Chapter 8 involve parameterised interpreting formulas. Finding
the bounds for this parameter remains one of the main challenges of the index
problem.
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7. Counter-examples. Formulas for which this parameter value is higher than 1 are
difficult to find and seem to require intricate constructions. There is therefore
a large gap in our understanding: we don’t seem to be able to find an upper
bound for this parameter, yet finding examples for which values larger than 1 is
necessary also seems difficult. Perhaps finding such examples for Σµ2 and beyond
could help us understand the truly difficult instances of the index problem.
8. A generalised interpretation theorem. The interpretation theorem for all dis-
junctive alternation classes considers input formulas in co-disjunctive form. An
equivalent theorem for disjunctive input would be stronger as it would allow
the low complexity disjunctive formula to be built from the input formula. It
would also bring the Lµ theory in line with the automata-theoretic counterpart,
which reduces the Rabin-Mostowski index problem to a boundedness question
on distance-parity automata.
9.2.4 The Lµ index problem and automata
9. Comparing simulation theorems. In Chapter 4, I present a transformation from
Lµ formulas to non-deterministic Lµ formulas that agree on all ranked struc-
tures. This is a logical equivalent to the automata-theoretic result that non-
deterministic parity automata are as expressive as alternating ones [MS95]. It
is not clear to what extent the two transformations are similar. In particular,
given a disjunctive formula Ψ, the Lµ transformation yields a tableau equivalent
non-deterministic formula. Does the automata-theoretic transformation turn the
automaton corresponding to Ψ into a non-deterministic automaton correspond-
ing to a tableau equivalent formula?
10. Comparing index-problems. Throughout this thesis, I have discussed the dif-
ferences between Lµ and automata: the existence of an index-preserving trans-
formation between disjunctive Lµ and non-deterministic automata seems highly
unlikely; the index problems for disjunctive Lµ, non-deterministic Lµ and non-
deterministic automata are all distinct. In a similar vein, the index problem for
Lµ and non-amorphous alternating parity automata are also distinct: despite the
existence of an index-preserving translation, a formula can have higher semantic
index than the corresponding non-amorphous automaton. However, consider-
ing the similarities between the Lµ and automata-theoretic versions of the index
problem, it would be interesting to either (a) find a reduction between them, or
(b) understand the cases in which fundamentally different tools are needed.
Appendix A
A guide to simplifying Lµ formulas
Although decision procedures for levels of the Lµ alternation hierarchy remain sparse,
there are plenty of ways to analyse Lµ formulas and eliminate unnecessary complexity.
This document is an inventory of tools that can be used to simplify Lµ formulas.
A.1 Decision procedures
The most obvious way of simplifying Lµ formulas is to use the available decision pro-
cedures to check whether a formula is equivalent to a low-alternation formula. Chap-
ter 5 describes decision procedures for ML and Πµ1 : given a formula Ψ, they describe
formulas ΨML and ΨΠ
µ
1 such that Ψ is equivalent to one of these if and only if it is in
the corresponding alternation class. The formulas ΨML corresponds to Ψ in which fix-
points are approximated to a large enough level, corresponding to the semantic modal
rank of a formula.
Example 133. The formula ⊥∧ µX.A∨♦X is modal of rank 3 and equivalent to:
⊥∧ A ∨♦(A ∨♦(A ∨♦(A ∨⊥)))
The semantic modal rank can be at least sub-exponentially larger than the formula




1 requires Ψ to be in disjunctive form. It consists of:
Ψ[⊥/µX.φ]∀X∈U [νX.φ/µX.φ]∀X/∈U
where X ranges over µ-bound fixpoint variables and U is the set of µ-bound fixpoint
variables that are bound by unsatisfiable formulas.
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Example 134.
(µX.A→{X}) ∨ (µY.B→{Y,>} ∨ C) ∨ (νZ.B→{Z,>})
The first disjunct µX.A→{X} is unsatisfiable, so it can be replaced with⊥. Then, look-
ing at (µY.B→{Y,>}∨C)∨ (νZ.B→{Z,>}), the remaining formula is satisfied when
C is reachable via a path along which B holds, or when there is an infinite path along
which B holds. In the model-checking games of this formula, Odd never plays µ in-
finitely often to win the model-checking game: if there is a B path which never reaches
C, such a structure is not a counter-model, since Even can play to νZ.B→{Z,>} and
win. The parity of the fixpoint binding Y is inconsequential, and µ can be replaced
with ν.
This formula is therefore semantically Πµ1 , and equivalent to:
⊥∨ (νY.B→{Y,>} ∨ C) ∨ (νZ.B→{Z,>})
Or just νY.B→{Y,>} ∨ C after simplifications.
For input formulas in Πµ2 , Chapter 6 shows a decision procedure for Σ
µ
2 . The Σ
µ
2
formula, which is in fact alternation-free, is designed based on the challenge-game,
described in Chapter 6.
Example 135. The projection ΨΣ
µ
2 for Ψ = νY.µX.φ(X,Y) is
νWn.νY.φ(Y,Y) ∧ µX.φ(X,W)
for some sufficiently large value of n. The intuition of the formula is that the first copy
of φ corresponds to the challenge game when the challenge is met and Odd has to open
a challenge by moving to the second copy of φ. Meeting the challenge is encoded by
the fixpoint W, and the approximation n accounts for the counting of challenges.
In each of these cases the result formula is closely related to the original formula
so these transformations give a clear account of how the incidental complexity is elim-
inated. By duality, we can also recognise semantically Σµ1 formulas and syntactic Σ
µ
2
formulas that are semantically in Πµ2 .
A.2 Disjunctive form
We have a much wider range of tools at our disposal than just the decision procedures
for the low levels of the alternation hierarchy. Throughout the thesis disjunctive form
has been used in many proofs and manipulations; however, at its simplest, just turning
a formula into disjunctive form can reduce its index.
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Example 136. This formula is in Σµ1 when turned into disjunctive form, regardless of
the complexity of ψ:
µX.x ∧ ψ
On the other hand, unless a formula is already in Πµ2 , the transformation into dis-
junctive form can also increase the index of a formula an arbitrarily large amount.
Chapter 3 both proves that this increase does not happen for Πµ2 and shows examplse
of Σµ2 formulas with much higher index in disjunctive form.
For some formulas, co-disjunctive form may be more useful.
A.3 Descriptive complexity
Chapter 7 revisited the connection between the index of a formula and the descrip-
tive complexity of its model-checking games. The main result is that the descriptive
complexity of the model-checking games of Ψ is an upper bound on the semantic
complexity of Ψ. This gives us an additional tool for analysing formulas: analysing
the parity games a formula can generate. Chapter 7 had a closer look at analysing
the complexity of the even cycles of a formula, and outlining some syntactic features
which imply semantic simplicity.
Example 137. Consider the formula Ψ = µX.νY.A→{X} ∨ B→{Y,>}. Its winning cy-
cles have no conjunctions nor universal modalities, it is therefore semantically alternation-
free. The equivalent alternation-free formula is:
µX.A→{X} ∨ B→{X,>} ∨ νY.B→{Y,>}
More generally, if a syntactic feature can be shown to restrict the model-checking
games sufficiently to guarantee that their winning regions can be described by a sim-
ple formula, then this yields a formula simplification.
A.4 Parameterised projections
The decision procedure for Σµ2 of Chapter 6 described a parameterised family of for-
mula Ψ(n) in Σµ2 such that Ψ is semantically in Σ
µ
2 if and only if it is equivalent to
Ψ(n) for some n. Chapter 6 only establishes a bound for n if the input formula is in
Πµ2 . However, examples that require high n are very complex to construct. For prac-
tical purposes, testing whether Ψ is equivalent to Ψ(n) for a low n is likely to suffice.
In fact, even the bound in Chapter 6 for Πµ2 input formulas seems higher than neces-
sary for formulas that have not been constructed specifically to display pathological
behaviour.
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